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Editor’s Note

On April 18–19, 1961, Americans awoke to the news that President John F.

Kennedy had secretly mounted an invasion of Cuba. Rumors of its immi-

nence had been circulating in the media. But when the Bay of Pigs actually

happened, the initial reaction was shock.

As more news arrived, shock turned to disbelief. The invasion was a

complete disaster. Worse, the Cubans and Americans whom President

Kennedy had sent into combat were almost immediately abandoned by the

United States. Admiral Arleigh Burke had a powerful carrier task group

standing by. When it was clear that the invasion was failing, Burke inter-

rupted the president at a social event and demanded authority to rescue

survivors.

‘‘We just can’t become involved,’’ President Kennedy said.

‘‘Goddamn it, Mr. President,’’ Burke replied, ‘‘we are involved, and

there is no way to hide it.’’

In 1961, many Americans thought that their country did not make war

in such a way. They genuinely believed that the United States took up arms

when an enemy had fired the first shot, fought in an open and honorable

fashion, stood by its soldiers, and never lost a major war. Some wars had

happened otherwise, but this idea was an important reality in the United

States and one of its oldest traditions. The Bay of Pigs was different in every

respect. It was a covert action, conceived as a preemptive strike against

Cuban dictator Fidel Castro—a brutal tyrant, but one who had given the



United States little cause to go to war under international law. The invasion

had not been led by uniformed armed forces but by high officers in the

Central Intelligence Agency who wanted to ensure ‘‘plausible deniability.’’

And it failed in scenes of unimaginable incompetence at every level of

command.

How did so many things go wrong? Howard Jones draws on primary

sources—some of which have only recently been made available—to re-

construct the history of the invasion itself. The result is a story of high

drama, strong characters, strange choices, and instructive results. Jones also

examines the broader context of the event and finds that the Bay of Pigs was

part of a larger operation to assassinate Fidel Castro and destroy his regime.

These two operations were closely linked, and they produced odd bedfel-

lows. An attempt was made by the CIA to recruit the Mafia as hit men in

Cuba at the same time as other government agencies were trying to send

them to jail in the United States.

The Kennedy administration did not invent these dark methods. From

the early days of the cold war, unfriendly heads of state had been murdered

by American agents and others working with them in Iran, Central America,

Africa, and Southeast Asia. President Kennedy and Attorney General Robert

Kennedy went farther. Howard Jones provides evidence that from its earliest

days, the Kennedy administration had ‘‘taken steps toward establishing a

program of assassination that targeted any leader who seemed threatening to

American security.’’ After the Bay of Pigs, they became even more obsessed

with Castro. Despite frequent denials, many covert attempts were made to

assassinate him. Other assassinations were attempted in Brazil and suc-

ceeded in Vietnam, where President Ngo Dinh Diem and his brother were

murdered on November 1, 1962, with the participation of American offi-

cials. After the revelations of the Church Committee in 1975, President

Gerald Ford issued an executive order against the use of assassination. Since

then, some high officials have sought to revive that practice.

Some of these early actions succeeded in their immediate goals. They

were thought at first to be tactical successes, but subsequent events proved

them to be strategic disasters. Later we are still living with their conse-

quences in Iran, Africa, Latin America, and Asia. Policies based on the

assumption that criminal means are justified by exalted ends have had an

ironic way of eventually failing. Moreover, criminal means are contagious in

international affairs. When we use them against others, they are turned

against us. Howard Jones found a CIA report in 1967 that noted, ‘‘At the
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very moment President Kennedy was shot a CIA officer was meeting with a

Cuban agent in Paris and giving him an assassination device for use against

Castro.’’

Jones’s book also provides new evidence that the United States, with its

long traditions of open government, the rule of law, and a free press, is the

unfittest nation on earth to conduct preemptive attacks, covert operations,

and criminal activities under a cloak of ‘‘plausible deniability. These actions

have done grave injury to America’s standing in the world. Yet it is a lesson

that many leaders still have not learned. Marine Colonel Jack Hawkins, who

worked on the Bay of Pigs invasion and other secret operations, observed

thirty years later that civilian leaders in Washington ‘‘continue to harbor

unrealistically overblown ideas about what can be accomplished by covert,

deniable means.’’

The Bay of Pigs was indeed a pivotal moment, as this important book

clearly reveals. Howard Jones’s research is full of warnings for us all.

David Hackett Fischer
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Prologue

At 6:00 a.m. on April 17, 1961, a lone B-26 roared out of the dim light of the

distant western horizon to challenge the Cuban brigade as it hurried to

complete a night-time landing at Red Beach in southern Cuba. The pilot,

one of Fidel Castro’s best, circled the Barbara J before zeroing in on the

huge gunboat with rhythmic blasts of machine-gun fire that disabled two

engines and almost sank it on a return assault. But those on board the ship

returned the volleys with the steady hammer of BARs and machine guns,

hitting the plane on its third pass and sending it down in a fiery crash

beyond the dense mangrove trees and into the swamp.

Within minutes, however, three more planes burst onto the scene, in-

cluding another B-26 that repeatedly missed both the Barbara J and the

Houston, and a Sea Fury fighter that rolled and dived while strafing the

Houston.

Then came the third and deadliest challenge—a T-33 jet that streaked

across the sky, firing a bevy of rockets at the ships, two of them ripping into

the stern of the Houston and threatening to send it to the bottom as its men

jumped into the shark-infested water. The blazing speed with which the

Cuban pilot maneuvered his T-33 around the invasion force made it vir-

tually impossible for the cannon on the heavy landing vessels to hit their

mark. The sleek plane’s wave of bombs and rockets somehow missed the

Barbara J, but their percussion loosened the plates protecting the hull,



ripping open jagged passageways that allowed huge volumes of water to

rush inside the crippled vessel.

The bright morning sky had become a hazy pastel of smoke and debris

as the Barbara J fired back in an effort to protect the fifteen hundred forces

on the ground attempting to establish a beachhead at the Bay of Pigs.

President John F. Kennedy had specifically prohibited American in-

volvement in the invasion, and yet two Americans stood in the midst of the

conflagration, watching the battle unfold while in charge of the Blagar and

Barbara J, then shepherding a retired U.S. naval vessel and three merchant

ships frantically unloading both men and matériel on two beaches. Grayston

‘‘Gray’’ Lynch from Texas furiously paced the deck of the flagship Blagar a

few miles away at Blue Beach, a husky veteran of the World War II invasion

at Normandy, who must have had flashbacks while transfixed on an ap-

proaching B-26 soon followed by two Sea Furies, all taking aim at the Cuban

forces struggling in their own D-Day to gain a foothold in the sand. Fellow

Texan William ‘‘Rip’’ Robertson, a grizzled marine from World War II as

well, likewise seethed with anger at Red Beach as he watched the fighting

from on board the companion ship Barbara J.

Both men were CIA case officers who had been involved in the oper-

ation from its beginning, leading two small groups of frogmen ashore in the

pre-dawn hours to place a half-dozen lighted markers in the sand to guide

the ships through the deadly rings of razor-like coral rimming much of the

bay. Gray and Rip had already had a taste of the fighting, exchanging fire

with Cuban militia who had discovered the frogmen in the darkness. Now

they could do nothing but encourage their comrades in arms as they tried to

join dissidents on the island in overthrowing Castro.

The two chief antagonists in this Caribbean conflict—Kennedy and

Castro—closely followed these events, one as an observer from afar, the

other soon to be a direct participant. The president waited anxiously at his

post in Washington, absorbing every piece of information from the bat-

tlefront about an assault that had not been of his making but had won his

reluctant approval. His highly revered predecessor in the White House,

Dwight D. Eisenhower, had put in motion a CIA-engineered overthrow of

Castro and left the program in its developmental stages on his departure

from office. Kennedy had become so tempted by the opportunity to score an

early victory in the Cold War that he ignored his instincts warning against

such action and followed the advice of his experts in the CIA and Joint

Chiefs of Staff in approving the amphibious operation. The other leading
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character in this drama, Fidel Castro, had been awakened at 2:30 in the

morning at his Havana home with word that his country was under the

long-expected attack. Knowing the odds—that his ward was an island taking

on a continent—he rushed to the beaches to orchestrate the defense.

Poorly planned and executed, driven by self-deception and political spin,

the Bay of Pigs—almost always routinely referred to as a ‘‘fiasco’’ in later

years—marked the first United States–sponsored regime change that relied

on a combination of military force and assassination. The resort to pre-

emptive and covert action not only raised serious ethical questions in a self-

professed democracy, but it focused on leaders of countries that were not at

war with the United States and had not raised arms against Americans. Yet

in the midst of a burgeoning Cold War, fear and suspicion often guided

Washington’s thinking, conjuring up images of threats to the national in-

terest that were more perception than reality. At a time when to question

U.S. policy was to oppose it, the White House decided to simply eliminate

troublesome leaders such as Patrice Lumumba in the Congo, Rafael Trujillo

in the Dominican Republic, Ngo Dinh Diem in South Vietnam, and, most

urgently, Fidel Castro in Cuba.

By the time Kennedy became president, the United States sat on the

cusp of the tumultuous 1960s, ready to face the challenges of the Cold War.

Its relations with the Soviet Union had hardened in the wake of their bitter

rivalry over winning the allegiances of the many new nations sprouting up

throughout the Third World in the aftermath of World War II. The wide-

spread fear of Communism fueled by the ugly excesses of McCarthyism had

not yet run its course, leading many Americans to believe that a Communist

monolith headquartered in the Kremlin had devised a blueprint for world

conquest that threatened the Free World and forced the United States to

take the lead in a war on all fronts. Consequently, foreign state leaders who

did not agree with the United States on important matters were automat-

ically suspect of being at the least Communist sympathizers and at the most

outright Communists—subject to removal by whatever means necessary.

Lumumba, Trujillo, and Diem either leaned toward Communism or pur-

sued dangerously independent or destructive policies that encouraged un-

rest at home and invited Communist infiltration. But it was Castro who

proclaimed himself a socialist and allied with the Soviet Union.

Such simplistic analyses of foreign leaders set the tone of Presi-

dent Kennedy’s foreign policy and provided a model for succeeding
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administrations dealing with other places throughout the world. Interven-

tion by force became predictable, justified by claims that these figures

constituted threats to the Free World and hence to American security. A

policy of regime change seemed in order.

The United States in April 1961 embarked on a new and more ag-

gressive Cold War policy that did not become evident until a congressional

investigation published its findings fifteen years later. In the bitter aftermath

of the Vietnam War and the Watergate scandal, Americans became irate

over growing claims that the CIA, in an effort to bring down unfavorable

leaders, had engaged in several assassination attempts in the 1960s—charges

confirmed by a blue-ribbon Senate investigation in 1975 chaired by Idaho

Democrat Frank Church. The Church Committee had followed the work of

the Rockefeller Commission, a special ‘‘Commission on CIA Activities

Within the United States’’ that Vice President Nelson Rockefeller headed

and that came under heavy public criticism for not going far enough in its

inquiry into government conduct. In appointing the Rockefeller Commis-

sion, according to the charge, President Gerald Ford attempted to cir-

cumvent the volatile assassination question by confining the investigation to

domestic matters. The Rockefeller Commission, however, recorded nu-

merous allegations and collected considerable evidence pointing to CIA

assassination plots. The Church Committee’s six Democrats and five Re-

publicans conducted a broadly based inquiry into the CIA, the FBI, and

other federal agencies, trying to determine whether the attempts to assas-

sinate Castro and other foreign leaders were attributable to either CIA-

instigated domestic upheavals or outright assassinations by CIA-sponsored

accomplices. Most unsettling, the investigators asked, was the White House

behind these actions?

The Church Committee uncovered no proverbial smoking gun, but the

CIA answered directly to the president, and the evidence compiled by the

committee along with additional materials later uncovered points to White

House involvement in pre-emptive action in the form of both regime

change and assassination. The committee conducted sixteen months of

closed-session hearings that resulted in nearly ten thousand pages of testi-

mony from more than one hundred witnesses and former advisers in the

Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Lyndon B. Johnson administrations, and it ex-

amined thousands of documents from the CIA, the FBI, the White House,

various government agencies, and all three presidential libraries. But a wave

of collective amnesia appeared to descend on those government officials
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providing testimony, for most of them claimed to have no recollection of

any discussions of assassination. These tactics did not convince the com-

mittee. Its interim report, published in 1976 under the suggestive title of

Alleged Assassination Plots Involving Foreign Leaders, proved so explosive

that President Ford issued an executive order specifically prohibiting U.S.

involvement in assassination.1

For the purposes of this study, the Church Committee’s findings

showed that the CIA’s primary interest lay in killing Castro and that

this particular project continued for almost six years, beginning in late

1959, reaching its zenith in the Bay of Pigs era, and coming to a close in

the autumn of 1965. The proposed schemes—at least eight in number—

included poisoned pills, pens, darts, and cigars; telescopic rifles; giving him a

diving suit containing a deadly contaminant; placing an exotic seashell filled

with explosives in the waters where he went snorkeling; a standard gang-

land-style execution; a military coup that would doubtless lead to Castro’s

death; and, most shocking to the American public, securing the services of

the Mafia.2

Especially disturbing to many observers was that neither moral con-

cerns nor legal considerations had discouraged assassination and that to

attempt assassination was to invite retaliation in kind. Few contemporaries

questioned the necessity of gathering intelligence intended to help the White

House make informed decisions on foreign matters, but many feared that

the CIA had gone astray from its original mission of compiling information

to delve into the dark and dangerous world of shadow warfare. Covert

action in an open, democratic system, the use of pre-emptive attacks on

governments not friendly to the United States, and assassination—all vio-

lated basic constitutional principles, traditional American beliefs, the fun-

damental ethics of a republic, the nation’s own neutrality laws, and at

minimum the peacekeeping mission of the UN Charter. An assassination

policy, more than a few Americans worried, put their own state leaders at

risk. Indeed, some asked whether there was any connection between the

attempts to kill Castro and the assassination of President Kennedy in No-

vember 1963.

The United States had taken a new direction in foreign policy at the Bay

of Pigs that its proponents considered vital to the republic’s survival but

was certain to escalate international tensions and incense the American

public. Such aggressive action, of course, depended on secrecy, and secrecy

invited sinister activities, cover-ups, the use of euphemisms to hide lies in
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accordance with the guidelines of plausible deniability, and the temptation

of resorting to any method under the shroud of national security—in-

cluding assassination. United States policy in Cuba set a precedent by

combining the two elements of assassination and military force in going

farther than any corrective previously considered at the highest level of

government. Even though such a venture presented the tantalizing possi-

bility of an immediate and decisive victory in the sharply escalating Cold

War, it also carried the risk of a devastating defeat whose repercussions

would shape policy for years afterward.

Thus the United States in April 1961 pursued a foreign policy fraught

with danger and uncertainty. The Eisenhower administration had success-

fully employed the CIA in devising clandestine operations that undermined

unfriendly regimes in Iran, Laos, and Guatemala. And in its waning days it

turned to assassination in trying to manipulate the same outcomes in the

Congo and the Dominican Republic. But Cuba posed a special case: a

fledgling Communist state lying less than a hundred miles off America’s

southernmost shore. Ironically, three presidents—Eisenhower, Kennedy,

and Johnson—found it critical to mesh assassination with military action in

an attempt to topple a government that had come to power in January 1959

with the promise of reform, after throwing out the dictator Fulgencio Batista

and claiming to be a revolutionary force emanating from the people.

But it was John F. Kennedy who made the critical decision to launch the

assault on the Bay of Pigs. Why?

For reasons that remain perplexing, the new president adopted a course

of pre-emptive and covert action that he hoped would work. Here was, it

appeared, his first real opportunity to strike a blow at the Communist world

when to do otherwise would be an admission to defeat having serious long-

range consequences. Kennedy was in a hurry to make his mark and earn the

respect of his Soviet counterparts who considered him too young and in-

experienced for the job. A product of the Munich syndrome of appeasing

aggressors and of the McCarthy era’s warning against appearing soft on

Communism, he could not permit an aggressive Communist state to thrive

so close to Florida, free to spread its insidious and violent doctrines

throughout the hemisphere while openly flaunting its alliance with the

Soviet Union.

But perhaps more was involved—personal considerations that com-

pounded the Cold War problems of pre-emption and covert action.
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In an almost paradoxical sense, the two new leaders were remarkably

similar while profoundly different. Both men, Kennedy forty-three years of

age and Castro ten years younger, were charismatic, handsome, intelligent,

and inspiring, just entering the highest stages of their professional careers

that would end fatally short for the president and, despite all manner of

obstacles, continue for the Maximum Leader to the day of this writing. Both

were Roman Catholic and came from wealthy and dominating fathers, and

both were athletic, idealistic, ambitious, sophisticated, and sexually vora-

cious. They were also highly adept at working the media and public with a

wit and charm that exuded confidence, knowledge, and an infectious sense

of humor. Interestingly, both leaders developed an inordinate attraction for

guerrilla warfare, with Castro using such tactics to take office and Kennedy

welcoming the revival of this ancient art of war as a matching of wits on a

global chessboard.

But their differences quickly overcame their similarities and led to a

bitter and almost personal feud. Whereas Kennedy came from an urban,

cosmopolitan life, went to Harvard, and felt comfortable working with the

brightest minds possible, Castro had emerged from the rugged rural con-

fines of Oriente province on the eastern side of the island, went to law school

at the University of Havana, appeared less self-confident, and preferred to

have lesser intellectuals around him.3 As if a special chemistry were at work,

the two leaders soon engaged in fierce and bitter competition, with Castro

infuriating the president by fiery and derisive attacks on the United States as

the colossus from the north, and Kennedy becoming obsessed with elimi-

nating his southern neighbor despite a host of rational arguments that he

posed no threat to U.S. security.

Powerful egos confronted each other from across the Caribbean, and

one suspects that by April 1961 Kennedy had been drawn into a nearly

personal conflict with a rival state leader who had masterfully goaded him

into irrational actions that played themselves out at the Bay of Pigs and left

an enduring legacy.
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1
Genesis

Assassination was intended to reinforce the plan. There

was the thought that Castro would be dead before the

landing, [making the invasion] either unnecessary or

much easier. —Richard Bissell, post–April 17, 1961

Throughout the 1950s the Eisenhower administration sought to maintain

economic and political stability in Cuba as a means for promoting both U.S.

commerce and security in the Caribbean world. To facilitate these objec-

tives, the White House supported Fulgencio Batista’s iron rule by providing

arms and military advisers through the Mutual Security Program until

congressional pressure cut off military assistance in the latter part of the

decade. On the surface U.S. aid efforts underscored a resounding success, for

the very mention of Havana conjured up images of booming and risqué

nightclubs, packed and festive gambling casinos, and streets overrun by

rollicking tourists with wads of money to spend. The reality was profoundly

different. Years earlier the Mafia had forged a virtual alliance with Batista

that gave it control over the casinos, drug traffic, and brothels. Furthermore,

American businesses owned much of the prime land, and the Cuban gov-

ernment callously ignored its people’s welfare. The number of large Cuban



landholders had increased greatly after World War II, and the island’s

middle classes were large, sophisticated, internationally connected, and

rapidly growing in the 1950s. Trouble was predictable. Those in Cuba’s

power circles were filthy rich; the great masses of peasants were dirt poor.

Batista’s rule took a sharp downspin, most ominously marked by his loss of

popularity among his people and the army. His 1952 coup ironically became

the critical turning point in legitimizing violent opposition and making

revolution a matter of time.1

I

Out of this groundswell of discontent emerged Fidel Castro, a charismatic

young lawyer and reform advocate who at first attracted little attention

when he and his small band of supporters, bolstered by widespread senti-

ment in the towns and cities, began guerrilla operations against the Batista

regime in early 1957. But their numbers grew over the next couple of years,

driven by the brilliant politico-psychological strategy Castro pursued, the

brutal violence perpetrated by Batista, and the weakness and gradual col-

lapse of his armed forces. When Batista’s rule seemed increasingly shaky, the

United States withdrew its support, curtailing arms shipments and ensuring

his demise. In the ensuing ‘‘26th of July Movement,’’ Castro’s forces drove

Batista into exile and on January 1, 1959, seized control of the government.

The Eisenhower administration quickly extended recognition to the fledg-

ling regime, praising its assurances of democratic elections and fundamental

freedoms.

But the romantic aura that some observers in Washington wishfully cast

over the new leader soon faded. Kangaroo courts meted out mass executions

of Batistianos at the paredón (the wall), leading many Cubans to seek asylum

in the United States, and Castro then forced U.S. interests off the island as a

prelude to resurrecting the Cuban economy and putting it under his ex-

clusive control. A pattern of events strongly suggested Castro’s allegiance to

Communism. More likely, he steered away from the island’s small and weak

Communist Party because it too carefully avoided confrontational politics

and was not likely to become revolutionary. But his suspected tilt toward

Communism appeared certain to Washington as he announced an agrarian

reform program hinging on the expropriation of more than $1 billion of

American properties.2
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Two weeks after taking over, Castro proclaimed his intention to end

American violations of Cuba’s integrity. ‘‘The Platt Amendment is finished,’’

he declared in referring to the 1901 pact awarding the United States a small

patch of land that now housed its naval base at Guantanamo. The new

leaders would ‘‘neither sell themselves, nor falter nor become intimidated by

any threat.’’ To American complaints about the regime’s brutal attempts to

flush out the Batistianos, Castro shot back: ‘‘What do Americans know

about . . . a tyrant’s atrocities, except in the novels and movies?’’ Why hadn’t

they expressed moral indignation over Batista’s murderous actions? Before a

large public gathering, he accused the United States of mass-murdering

Japanese at the end of World War II. ‘‘What was done at Hiroshima and

Nagasaki? In the name of peace two cities were bombed and more than three

hundred thousand human beings killed. We have shot no child, we have

shot no woman, we have shot no old people . . . . We are shooting the as-

sassins so that they will not kill our children tomorrow, and when all is said

and done the total of assassins we shoot will not be more than four hundred,

which is about one assassin for every thousand men, women, and children

assassinated in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.’’3

In a move having more repercussions than were recognized at the time,

Castro shut down the Mafia’s flourishing gambling operations. ‘‘We are not

only disposed to deport the gangsters,’’ he declared, ‘‘but to shoot them.’’ Less

than a week later, however, he relented to the pressure of tourist trade ad-

vocates and reopened the casinos, although to non-Cuban patrons only. To

send a message to the underworld, Castro ordered Cuba’s gaming leaders to

pay exorbitant taxes, prohibited slot machines as what he derided as me-

chanical thievery, and, in a masterly piece of political theater, required letters

from the U.S. embassy swearing to the ‘‘good reputation’’ of casino workers.4

The Eisenhower administration slowly moved toward upending a re-

gime seemingly veering toward Communism. In April 1959, Castro visited

Washington, leading the president to leave town rather than have to talk

with him. Vice President Richard Nixon met with Castro for three hours

and, after finding him ‘‘either incredibly naı̈ve about Communism or under

Communist discipline,’’ thought him the former. The administration would

need to ‘‘orient him in the right direction.’’ But this approach seemed

insufficient with two well-known Communists who were part of the new

regime: Fidel’s brother Raúl and the already fabled guerrilla chieftain and

Argentine physician Ernesto (Che) Guevara. The new U.S. ambassador in

Havana, Philip Bonsal, had desperately tried to forge good relations and
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argued that no evidence suggested that Castro had come under Communist

influence. But CIA director Allen Dulles considered Castro a threat. ‘‘Cuba

was drifting toward Communism,’’ he told the National Security Council in

early December. At another NSC meeting about a week later, Nixon pre-

sided with the president out of the country and now took a similar position,

insisting that Cuba ‘‘was being driven toward Communism more and

more.’’ The CIA’s deputy director of plans, Richard Bissell, agreed, asserting

(mistakenly) that every top officer in that government but one had a

Communist connection.5

Castro called himself a ‘‘utopian Socialist’’ and never became a member

of the Communist Party, but he engaged in strident anti-American ha-

rangues and pursued militant efforts to export the revolution to other Latin

American countries. If not a Marxist, according to Robert Hurwitch from

the State Department, Castro had a ‘‘general Marxist orientation’’ along

with the political savvy to realize that popularity at home lay in denouncing

America, especially in view of Batista’s past relationship with Washington.

This predisposition pushed him into ‘‘a pro-Soviet, anti-American stance’’

that ultimately forced him to make a choice between the Cold War adver-

saries. Cuba had always been a profitable American market, and ‘‘through

Marxian eyes’’ he felt confident that Washington would maintain the trade

regardless of his actions. Thus Castro could ‘‘romp along,’’ counting on

Soviet protection while publicly criticizing the United States. The truth

remains elusive, but it appears that the Eisenhower administration’s heavy-

handed tactics encouraged Castro to follow a path he had chosen in

his earlier days as a student at the University of Havana. Cuba, it seemed to

anxious analysts in Washington, was poised to become a Communist

headquarters inside the Western Hemisphere for spreading the violent

revolutionary party gospel throughout the Americas.6

The White House’s initial attempts to undermine the new Cuban re-

gime consisted of an amateurish CIA program designed to discredit Castro

before his people and the world. Such schemes included mounting an

aerosol assault on his chief radio station intended to leave the mind-blurring

impact of LSD on its victims, giving him chemically laced cigars to disorient

him before he delivered a speech, and sprinkling thallium salts in his shoes

to make his facial hair fall out and thereby undermine his virile reputation as

‘‘El Barbudo,’’ or ‘‘the Bearded One.’’ No evidence suggests that any of these

plans reached the desks of higher officials or that they amounted to much

more than back office scheming that never materialized.7
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By the end of 1959 the White House had escalated its efforts, now

determined to remove Castro either by covert means or, perhaps, by as-

sassination. In December the CIA considered two programs intended to

prepare Cubans for paramilitary operations aimed at overthrowing the re-

gime. The first proposal called for recruiting a small number of Cubans,

preferably with military experience, for intensive guerrilla training. These

new trainees would then secretly groom small teams of fellow Cubans to

infiltrate areas inhabited by Castro’s opponents. But the second option

promised quicker results. In a handwritten note, supported by Bissell, Dulles

approved a mid-December recommendation by the head of the agency’s

Western Hemisphere Division, Colonel Joseph C. King, to consider ‘‘the

elimination of Fidel Castro.’’8

Bissell believed that Dulles had actually approved assassination as a last

resort but shrewdly covered his real intentions by referring to ‘‘elimination,’’

a euphemism that permitted plausible deniability by seeming to condone

Castro’s overthrow by a general action that did not necessarily result in his

death. Bissell knew that his superior was well versed in methods intended to

convey meaning without seeming to do so. A wink, a nod, a smile, a shrug, a

knowing glance, a moment of silence—all were parts of a tactical arsenal

capable of signaling a subtle proposal or approval of an assassination plan

never evident in either verbal or written form. Dulles appeared to be a pipe-

smoking professorial type not given to violence, and yet he had approved

several brutal approaches that included undermining regimes in Iran and

Guatemala. And he was not averse to assassination. His first important

intelligence assignment had been to kill Adolf Hitler, and in the period just

after World War II he delivered a major speech to the New York Bar As-

sociation in which he declared that assassination might be ‘‘the only means

left of overthrowing a modern tyrant.’’9

Bissell also was not what he appeared to be. A Yale-trained economist

known for his brilliance, he had left his alma mater’s teaching ranks during

World War II to take various government positions, including one with the

War Shipping Administration that facilitated his attendance at the Quebec,

Yalta, and Potsdam conferences, and to work closely with the CIA’s pre-

decessor, the Office of Strategic Services. After the war, he became assistant

administrator of the Marshall Plan in Germany before heading the collec-

tion of classified information on Europe for the Economic Cooperation

Administration. He then worked with the Ford Foundation before accepting

a CIA position in 1954 as Dulles’s special assistant, where he helped develop
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the U-2 spy plane and four years later, although inexperienced in covert

warfare, became deputy director of plans and hence in charge of ‘‘black’’

operations. To Bissell, Castro’s assassination offered a realistic solution to a

major problem. ‘‘My philosophy during my last two or three years in the

agency,’’ he wrote in his memoirs, ‘‘was very definitely that the end justified

the means.’’ Questions of morality did not bother him in high policy;

‘‘assassinations are as old as history,’’ he snorted. Snuffing out the life of a

dangerous demagogue was far better than toppling a regime by military

actions leading to widespread collateral damage. King’s first recommenda-

tion for ‘‘incapacitating’’ Castro was appealing, but should that measure fail,

assassination would become necessary ‘‘if we can’t do anything else.’’10

Assassination became more than a possibility when Bissell instructed

the chief of the CIA’s Technical Services Division, Dr. Sidney Gottlieb (aka

‘‘Dr. Death’’), to develop the means for either disabling or getting rid of the

target figure. In the late spring or early summer of 1960, Bissell asked him to

make an inventory of the substances in the agency’s laboratories that would

facilitate the ‘‘capability of the clandestine service in the field of incapaci-

tation and elimination.’’ Gottlieb understood his task: Assassination, he

later confirmed, was one of the ‘‘capabilities’’ Bissell asked him to study.11

II

Pressure for a regime change in Havana continued to mount in the White

House as Nixon emerged as an ardent supporter. This position was not

surprising, given his zealous search for Communists in the government

during the McCarthy hysteria in the earlier part of the decade. If the

Communist danger had spread to neighboring Cuba, Nixon was just as

ready to provide the needed corrective. ‘‘I was the strongest and most

persistent advocate for setting up and supporting such a program,’’ he

asserted. Bonsal agreed, calling him ‘the father of the operation,’’ and

Nixon’s military aide, Marine Brigadier General Robert Cushman, referred

to him as ‘‘the project’s action officer in the White House.’’ At a National

Security Council meeting the day following Dulles’s approval of King’s

proposal, the vice president insisted that the administration should not

handle Cuba ‘‘through normal diplomatic channels.’’ Both political parties

in Congress would soon publicly attack the administration’s Latin American
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policy and force the White House to pursue ‘‘a few dramatic things’’ to show

its refusal ‘‘to be kicked around completely.’’12

This interventionist task went to a subcommittee of the National Se-

curity Council, the ‘‘Special Group’’ established by NSC 5412 in 1955 to deal

with clandestine activities. The four-member Special Group met on a weekly

basis and included a deputy undersecretary of state, the deputy secretary of

defense, the CIA director, and the special assistant to the president for

national security affairs. Dulles termed the NSC 5412 directive ‘‘one of the

most secret documents in the U.S. government,’’ for it authorized the

Special Group (sometimes called the 5412 Committee, Forty Group, or

Forty Committee) to review covert action proposals and submit them to the

president for approval or disapproval. Under NSC oversight, the CIA in-

tended to use its successes in Iran and Guatemala as models for engaging in

paramilitary operations aimed at overthrowing Castro.13

In the meantime, other signs suggested a quietly jelling CIA program to

kill him. Years afterward, U.S. Air Force Colonel L. Fletcher Prouty, then

Defense Department liaison with the CIA, claimed that in late 1959 or early

1960 he was privy to a discussion of assassination in a meeting of the Cuba

Committee working under the auspices of the NSC’s 5412 Committee. This

was ‘‘the only time I ever sat in a meeting where the object was direct

assassination.’’ Most notably, among those present were later high-ranking

agency officials Richard Helms and Desmond FitzGerald, both involved in

assassination efforts then and later. Helms was probably the highest au-

thority because the meeting, with pictures of the small landing area in Cuba

on the table and the gun described, took place in his office in the Air Division

at the temporary navy structures next to the Reflecting Pool in Washington.

That same night, Prouty received orders to pilot a light plane—an L-28

Helio Courier that needed only 120 feet to land—to transport two Cubans

home along with a high-powered rifle fitted with a telescope for assassi-

nating Castro. Considerable circumstantial evidence supports Prouty’s as-

sertion. Files from this period confirmed great interest in procuring an air

force plane, though making no reference to Cuba as its destination, and they

mentioned the air drop of Springfield rifles with telescopic sites.14

The new aggressive direction in American foreign policy became evi-

dent to some advisers outside the CIA, for at a Pentagon meeting in early

January 1960, Livingston Merchant from the State Department termed the

Cuban situation ‘‘extremely grave’’ but warned against reckless action. The
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threat was military and strategic in that it jeopardized the U.S. naval base at

Guantanamo and portended the establishment of a ‘‘Soviet satellite’’ capable

of influencing the political direction of other Latin American states. In

addition, the regime endangered the lives of eight thousand Americans on

the island along with American investments in Cuba. But any remedy,

Merchant warned, required a ‘‘delicate operation’’ in that the ‘‘precipitous

disappearance’’ of Castro could spawn leaders who would be worse yet. The

United States had to be sure that a new government acted in America’s

interests. ‘‘In summary, a scalpel is called for; not a meat axe.’’15

The necessity for an immediate corrective had become plain to the

president by early 1960. Eisenhower cultivated the image of a genial grand-

fatherly type, but his military leadership in World War II more accurately

demonstrated a hard-nosed and sometimes hot-tempered disposition that

brooked no insults or threats to his country and made the new Cuban leader

an almost natural enemy. Castro was hysterically abusive of the United

States from his first weeks in office, and his tirades only increased in volume

and vitriol. Eisenhower had no need for a ‘‘natural’’ enemy, and he never

had a real interest in Latin America or the Caribbean. But the new Cuban

leader’s public attacks made him impossible to ignore. The previous Oc-

tober, Castro eliminated moderates from his regime and in an all-night

address castigated his real and imagined enemies—those ‘‘enemies’’ who

were seeking a democratic Cuba and who had believed him committed to it,

as he had said repeatedly. Soon afterward, Eisenhower laid the basis for a

regime change by approving an anti-Castro propaganda campaign both

inside Cuba and throughout Latin America. The State Department and the

CIA sought presidential authority to secretly funnel in help to opposition

groups in Cuba while making it appear that Castro’s ultimate collapse came

from his own inept rule. Admiral Arleigh Burke, the chief of naval opera-

tions, called for direct military action. The island was about to go Com-

munist, he insisted. For now, however, his remedy remained a distant

option.16

In mid-January 1960, Dulles followed the president’s wishes by urging

the Special Group to begin ‘‘contingency planning’’ of a covert project

intended to unseat Castro. When the State Department warned that ‘‘timing

was very important so as to permit a solidly based opposition to take over,’’

Dulles artfully dodged any hint of assassination by insisting that the CIA

wanted only to help the Cuban opposition overthrow the regime. It did not

contemplate ‘‘a quick elimination of Castro.’’17
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United States military intervention threatened to become a viable al-

ternative when the State Department reported on the weakness of Castro’s

opposition and called for ‘‘drastic action of a political or economic sort.’’

The chair of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Lyman Lemnitzer, direly noted

that Castro sought arms from various countries, and Burke observed that

the regime could easily secure oil from the Soviet Union because its ships

were already transporting the product to regional neighbors Brazil and

Uruguay. Cuba under international Communist control would endanger

American interests in the Panama Canal and Guantanamo. The United

States should prepare for unilateral military action as a ‘‘last resort.’’ The

Defense Department asserted that ‘‘Communist control of Cuba—either by

the USSR or indirectly—would be intolerable.’’ That concern in mind, the

Joint Chiefs recommended ‘‘a program of positive action to re-establish a

stable, friendly, non-communist government in Cuba.’’18

From the Eisenhower administration’s perspective, the final bits of

proof of Castro’s Communist allegiance fell into place in February 1960

when, shortly after extending recognition to the People’s Republic of China,

he signed a treaty with the Soviet Union. Nearly eleven years after the

Communists took over the Chinese mainland in October 1949, Cuba joined

a host of countries, both Communist and non-Communist, in recognizing

the new Beijing regime. Americans discerned a pattern of global Communist

conquest, orchestrated by the Kremlin in Moscow. Castro had drawn Soviet

acclaim by launching radio and television diatribes against the United States

and demanding the surrender of Guantanamo. The Soviet-Cuban pact now

posed a direct threat to the United States. It guaranteed arms to Cuba over

the next five years, in exchange for sugar, which meant that the island would

be stronger militarily.19

That same February the White House imposed an embargo on U.S.

arms shipments to Cuba, and on March 4 relations sharply deteriorated

when a French vessel filled with Belgian arms, the La Coubre, mysteriously

blew up in Havana harbor, killing more than a hundred people on the ship

and shore. At the funeral the next day, Castro accused the United States of

the act, distorting the historical record by comparing it with the destruction

of the USS Maine in 1898 as a pretext for provoking war and justifying

United States intervention. ‘‘We have reason to believe,’’ he proclaimed,

‘‘that this was a premeditated attempt to deprive us of the possibility to get

weapons.’’ The charge remains unproven of whether the CIA was respon-

sible, but Castro expected further terrorist acts by the United States. That
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thought in mind, he prepared to nationalize all American property, mobi-

lized his regular and militia forces, and looked to the Soviets for some

friendly reaction to the incident.20

Soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev soon responded, heightening Ameri-

can concern by boasting to the international press in Moscow of his new

Communist comrade while issuing a dark warning to the United States. The

short and rotund leader soon made clear that he was capable of overly dra-

matic if not unbalanced behavior, constantly searching for that chink in the

American armor he might exploit in the growing Cold War. Seeing this

opportunity with an equally rash Castro, Khrushchev promised support to

any Cuban attempt to close the U.S. base at Guantanamo and warned the

United States against threatening the Havana regime. The Monroe Doctrine

had ‘‘died a natural death and should be buried as every dead body is.’’ It was

‘‘sheer iniquity that the United States should be maintaining its Cuban naval

base . . . without a time limit.’’ The U.S. claim that the Soviets wanted a mil-

itary base in Cuba was ‘‘a silly fabrication.’’ The Cubans themselves had

asserted that ‘‘the best base is the Soviet Union, whose rockets can hit any

sector in any part of the globe.’’ Privately Khrushchev exulted over the first

request from Castro for more than economic aid and assured him of Soviet

and Czech weapons.21

Castro’s bitter reaction to the La Coubre’s explosion had further pushed

the United States toward intervention, for five days afterward King warned

the recently established CIA Task Force on Cuba that he appeared ready to

attack Guantanamo and called for an immediate leadership change. The

alternative to military force was to eliminate Castro, his brother Raúl, and

Che Guevara ‘‘in one package,’’ even though the prospect of success in such

a sweeping action was ‘‘highly unlikely.’’ The day following King’s warning,

the National Security Council held a long meeting on how to ‘‘bring another

government to power in Cuba.’’ Burke wanted a Cuban leader who could

attract a large following, but Dulles argued that the island lacked effective

anti-Castro figures, and President Eisenhower cautioned against creating

‘‘another Black Hole of Calcutta in Cuba.’’ When Dulles suggestively an-

nounced that the CIA was working on a solution, Burke came closer to

specifics by reiterating the point that ‘‘any plan for the removal of Cuban

leaders should be a package plan, since many of the leaders around Castro

were even worse than Castro.’’ His ‘‘disappearance,’’ warned Undersecretary

of State Douglas Dillon, could lead to ‘‘a Communist take-over.’’22
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The inferences of assassination were readily discernible in the discus-

sion, even though no one mentioned the word. Burke claimed that the

subject did not come up at the NSC meeting and that President Eisenhower

never would have permitted such talk or action. General Andrew Good-

paster, President Eisenhower’s staff secretary and defense liaison officer,

insisted he never heard any discussion of assassination. And General Gor-

don Gray, the president’s special assistant for national security affairs and

his representative on the Special Group, asserted that Eisenhower never

discussed assassination and that the subject never came before the Special

Group or anyone else. In a curious attempt to distinguish between killing

Castro in an outright assassination and killing him in the course of an

invasion, Gray insisted that Dulles’s reference to a plan under way meant an

invasion by Cuban exiles and not ‘‘a targeted attempt on Castro’s life.’’ Gray

admitted, however, that some advisers at the March 10 meeting may have

had assassination in mind, but he said it never came under serious dis-

cussion as a ‘‘program of action by the President or even the Forty Group.’’23

President Eisenhower decided against the Joint Chiefs’ call for military

action and supported instead a covert program run by the CIA. The U.S.

Country Team in Havana had opposed White House intervention, slowing

the move toward a military solution and contributing to this decision. On

March 17 the president approved ‘‘A Program of Covert Action Against the

Castro Regime,’’ which Bissell had developed and the Special Group sup-

ported. The program, code-named Operation Pluto, sought to overthrow

Castro by organizing an opposition group outside Cuba, spreading anti-

regime propaganda among the Cuban people, establishing a covert group

inside Cuba to foment unrest and build underground connections with

dissidents, and developing a paramilitary contingent outside Cuba to engage

in covert actions on the island. The CIA Task Force would report to Bissell

as head of clandestine operations, who was answerable to his two superiors,

Dulles and his deputy director, General Charles Cabell. And the CIA, of

course, was directly responsible to the president.24

Immediately after the White House meeting, the CIA made prepara-

tions for implementing the program. It called for three hundred recruits for

guerrilla training outside the United States, established ‘‘Radio Swan’’ on

Great Swan Island off Cuba to begin the propaganda effort, and took the

first steps toward creating the Frente Revolucionario Democrático (FRD), a

front organization of Cubans on the island who would employ guerrilla
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tactics, provide cover for the preparation of a small-scale military force to

instigate uprisings, and facilitate air drops of guns and other materials. The

CIA also acquired a number of safe houses in Miami, instituted paramilitary

training in that city’s Coral Gables business area under the cover of a job

placement company, and began a similar preparation program in Panama in

June. The following month the first thirty Cubans recruited by the FRD

arrived in a jungle area in Mexico to begin military training.25

But these measures did not seem sufficient, and pressure soon grew to

change the small-scale guerrilla focus to a military contingent large enough

to attack Cuba. During the summer of 1960 the CIA Task Force expressed

little confidence in the guerrillas’ capacity to throw out Castro and suggested

that a Cuban strike force of up to three hundred infantrymen hit Cuba in

coordination with the paramilitary contingent. The task force also called

for a small Cuban rebel air force comprised of discarded U.S. fighter-

bombers—lightweight, fast-strike twin-engine Douglas B-26 Invaders that

would, as in World War II, engage in close ground-support bombing and

strafing missions. Their particular attractions were their ready availability in

surplus quantities in Arizona and the ease with which they could be dis-

guised as part of Castro’s force, because he also had B-26s. To facilitate what

was fast becoming an amphibious operation, the CIA opened an army

communications center at the former Richmond Naval Air Station then

under lease by the University of Miami.26

In mid-August, the president approved a $13 million budget and the

use of Defense Department personnel and equipment but specifically ruled

out U.S. soldiers in a combat role. Furthermore, the training center would

move to Guatemala because of the growing publicity about activities in

Miami and Panama. Dulles noted that about thirty instructors had com-

pleted their paramilitary training in the Panama Canal Zone and would

soon relocate in Guatemala to prepare for an operation that had grown to

five hundred Cubans. When Secretary of Defense Thomas Gates expressed

concern about U.S. military personnel appearing on the Cuban beaches,

Bissell shrugged away that fear. Approximately twenty U.S. Air Force

trainers would concentrate only on the transports hauling men and supplies,

and they would wear civilian clothes, assume bogus names, and work for the

CIA. ‘‘There would be no conceivable hazard involved and they would get

no closer to paramilitary operations than the airstrip in Guatemala.’’27
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III

Concurrent with this growing military effort ran an unspoken idea that soon

became an integral part of the invasion—the assassination of Castro. There

can be little doubt that the Eisenhower administration’s repeated references

to Castro’s ‘‘elimination,’’ ‘‘removal,’’ and ‘‘disappearance’’ were synony-

mous with assassination, but the real meaning of the terms remained ob-

scured by euphemistic language. Indeed, the president used the same

wording when he told the National Security Council in late July that Do-

minican leader Rafael Trujillo had infuriated other Latin American states

with his brutal and sadistic rule and that he would have to be ‘‘eliminated’’

before they would support U.S. policy in Cuba. And in Africa, Dulles

thought he had the president’s support in ordering the CIA to ‘‘eliminate’’

Congo leader Patrice Lumumba for his alleged Communist leanings. Tru-

jillo died at the hands of Dominican dissidents armed with weapons pro-

vided by the CIA, and Lumumba was killed by someone having no

connection with the agency, but it is most revealing that Bissell had devised

and managed the CIA’s efforts (even if not carried out by its operatives) to

eliminate the two leaders. In the case of Cuba, the CIA—likewise through

Bissell—was in charge of the overthrow operation and naturally assumed

control over assassination as well. Thus the same CIA officer crafted both

the assassination plot and the invasion plan, making it unlikely that he

separated the two overthrow approaches into two tracks of action that

paralleled each other but never met. Bissell viewed assassination as the

proper predecessor to the landing and reported directly to Dulles, who

likewise considered assassination an appropriate part of the project. ‘‘As-

sassination was intended to reinforce the plan,’’ Bissell insisted. ‘‘There was

the thought that Castro would be dead before the landing, [making the

invasion] either unnecessary or much easier.’’28

In August 1960, after the Eisenhower administration approved the

program to overthrow Castro, Bissell approached Colonel Sheffield Ed-

wards, the CIA’s director of the Office of Security, to propose a ‘‘gangster-

type action’’ based on identifying potential Cuban assassins. Edwards, Bissell

knew, was a hard-line, highly experienced agency figure who had a wide

range of ‘‘assets’’ or contacts, appointed case officers to agency projects, and

could provide guidance and damage control if the scheme leaked to the

press. They pondered the most vital prerequisite: an anti-Castro group in

Cuba that had, first, motive for killing the new chieftain and, second, a web
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of connections throughout the island that would facilitate contacts with

dissidents and establish the basis for a popular uprising. The answer became

evident as Bissell and Edwards winnowed their options to the Mafia.29

Their reasoning seemed impeccable. After Castro’s ascension to power,

he had enraged the Mafia by shutting down the casinos and terminating its

control over prostitution and the drug traffic. The Mafia, Bissell and Ed-

wards realized, needed no greater motive for vengeance. Moreover, its well-

known desire to regain control of gaming provided the CIA with a sound

cover story by making it appear that the Mafia was acting out of vengeance

and on its own. With the CIA’s ingenuity and the mob’s contacts in Cuba,

the two organizations could collaborate in Castro’s assassination without

arousing suspicions of U.S. involvement.30

To avoid direct CIA contact with the underworld, Bissell and Edwards

hired a ‘‘cut-out’’—Washington private investigator and former FBI agent

Robert Maheu—to acquire the Mafia’s services in arranging a contract hit on

Castro for $150,000. Maheu was a devoutly religious man who wrestled with

some of his actions for the government but reconciled them as vital to na-

tional security. He had performed a number of tasks for the CIA on a contract

basis, including bugging rooms, arranging female companionship for clients,

and, in one imaginative scheme, securing the help of actor-singer Bing Crosby

and his brother Larry in producing a brief Cold War propaganda film de-

picting neutralist President Achmed Sukarno of Indonesia having sex with a

Soviet-planted ‘‘honey-trap’’ (a woman hired to acquire intelligence by pro-

viding sexual favors). The CIA denied using the film; Maheu insisted that the

agency circulated stills from the film that helped to discredit Sukarno.31

More important, however, was Maheu’s friendship with one Johnny

Roselli, an advocato for the Mafia whose responsibility was to arbitrate or

mediate disagreements within the organization. ‘‘Uncle Johnny,’’ as he was

affectionately known in the Maheu household, was what Maheu termed

‘‘one of the most powerful mob figures in the country’’ and ‘‘had access to

the highest levels of the Mafia.’’ A handsome and flamboyant Los Angeles–

Las Vegas–based troubleshooter, Roselli was an illegal Sicilian émigré known

to the underworld as ‘‘Don Giovanni.’’ Self-indulgent and a master of se-

duction, he was usually decked out in a dark tailored suit and custom-made

shirt with diamond cuff links—in short, a tall and silver-maned im-

presionado who commanded attention by his presence. Roselli had worked

for Chicago gangland leader Al Capone and enjoyed a reputation for ‘‘fix-

ing’’ problems by making offers his patrons could not refuse.32
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Beneath Roselli’s affable and sparkling exterior lay a hardened and

deadly Mafioso who could be brutally efficient in closing deals for his

friends. Perhaps the most vivid illustration of this trait was his success in

landing struggling actor-singer Frank Sinatra a leading role in Columbia

Pictures’ 1953 blockbuster movie From Here to Eternity. Its producer-di-

rector, Roselli’s former employer Harry Cohn, not only hated the singer but

thought him wrong for the part. Roselli interceded on Sinatra’s behalf,

making Cohn an offer he could not refuse. Sinatra won the Academy Award

as best supporting actor, an outcome that made his career. Indeed, ac-

cording to some accounts, Cohn’s conversion became the basis for the

fictional account of singer-actor Johnny Fontane in Mario Puzo’s best-

selling novel The Godfather, which immortalized the horse-head-in-the-bed

scene in one of Hollywood’s all-time most popular movies.33

A high-risk venture to be sure, but without Roselli’s assistance, Maheu

knew, there could be no plan.

In the late summer of 1960, Maheu met with Roselli at the Brown Derby

Restaurant in Beverly Hills, California, where he appealed to his friend’s

patriotism in enlisting his help in killing Castro. They had had numerous

lunches after their first meeting a year earlier, and Maheu had grown ac-

customed to Roselli’s sharp and snazzy look as he slid into the booth. There,

surrounded by Hollywood celebrities and other dream-makers in Tinsel-

town, Maheu unveiled a proposal over coffee that he emphasized must

remain top secret. The CIA needed his assistance against Communism by

getting rid of Castro ‘‘any which-way we could.’’ Before Roselli could speak,

Maheu continued. ‘‘Nobody could know the details—not even the rest of

the U.S. government. This was a ‘cut-out’ operation, and the Agency must

have total deniability.’’34

After a few moments of silence, Roselli broke out in laughter. ‘‘Me? You

wantme to get involved with Uncle Sam? The Feds are tailing me wherever I

go. They go to my shirt-maker to see if I’m buying things with cash. They go

to my tailor to see if I’m using cash there. They’re always trying to get

something on me. Bob, are you sure you’re talking to the right guy?’’ When

Maheu insisted that he was ‘‘serious, very serious,’’ Roselli sat in stunned

disbelief, staring at his friend while tapping his fingers on the table. Roselli

was skeptical, leery of a government sting intended to subject him to depor-

tation for illegally entering the country while a child. Hadn’t he undergone

intense questioning in 1950 by the crime investigative committee led by

Senator Estes Kefauver? Hadn’t a second and still ongoing congressional
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committee inquiry headed by Senator John McClellan shown extraordinary

acuity in exposing organized crime?35

Maheu pushed harder. ‘‘It’s up to you to pick whom you want, but it’s

got to be set up so that Uncle Sam isn’t involved—ever. If anyone connects

you with the U.S. government, I will deny it,’’ he declared. ‘‘If you say Bob

Maheu brought you into this, that I was your contact man, I’ll say you’re off

your rocker, you’re lying, you’re trying to save your hide. I’ll swear by

everything holy that I don’t know what in hell you’re talking about.’’ Fur-

thermore, Maheu continued, this was ‘‘a one-shot deal. I won’t ever do

business with you again.’’ He assured Roselli of total confidentiality. ‘‘I

won’t ever reveal the content of any private conversations I may overhear

while I’m in your company. It’s none of my business or anyone else’s.’’36

Roselli continued to sit quietly, brooding over his friend’s proposal but

clearly beginning to come around. It must be a ‘‘government project,’’

Roselli finally declared in breaking the stiff silence. ‘‘Otherwise, I wouldn’t

be interested.’’ Authority came from ‘‘high-level sources,’’ Maheu assured

him—the CIA. Still suspicious of a trap by his old nemesis—the Feds—

Roselli insisted on verifying the claim with a government representative.

Maheu complied, arranging a meeting in mid-September with the CIA’s

case officer assigned to the Mafia project, ‘‘Big Jim’’ O’Connell (whom

Roselli had met in Maheu’s Virginia home), at the Plaza Hotel in New York

City. There, in a luxurious guest room, Roselli accepted the job, and the

three conspirators laid out plans for taking Castro’s life—in a meeting

ironically taking place at the same time the Cuban leader was at the United

Nations in New York and the press was highlighting the U.S. government’s

efforts to protect him.37

Maheu later insisted that Roselli agreed to the arrangement because of

loyalty to country and not to worm his way into a deal with the U.S.

government to avert deportation. The truth was, ‘‘as corny as it may sound,’’

Roselli ‘‘down deep . . . thought it was his ‘patriotic’ duty.’’ Like Maheu,

Roselli legitimized Castro’s assassination as a ‘‘patriotic’’ act and agreed to

find the right people ‘‘to perform the desired project.’’ As he attested years

afterward, ‘‘I did it for honor and dedication.’’38

Roselli now opened doors to the underworld. As part of Mafia protocol,

he facilitated Maheu’s connection with Sam Giancana, the hotheaded and

psychopathic yet charming and affable godfather of the Chicago organiza-

tion known as ‘‘the Outfit,’’ who was Roselli’s boss and had also trained

under Capone, and with the cool-mannered, sinister-looking Santo Traffi-
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cante from Florida, who had followed his father into the underworld,

worked with Roselli in managing one of Cuba’s hotel casinos, and was

godfather of the Mafia’s southern branch.

The two principals in the operation, Roselli and Giancana, refused any

compensation. All four men later claimed that they joined the assassination

operation for patriotic reasons, but it could not have been coincidental that

the three crime dons’ cooperation with the U.S. government might protect

them from jail sentences for past and future crimes.39

The conspirators first had to clear a major snag—the method for killing

Castro. Before Trafficante joined the group, Maheu had related the CIA’s

recommendation for a mob slaying with machine guns. ‘‘A gangland-style

killing!’’ exclaimed Giancana as he and Roselli stared at Maheu in disbelief.

The three sat across from each other in the bar of one of Giancana’s in-

vestment ventures, Miami Beach’s swank Fontainebleu Hotel, all dumb-

founded by the suggestion. Who would kill for money, knowing he had no

chance for escape? Poison was preferable, Roselli insisted—‘‘nice and clean,

without getting into any kind of out-and-out ambushing.’’ Yes, Giancana

agreed—no ‘‘ambush or shootout but a slow-acting pill slipped into Cas-

tro’s food or drink that left no trace and gave the assassin time to get

away.’’40

That issue resolved, the band of conspirators turned to finding someone

who could recruit a potential assassin. Roselli suggested one Rafael ‘‘Macho’’

Gener, a Cuban exile in Miami who had been an official in the Carlos Prı́o

Socarrás regime that Batista had ousted in 1952. Gener had initially aligned

with Castro during his rise to power but later turned against him and

worked with the underworld. Gener had trusted contacts within the Castro

regime who were also disenchanted and would eagerly participate in a pa-

triotic effort that promoted both U.S. and Cuban interests—as well as his

own. Trafficante spoke Spanish and would serve as translator.41

About three weeks later, at a late September 1960 meeting in a Cuban’s

home in the Venetian Causeway area of Miami, Maheu, Roselli, and Traf-

ficante discussed the matter for hours with a number of Cuban dissidents,

including Gener and prominent exile leader Antonio Varona, prime min-

ister under Batista’s predecessor. Varona owned an insurance company with

a branch in Puerto Rico and was among the few who had stayed on with

Batista and soon developed links with the Mafia and its casinos.

Varona had created the Revolutionary Rescue Movement (Rescate) as

a step toward acquiring the Cuban presidency for himself and was now
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civilian head of the revolutionary group FRD. Sharply critical of Castro’s

land laws, Varona appeared arrogant and unlikable but found support in the

CIA and the State Department in conspiring against the revolutionary re-

gime. Yet he exercised great care in dealing with these officers, particularly

those from the CIA. ‘‘They were neither friends nor enemies,’’ he cynically

remarked. ‘‘They were Americans.’’

At the meeting, Maheu and Roselli assured the would-be assassin of

ample money and poison for the job. Varona suggested two choices: Either

plant a bomb in Castro’s desk or poison his food at a restaurant he fre-

quented. Gener, however, offered a third option. He had contacted a pro-

spective assassin in Cuba—Juan Orta, a former recipient of kickbacks from

the gambling syndicate who was embittered over having lost that income

after Castro’s rise to power. Orta held a high position in the office of the

prime minister as his private secretary, giving him direct access to Castro.

Maheu and Roselli preferred this proposal. Trafficante would assure delivery

of the poison pills.42

If the underworld sought immunity from prosecution as its reward,

such recompense must have seemed to Bissell and Edwards a small price to

pay for its service to national security. They considered the Mafia’s role so

integral to Castro’s overthrow that they ignored the dangers of working with

a crime organization. Bissell intended to stage the landing at the same time

as Castro’s assassination to assure a widespread insurrection. ‘‘Covert in-

tervention,’’ Bissell later told the Council on Foreign Relations in Wa-

shington, was ‘‘probably most effective in situations where a comprehensive

effort is undertaken with a number of separate operations designed to

support and complement one another and to have a cumulatively significant

effect.’’ And in his posthumously published memoirs, Bissell asserted that

‘‘as I moved forward with plans for the brigade, I hoped the Mafia would

achieve success.’’43

Further evidence for the connection between assassination and a suc-

cessful brigade landing came from the project chief of the CIA Task Force on

Cuba, Jacob Esterline (aka Jake Engler), who was well schooled in the art of

covert warfare and a longtime veteran of the agency. After serving the OSS as

a guerrilla commander in Burma during World War II, he became the first

chief instructor at Fort Benning’s Guerrilla Warfare School in Georgia in the

early 1950s. Then, in a career-making move, he headed the task force for the

overthrow of Guatemalan president Jacobo Arbenz in 1954. As his reward,

Esterline became CIA station chief in Guatemala, staying there for three
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years before taking the same position in Venezuela, where he remained until

1960, when he began working for the Cuba Task Force and played a key role

in drafting the March 1960 plan for overthrowing Castro. On the Cuban

matter, he noted that beginning in the autumn of 1960 about $200,000 for

the assassination effort came frommoney earmarked for the overthrow. ‘‘All

of a sudden,’’ he explained in an interview years afterward, ‘‘I started getting

requests to authorize big payments, $60,000, $100,000, and [not knowing

what they were for] I refused them.’’ A call came from Colonel King in the

CIA’s Western Hemisphere division, telling him in no uncertain terms that

‘‘you’re going to have to sign these things.’’ Esterline adamantly refused to

release any funds without an explanation.

‘‘J.C., I’m not going to sign this thing. If it’s something you can’t tell me

about, then you better get somebody here that you tell about it.’’

‘‘I can’t because you’re not cleared,’’ explained King.

‘‘Get someone else to sign them,’’ Esterline shot back.

‘‘Oh no, we can’t do that,’’ King asserted as the conversation abruptly

ended with his assurance that he would get back to Esterline.44

A few days later, Esterline received a call informing him that ‘‘you’re

going to be briefed.’’ Edwards soon arrived, accompanied by O’Connell.

When the two emissaries revealed the assassination plot involving the Mafia,

Esterline was mystified. ‘‘So all of a sudden the agency gets sucked into being

a part of it, which I never could understand how this made any sense.’’

Going back to King, Esterline asked, ‘‘J.C., do you realize that this is going to

make people take this whole thing less seriously if somebody thinks there’s

an easy way out with Castro being killed?’’

‘‘Nobody’s going to find out,’’ King assured him.

‘‘What are we going to tell Bissell?’’ asked Esterline.

‘‘Don’t tell Bissell,’’ King replied, deadpan. ‘‘Bissell’s not cleared.’’45

Not until years afterward did Esterline discover Bissell’s central role in

the assassination program. ‘‘I found out Bissell was the guy behind it,’’

Esterline declared with disgust. Though a hardened veteran of the CIA’s

wars, he found this plan repulsive and ‘‘absolutely immoral.’’46

With the Mafia in place by late September 1960, Bissell and Edwards briefed

Dulles and Cabell on the plan, and they approved. The discussion focused

on ‘‘an intelligence operation,’’ Bissell recalled, but ‘‘the objective of the op-

eration was made unmistakably clear.’’ Edwards talked in ‘‘somewhat cir-

cumlocutious terms’’ about ‘‘the plan that he had discussed with syndicate
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representatives.’’ Edwards later concurred, asserting that he and Bissell

avoided ‘‘bad words’’ such as ‘‘assassination’’ but ‘‘conveyed the message to

Mr. Dulles.’’ Edwards told the two top officers of the CIA that ‘‘a plan had

been prepared for their use.’’ In late June 2007, the CIA released the ‘‘Family

Jewels,’’ a collection of top-secret documents that for the first time publicly

and explicitly tied the CIA director to the plan by noting that he ‘‘gave his

approval’’ of the ‘‘gangster-type action’’ to assassinate Castro. Dulles, Ed-

wards recalled, ‘‘merely nodded, presumably in understanding and ap-

proval.’’47

Did the CIA’s senior officers share this plan with the White House?

Bissell thought that Dulles told President Eisenhower of the assassination

operation and that the president approved, ‘‘perhaps only tacitly.’’ This

claim did not rest on ‘‘hard evidence,’’ Bissell admitted, but on ‘‘pure per-

sonal opinion’’ based on his knowledge of the ‘‘command relationship, of

Allen Dulles as an individual, and of his mode of operations.’’ If so, Bissell

continued, Dulles would have used a ‘‘circumlocutious approach’’ in an

effort ‘‘to protect the President’’ from covert actions. But General Good-

paster thought Bissell’s guesses about vague language ‘‘completely unlikely,’’

declaring Dulles no confidant of President Eisenhower. In another defense

of the president, Thomas Parrott, who was Dulles’s assistant working as

secretary of the Special Group, dismissed Bissell’s claim by testifying that

Dulles always gave specific authorization for projects and not ‘‘tacit ap-

proval.’’ Later CIA director Richard Helms probably came closer to the truth

when he declared that if Dulles knew of the plot, he would never have

privately informed the president of its details, for this would have violated

the doctrine of plausible deniability.48

Some years later, Bissell remarked that his greatest concern about

working with the Mafia to kill Castro was the ‘‘unfavorable publicity, if by

chance it leaked out.’’ His worst fears almost came to pass in late October

1960 when the CIA became involved in an illegal wiretapping episode in Las

Vegas that threatened to expose the assassination plan and tie it to theWhite

House. During the initial CIA-Mafia discussions in Miami, Giancana

learned that his mistress, singer Phyllis McGuire of the highly popular

McGuire Sisters Trio, might also be having an affair with Dan Rowan of the

Rowan and Martin comedy team. Maheu arranged CIA assistance in bug-

ging Rowan’s hotel room, but a private detective firm hired to do the job

bungled the operation by using illegal wiretaps that local authorities dis-

covered. Potential felony charges led to FBI involvement and a successful
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CIA plea that the Justice Department not prosecute, on the grounds that it

would expose the Cuba project and jeopardize national security. Bissell

could never have imagined such a scenario, but he was not naı̈ve. ‘‘I knew it

was serious. I knew these were Mafia leaders. And I knew they were in a

position to make very damaging revelations about the agency. But we

thought it was all under control.’’49
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2
Trinidad

Guatemala does not need nor is it offering sites for

foreign bases. Neither has any friendly nation requested

permission to establish bases on national territory.

—Guatemalan president Miguel Ydı́goras Fuentes,

October 1960

[President Kennedy insisted that] the United States

cannot allow the Castro Government to continue to exist

in Cuba. —Robert McNamara, January 24, 1961

Washington’s policymakers meanwhile shifted the emphasis from infiltra-

tion to invasion by developing Operation Trinidad, a plan that moved

forward almost in concert with their concern that Castro would attack the

American naval base at Guantanamo and force a war. From the moment

Castro came to power, the United States feared that he would try to nullify

or renounce the 1903 treaty granting America’s hold on that small piece of

land. An attack, the Joint Chiefs grimly asserted, would constitute an act of

war. Burke assured his Pentagon and State Department colleagues that the



navy had movie cameras ready to record all events along the base perimeter.

If Castro’s forces hit Guantanamo, declared Merchant from the State De-

partment, ‘‘that is it—we are at war.’’1

I

Not everyone believed Castro would risk war over the base. Admiral Robert

Dennison, the commander in chief of the Atlantic Command (CINCLANT)

in Norfolk, Virginia, told the State Department that sabotage posed the

greatest threat. President Eisenhower was dubious about going to war

‘‘merely because Cuba attacked Guantanamo.’’ Americans ‘‘did not want to

destroy the Cuban people whom, we believe, are friendly to the U.S.’’2

Castro’s military buildup nonetheless alarmedWashington, particularly

if armed with Soviet missiles. In early October the Defense Department

recommended U-2 reconnaissance flights to determine whether missile sites

were under construction. A thousand anti-Castro guerrillas operated in the

Escambray Mountains, but they were poorly armed and supplied and lacked

unity and leadership. Soviet military goods continued to flow into the

country, including jeeps, machine guns, anti-aircraft artillery, and perhaps

tanks. Although the CIA said nothing about missile sites and could not be

certain whether the Soviets had sent jet-powered MIGs, it reported Cuban

pilots and maintenance people undergoing training in Czechoslovakia.3

Radio Swan meanwhile stepped up its anti-Castro campaign. The

Catholic Welfare Bureau in Miami had launched Operation Peter Pan,

which its founders declared was an effort to save Cuban children from

Communist indoctrination by relocating them in the United States. Havana

denounced it as a U.S.-sponsored program aimed at destabilizing Cuban

families and undermining Castro’s rule; Radio Swan defended the operation

as humanitarian, alleging that like the mythical Peter Pan, who took three

children to Never-Never Land, the Communists intended to steal the na-

tion’s children at the age of five and keep them in indoctrination programs

until they were eighteen. The parents must seek guidance from the Catholic

clergy in Florida.4

Washington’s growing apprehension about the Cuban threat led to a

policy change in mid-November. The concern over Guantanamo; the So-

viet-sponsored military buildup in Cuba; the spread of Communism

throughout the hemisphere—all these factors dramatically intensified the
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pressure for decisive action. After months of ‘‘patience and forbearance,’’

Robert Hurwitch declared from the State Department, the administration

considered the Castro regime Communist and ‘‘beyond redemption.’’ As

forerunner to the overthrow, the CIA in the previous spring of 1960 had

helped small teams of guerrillas wielding weapons and explosives to infil-

trate Cuba and join the insurgents in the Escambrays. But when the Special

Groupmet in November to reassess the overthrow project, it received a State

Department report showing that the guerrilla program was not succeeding

because of the difficulty in air-dropping supplies. Merchant noted ‘‘the

changing concept of the operation’’ as a consensus developed that covert

operations should give way to overt measures.5 The Special Group re-

commended a middle ground between continuing guerrilla tactics based on

infiltration and resorting to direct U.S. military action: an amphibious in-

vasion—code-named Bumpy Road—by an enlarged Cuban force trained

and supplied by the United States.

The CIA Task Force took the first step toward an invasion by arranging

the construction of what was, at best, a substandard air strip in Guatemala

about eight hundred miles from Cuba that would serve both bombers and

transports, all without U.S. markings. An American firm soon completed a

five-thousand-foot airfield as part of a military installation at Retalhuleu on

two huge coffee plantations owned by Robert Alejos, the brother of Carlos,

who was Guatemala’s ambassador to the United States. Carlos had secured

permission from President Ydı́goras Fuentes for the CIA to set up a training

center known as Camp Trax, located about thirty miles from Retalhuleu and

resting high in the Sierra Madre Mountains on the Pacific side of the coast.

The airstrip was barely passable, having only a few feet of clearance from the

parking ramp and a runway extending a scant four feet on each side of the

landing gear. And it was highly vulnerable to attack. Communist guerrillas

from the hills could easily sabotage the planes, given the poor defensive

capabilities of the Guatemalan guards, the run-down fence encasing the

area, and the possibility of disabling the first plane on the narrow runway

and thereby bottling up the others.6

Furthermore, the site was almost impossible to access by land and had

no training provisions and hardly any living accommodations. It took

several months to construct buildings and maritime and air bases, and to

bring in supplies and matériel. In the meantime tropical rain pelted the

area, food and other supplies ran short, and the failure to screen all re-

cruits allowed troublemakers to slip in among the trainees and disrupt the
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program. The base was anything but secret. Workers on trucks carrying

coffee beans from the plantations joined passengers on a nearby railway in

gawking at the strange activities on the base.7

Problems in Guatemala continued to mount as the November decision

for an invasion created mammoth space problems due to the projected

influx of Cubans for training. Furthermore, the Americans on site had not

received word of the potential shift in plans and would soon have to cope

with a great number of recruits. When the State Department noted the

problems in Guatemala, the marine officer in charge of paramilitary

training, Colonel Jack Hawkins, argued that the best airfield was at the

deserted Opa-Locka Naval Air Base near the Everglades at the northwest

fringe of Miami. The Special Group had no solution but firmly rejected a

suggestion to establish a base in the United States. Not until later that month

were ten seven-man guerrilla teams ready for dispatch to Cuba, only to have

to wait until infiltration plans arrived.8

On November 29 President Eisenhower resolved that final problem by

approving the operation’s new military direction. Sixty men were to work as

guerrillas with the Cuban resistance while the great mass of remaining forces

began training in conventional warfare. The critical factor remained the

same: igniting an internal insurrection.9

The Guatemalan base was no secret. The Soviet news agency Tass an-

nounced in late October that an American arms buildup was under way in

Guatemala in preparation for invading Cuba. That same day a student

group less than a hundred miles from the base made the same charge, and

the following month Cuban intelligence informed the Soviet Union that

CIA officers were training Cuban exiles in Guatemala. President Fuentes

tried to cloud the facts by vigorously denying the allegation. ‘‘Guatemala

does not need nor is it offering sites for foreign bases. Neither has any

friendly nation requested permission to establish bases on national terri-

tory.’’ The air base at Retalhuleu ‘‘was one of several established in a pro-

gram designed to re-orient military training in Guatemala toward guerilla

warfare.’’ The charge that his country had become a training center for a

Cuban invasion was a ‘‘lot of lies.’’10

Amid the denials, Guatemala became a veritable armed camp. Seven-

teen World War II–vintage B-26 bombers sat alongside the runway, each

fitted with eight machine guns in the metal nose but vulnerable to rear

attack because of the removal of its tail guns to lighten the plane’s weight

and enable it to carry extra fuel on the wings for the long flight to the target.
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Outside the armory sat an assortment of armaments that included more

than a thousand fragmentation bombs, each one 250 pounds of deadly

shrapnel; 500 demolition bombs weighing 500 pounds each that burrowed

into the ground and blew up everything in a broad area; nearly a thousand

five-inch rockets; and more than 300 napalm bombs weighing 750 pounds

each and containing a gelatinous mixture of gasoline and white powder that

burst into liquid fire on impact. Inside the armory were hundreds of boxes

packed with hand grenades, pistols, machine guns, and Browning automatic

rifles. The bombs would turn Castro’s airfields into ‘‘baseball fields,’’

boasted Edward Ferrer, a former Cuban commercial airline pilot now

working for the CIA in dropping weapons to fellow insurgents.11

The Guatemalan camp sat too far from Cuba for the planes to make a

round-trip, so the CIA secured permission from Nicaraguan president Luis

Somoza to use an airstrip and nearby docks at Puerto Cabezas on the

Caribbean coast, about five hundred miles from the target point in central

Cuba and within flight range. Strategists estimated seven hours of fly-

ing time, including one hour over Cuba. From Guatemala eleven huge

transports—four twin-engine C-46s and seven four-engine C-54s (the latter

used for military action in the Korean War)— would fly the trainees and

their supplies to the ‘‘Tide,’’ their recently acquired staging area at Happy

Valley in Puerto Cabezas. The B-26s lacked the maneuverability and speed

necessary for air-to-air fighting and were particularly vulnerable to enemy

attack from their unprotected rear, but their machine guns, rockets, bombs,

and napalm gave them the capacity to hit key Cuban military targets prior to

the invasion, and to provide air cover on D-Day. The assault force would

board covered trucks and leave the docks at night for the final leg of the

journey by sea to Cuba. In overthrowing Castro, Somoza told the CIA, ‘‘I’m

willing to support you, but be sure you get rid of that son of a bitch, or you

are going to live with him the rest of your life.’’12

II

Meanwhile, back in Washington the Special Group pondered other sup-

portive steps in the plan, including a triple assassination intended to incite

an uprising on the eve of invasion. At an early November meeting, Li-

vingston Merchant from the State Department carefully skirted the word

assassination by asking whether planning had begun about ‘‘taking direct
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positive action’’ against the two Castros and Che Guevara. Admittedly, the

move must accomplish the nearly impossible task of taking out all three men

at the same time, but it was worth the gamble because their fall would leave

the Cuban government ‘‘leaderless and probably brainless.’’ The CIA deputy

director, General Charles Cabell, was well aware of the secret Mafia ar-

rangement and recognized the problems in recruiting one assassin. He de-

clared it ‘‘beyond our capabilities’’ to find enough qualified Cubans who

could simultaneously kill all three leaders.13

There can be no doubt that ‘‘direct positive action’’ meant assassination.

The Defense Department’s deputy assistant for special operations, Edward

Lansdale, thought the three killings part of the broader program of over-

throwing the regime by ‘‘ joint political-military-economic action.’’ Castro’s

continued rule was ‘‘absolutely intolerable,’’ making it incumbent on the

administration to ‘‘bring about a desired change.’’ Gray admitted that the

‘‘positive action’’ under discussion ‘‘could include assassination,’’ but

Thomas Parrott disagreed. In taking the minutes of the meeting, he insisted

that ‘‘direct positive action’’ was not a euphemism for assassination and that

he did not use euphemisms in recording Special Group discussions except in

matters involving the president. Bissell, however, assumed that since Cabell

knew of the CIA-Mafia program, he considered the term a euphemism for

assassination. He also found it ‘‘difficult to understand’’ why Cabell con-

sidered it impossible to eliminate all three Cuban leaders at the same time.

Furthermore, Bissell thought it significant that the idea of assassination

came up in a Special Group meeting. This meant that this action ‘‘in that

context was not unthinkable, even to . . . well-trained and experienced For-

eign Service Officers.’’ Particularly noteworthy is the CIA’s ‘‘Official His-

tory’’ of this period. Its author, Jack Pfeiffer, insisted that ‘‘the white-hatted

guys’’ in Washington would not have objected to a successful assassination

and noted ‘‘a number of such activities’’ under way. ‘‘Only someone . . . in

omphaloskepsis would have a problem understanding the meaning to be

anything other than assassination.’’14

A change in Washington’s leadership did not alter the progression of

events regarding Cuba. That same month of November, Democratic Senator

John F. Kennedy narrowly defeated Republican Vice President Richard

Nixon for the presidency. In the heated campaign, both candidates took a

hard line on Cuba, with Nixon having to remain silent on the invasion plan

and thereby unable to counter his adversary’s charge that the administration

was soft on Castro. President Eisenhower had another two months in office,
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and even though a lame duck he continued the Cuban preparations until

turning over the government to his successor.

In a curious development, Antonio Varona, one of the assassination

conspirators at the Venetian Causeway talks, met with Hurwitch and three

others from the State Department in Washington to discuss anti-Castro

measures in Cuba. Assassination, of course, never appeared in the minutes

of this late November 1960 meeting, but Varona’s plea for direct military

action did. Castro was hurting American prestige throughout Latin Amer-

ica, Varona warned, and anti-Castro groups in Cuba had become impatient

with Washington’s policy of nonintervention, particularly in view of the

rapidly growing Soviet presence. Castro only had about 30 percent support

on the island, but this number included workers and peasants, who were

‘‘the most combative type.’’ Of those great numbers who opposed him, only

about 20 percent of them were willing to fight. His hundred thousand

militia forces had Soviet and Czech weapons but were not yet trained in

their use. Within three months, however, they would master the cannon,

tanks, and other military apparel, meaning that each passing day made his

overthrow more difficult. An invasion force of about three thousand in

number could seize an operating area and declare itself the new government

of Cuba, thereby attracting enough defectors to convince the United States

to grant recognition and support. Soviet tanks and heavy weaponry made

U.S. armed intervention ‘‘unavoidable.’’15

Perhaps running against this clock, the following December the CIA

Task Force developed a detailed invasion plan code-named Operation

Trinidad, the target area a town of eighteen thousand inhabitants on Cuba’s

southeastern coast chosen for the amphibious landing. Trinidad lay less than

three miles from the Escambray Mountains to the west and near the Casilda

docks on the southern side of the island. The potential landing zone had

superb beaches located near hills running as high as four thousand feet and

providing an excellent habitat for nearly a thousand anti-Castro guerrillas.

According to Hawkins, Trinidad offered the distinct military advantage of

isolation from the enemy. Mountains ridged the west, a river impossible to

ford ringed the north, and only two bridges to the east permitted passage of

Castro’s tanks and other vehicles. Castro thus had no access from the north,

for the main throughway came out of Santa Clara and ran south across the

two bridges that the Cuban invasion force would destroy. The only other

approach was from Cienfuegos in the west along the coast, and the bridges

along the way were also susceptible to destruction. The area thus provided
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isolation and, since Trinidad had a reputation for anti-Castro sentiment,

was a veritable hotbed of local assistance and recruits that the CIA could

arm. Guerrilla control of the territory would cut Cuba in half and inflict a

death blow on the regime.16

Admittedly, the landing force at Trinidad would encounter more than

nominal opposition. Castro had a police battalion and forty thousand mi-

litia, along with five thousand regulars around the Escambray Mountains.

But the militiamen were of poor fighting quality and had put up only token

resistance to the guerrillas. Furthermore, he had never deployed his planes

against the guerrillas in the Trinidad area, and the rough terrain prohibited

the use of tanks and artillery. After the invasion forces secured the area, they

intended to arm up to twenty-five hundred anti-Castro civilians (according

to one CIA officer’s estimate), take over the hospital and other buildings,

work closely with local leaders while establishing contact with the guerrillas,

and use the airport for replenishing supplies. Although the airfield was not

large enough to accommodate B-26s, the chief advantages of the Trinidad

Plan lay in the chances for a popular uprising and the refuge afforded by the

mountains. If the landing force failed to hold the beaches, it could escape

into the Escambrays and ally with the indigenous guerrillas while dependent

on air-dropped supplies.17

The White House had just received a generally favorable assessment of

the invasion force from Lieutenant Colonel Frank Egan, the CIA operations

officer sent to organize the Cubans training in Guatemala. He and five

American trainers and Cuban officers had selected leaders based on a rigid

field performance and by early December had begun seven weeks of training

nearly six hundred forces. These stipulations were vital to the program but

caused political infighting when it became clear that no one had special

rights and that place in rank lasted only as long as the officer handled his

responsibilities. The Cuban brigade, Egan declared, possessed ‘‘adequate

leadership and training,’’ even though only 20 percent of its forces had

military experience. They were nonetheless confident that massive firepower

would scatter Castro’s militia and lead to a wave of defections crucial to

victory.18

Egan was particularly impressed by José Pérez San Román (Pepe), ‘‘a

natural born leader’’ who became the captain and leader of the brigade. The

son of a former general in the Cuban army, Pepe graduated with honors

from the Cadet School of the military academy and studied combat engi-

neering in the United States. After undergoing U.S. Army officer training at
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Fort Belvoir in Virginia, he accepted an invitation to the U.S. Army Infantry

Center at Fort Benning, Georgia, where he graduated from an infantry

program for field officers and then returned to Cuba to lead a company

against guerrillas in 1957 before becoming professor at the military acad-

emy. Pepe went to prison for resisting Batista but became free on Castro’s

ascension to power, only to return to prison for opposing the growing

Communist influence in the new regime. Later released, he defected to the

United States and joined the early infiltration units before a rapid rise to the

top as head of the invasion.19

In retrospect, the new paramilitary approach provided a blueprint for

future U.S. actions in other countries threatened by Communist takeover.

While sixty to eighty guerrillas infiltrated the island, air strikes originating

out of Nicaragua would target Cuban military holdings. Then would follow

the amphibious landing of up to 750 men, all armed with heavy weaponry.

Air assaults and supply drops would continue after the invasion, with the

objective of seizing a parcel of land to establish the group’s presence and set

off a widespread insurrection. Hawkins praised the exiles’ drive and abilities,

confident in their capacity to stand up against a much bigger Cuban force.

The Special Group encouraged the CIA to proceed with the preparation.

Years afterward, Richard Goodwin from President-elect Kennedy’s

speechwriting staff observed that ‘‘in some ways Latin America was con-

sidered a kind of training ground for Southeast Asia.’’20

III

In its final days, the Eisenhower administration broke relations with Cuba

and confronted a rapidly escalating crisis. Castro had ridiculed the CIA’s

‘‘Cuban mercenaries’’ for thinking they could take over Cuba, and

Khrushchev bitingly proclaimed from Moscow that ‘‘the most aggressive

American monopolists’’ were preparing to attack the island. After parading

thirty-five of his recently acquired Soviet tanks through Havana, Castro

ordered the U.S. embassy in Havana to reduce its staff of three hundred to

eleven. The embassy was a ‘‘nest of spies,’’ he hotly declared, and indig-

nantly asserted that the American delegation in Havana must be no larger

than Cuba’s representation in Washington. Indeed, if all Americans left

his country, he remarked, that would be ‘‘perfectly all right with us.’’ After

all, ‘‘90 percent of functionaries are spies anyway.’’ The U.S. embassy had
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forty-eight hours to cut its personnel. The chargé recommended breaking

relations.21

After considerable discussion in the White House, President Ei-

senhower approved the proposed action and, recognizing the daily wors-

ening situation, directed the Joint Chiefs to expand the training sites to

accommodate a doubling of recruits to fifteen hundred. The White House

on January 3 notified the Cuban embassy of the decision to terminate

relations, and that same day the president released the news to the press.

Cuba’s demand to reduce the size of the U.S. embassy in Havana, he

charged, could have ‘‘no other purpose than to render impossible the

conduct of normal diplomatic relations with that Government’’ and was

‘‘the latest of a long series of harassments, baseless accusations, and vilifi-

cation.’’ Secretary of State Christian Herter explained to his incoming

successor, Dean Rusk, that it was preferable to end relations rather than to

maintain a staff so small that it could not act effectively. In another change

of course, the president authorized military preparations in the event of

either a Cuban attack on Guantanamo or a threat to American citizens on

the island.22

President Eisenhower’s decision to break relations drew a fiery retort

from Cuba’s representative in the UN Security Council. Foreign Minister

Raúl Roa Garcia angrily accused the United States of engaging in a ‘‘sinister

plan’’ aimed at an invasion. In response, America’s UN ambassador, James

Wadsworth, admitted that Cuban exiles in the United States wanted to

throw out Castro but, in a declaration that he doubtless believed to be true,

said that ‘‘the United States Government has been in no way associated with

such activities.’’ Roa’s accusation was ‘‘false and hysterical’’ and made his

regime look ‘‘ridiculous’’ by crying wolf over an imagined invasion. ‘‘It is the

same midnight brew, dipped from the same cauldron of hysteria.’’23

As Wadsworth made his defense in good faith, the air dimension of the

invasion plan steadily took shape. In early January the Special Group ap-

proved the CIA’s employment of American contract pilots and seamen to

train the Cubans, emphasizing that any use of Americans in piloting the

planes required a separate decision. In addition to the new hires, three

American contract pilots moved over from another project, along with

several present and former members of the Alabama Air National Guard

operating under cover of a commercial company. Albert C. ‘‘Buck’’ Persons

was one of eighteen U.S. airmen who worked with the Cuban brigade. After

serving with the Seaforth Highlanders, the Royal Canadian Air Force, and
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the U.S. Army Air Corps in World War II, he became a journalist but

maintained his skills by flying a DC-3 for a construction company in Bir-

mingham. He and the other pilots received $2,200 a month along with $600

a month for expenses, $15,000 of life insurance, and a $550 monthly in-

demnity for life to the spouse of anyone killed on the mission.24

To protect the brigade, the CIA advocated two waves of air strikes on

Cuban planes, ships, and military apparatus, the first on the day before the

amphibious operation, and the second on D-Day to cover the invasion.

Fifteen B-26s would be sufficient to safeguard the landing if the pre-invasion

strikes eliminated Castro’s dozen or so workable planes, which included six

B-26s, four T-33s, or T-Birds (jet trainers with two .50-caliber machine guns

for gunnery training), and two to four Sea Fury props. No one expressed

concern about the T-33s. Although jets, they were few in number and only

lightly armed, and the pre-invasion air strikes would dispose of them. The

D-Day air assault must begin no later than dawn.25

The State Department, however, objected to the air assaults on political

grounds, arguing that such a ‘‘spectacular’’ event would make it impossible

to attribute these attacks to Cuban planes, especially if Americans piloted

any of them. The numbers bore out this warning. Only five Cubans were

capable by early January of manning a B-26 attack force of fifteen, and of the

eleven C-54 and C-46 transports, the former had only a single qualified crew

and the latter had three. Former ambassador Whiting Willauer sought

American jets to protect the landing forces, but he failed to attract ad-

ministration support because the planes would have to fly out of U.S. bases

and thus make it impossible to deny involvement.26

The U.S. presence became difficult to hide once the American pilots

began preparations for a possible leading role. They trained at night near

Miami, their planes landing and leaving the abandoned Opa-Locka air base

as onlookers gaped at the strange activities in a field enveloped in darkness

save for a single flare-pot marking the center of the runway’s approach. For

nearly two weeks, the pilots landed with no lights and flew a bare two

hundred feet off the ground in preparation for the low night flights expected

over Cuba. When a reporter asked the head of the American border patrol

about the planes, he blandly replied, ‘‘Nothing has come to my attention.’’27

After the initial air strikes, the planes would provide cover for the

landing force on D-Day as it fought for a beachhead, preferably one with an

airstrip and access to the sea. Some units from the newly christened 2506

Assault Brigade (or Cuban Expeditionary Force), named for the serial
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number of the first man in the group to die in an accident while training at

Camp Trax, would supply Cuban guerrillas, engineer sabotage missions, and

dispense agents all over the island. The invasion force would remain in its

enclave unless a general insurrection broke out or U.S. military forces in-

tervened. If no uprising occurred, the site could host a provisional gov-

ernment that the United States recognized as a prelude to sending military

aid.28

Other problems in strike capacity quickly became evident. Barely a third

of the projected fifteen hundred Cubans were training in Guatemala, in-

dicating that FRD recruitment was not going well and necessitating the

hurried dispatch of recruitment teams to Miami. For the assault brigade to

reach the desired numerical and performance level, it had to be ready by

February, which required the immediate departure of the U.S. Special Forces

earlier approved for Guatemala. Indeed, in mid-January 1961 the U.S. Army

dispatched thirty-eight Special Forces to the training base. Hawkins felt

confident about a popular uprising after his ‘‘agents’’ assured him that great

numbers of islanders were pleading for arms. Although Castro had en-

hanced his military strength, his supporters had reportedly dropped in

number from their onetime high of 75 percent. The best time for the attack

was no later than March 1, Hawkins declared, but this was unlikely for

reasons he did not recognize. This target date meant that, because of lo-

gistical considerations, President Eisenhower would have to approve the

operation no later than mid-January—thus saddling the United States with

a potential long-range commitment before Kennedy took office. Eisenhower

would not do that.29

The maritime situation was somewhat better. Three LOUs (limited

official use) and four LCVPs (landing craft, vehicle, personnel) were at

Vieques in Puerto Rico, and the Barbara J, an LCI (landing craft, infantry),

had left the United States for that destination but required two weeks of

repairs before the operation. Its companion ship, the Blagar, was preparing

for departure from Miami, meaning that both LCIs from World War II

should be ready by mid-January. Troops and supplies would arrive on the

Rio Escondido, a converted LCT (landing craft, tank), along with another

steamship, both from a Panamanian corporation under the control of a

family in Cuba supporting the project.30

The mission now went on a rushed schedule. Unfavorable publicity led

the Guatemalan government to want the Cubans out of the country, and

camp morale had plummeted because of deteriorating conditions. Castro’s
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pilots were training in Czechoslovakia and, combined with the introduction

of radar throughout the island, could soon have year-round jet capability.

Soviet allies had also sent tanks, artillery, mortars, and anti-aircraft weap-

ons, and he had made great strides toward building ‘‘a Communist-style

police state’’ that only direct U.S. military intervention could counter.

Furthermore, it appeared that the entire world knew of the imminent secret

invasion. ‘‘U.S. Helps Train an Anti-Castro Force at Secret Guatemalan Air-

Ground Base,’’ ran the headlines of a New York Times front-page article on

January 10. The administration, however, continued to deny the undeni-

able. In response to a news correspondent’s question about Guatemala that

same day, the State Department’s press officer bluntly asserted, ‘‘As to the

report of a specific base, I know absolutely nothing about it.’’31

Some Washington officials pushed for direct American military inter-

vention, even if it entailed manufacturing an incident as justification. The

CIA and the Joint Chiefs met in early January to establish a task force drawn

from the Joint Chiefs, the CIA, and the State and Defense departments,

which would draft contingency plans based on the use of U.S. forces. In

response to a State Department request, the Defense Department prepared a

study of possible military actions, including a fabricated Cuban attack on

Guantanamo that required an appropriate U.S. response. Propaganda could

manipulate world opinion or make the facts so ‘‘muddled’’ that U.S. forces

could hit the island under the guise of self-defense.32

The Defense Department’s estimates of Castro’s military strength sug-

gested that an amphibious landing was not enough and that U.S. military

intervention was essential to success. His numbers were impressive: a thirty-

two-thousand-man army, a police force of nine thousand, a militia of

perhaps three hundred thousand, a navy of five thousand, and an air force

that would soon include up to a hundred Czech-trained pilots. In the last

five months he had received at least twenty thousand tons of Soviet arms

and military apparel, including artillery, armored vehicles, personnel car-

riers, helicopters, trainer planes, small arms, and ammunition. Without a

mass uprising, the CIA warned, the invasion force would need at least five

thousand men to hold a sector of land for a lengthy period. The Defense

Department concluded that the only actions guaranteeing success were ei-

ther a unilateral U.S. assault or a combined U.S. and Cuban invasion force.

In a statement that resonated in the period afterward, General Gray warned

in mid-January that the 750 men then in training could not stand up to

Castro’s forces.33
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Given the wealth of warning signs, why did the White House continue

the project? The imminent change in administrations contributed to the

outgoing president’s reluctance to change course, whether to cancel (out of

the question) or to escalate the military thrust (a decision fittingly left to his

successor). It made sense to give the invasion program a chance, particularly

because its hopes rested on air assaults, U.S. military goods and training, and

a popular eruption ignited by the landing of the Cuban brigade. Hadn’t the

CIA proved its mettle by combating Communism in both Iran and Gua-

temala?34 And didn’t some of the military advocates quietly affirm that their

solution remained a ready option in the unlikely event that the invasion

failed? But this was a needless concern. The invasion would succeed because

of the careful planning, the drive of the Cuban invasion force, and the

widespread popular hatred of Castro—all mixed with some luck and in-

genuity. As the chief guardian of democracy, the United States could not

allow the Communist ideology to engulf Cuba and the rest of Latin America.

On January 19, the day before Kennedy’s inauguration, President Ei-

senhower informed his successor that anti-Castro forces were training in

Guatemala for an invasion and recommended that the incoming adminis-

tration speed up the process. This was not Kennedy’s first introduction to

the project. Two weeks after the election of 1960, Dulles and Bissell had

briefed him in Palm Beach, Florida, emphasizing the intent to land a force

sizable enough to incite a revolution in Cuba. In a later discussion at Palm

Beach, Dulles privately met with the incoming president, who, Dulles later

recounted, asked only about the timetable of the invasion but readily ac-

cepted the challenge. According to Robert McNamara, soon to be secretary

of defense, Kennedy insisted that ‘‘the United States cannot allow the Castro

Government to continue to exist in Cuba.’’35

Was the president-elect made aware of the assassination part of the plan

by Dulles or anyone else? ‘‘I do not believe he was,’’ asserted Bissell. Dulles

bore the responsibility of telling Kennedy, but more appropriately after he

had taken office. The focus in Florida was on the political planning of the

invasion, and the incoming president expressed no opposition.36

Thus when Kennedy took the oath of office on January 20, 1961, he in-

herited the ongoing Cuban project from the Eisenhower administration,

which had developed all aspects of the overthrow plan and shoulders pri-

mary responsibility for one of the most unusual schemes ever to emerge

from the CIA.
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3
Zapata

Never mention word assassination. —William Harvey,

January 25–26, 1961

Don’t forget that we have a disposal problem.

—Allen Dulles, March 15, 1961

There will not be, under any conditions, an intervention

in Cuba by the United States Armed Forces.

—President John F. Kennedy, April 12, 1961

The airfield requirement was what led us into Zapata.

—Richard Bissell, April 24, 1961

[Zapata] had less than a fair chance of success.

—General Earle Wheeler, May 3, 1961

President John F. Kennedy promised Americans a ‘‘New Frontier’’ in both

foreign and domestic policy, but he soon followed the hard-line path of his



predecessor by supporting a regime change in Cuba. Such daring behavior

captivated the young president, whether matching wits with the guerrillas in

Southeast Asia by sending the Green Berets to Vietnam or approving covert

paramilitary operations in Cuba. The James Bond mystique particularly

intrigued him, leading to long conversations with CIA director Allen Dulles,

who was also an avid reader of Ian Fleming’s fictionalized accounts of the

British spy licensed to kill. Indeed, at the November briefing in Florida,

Jacqueline Kennedy gave Dulles a copy of From Russia with Love; later she

passed on Fleming’s succeeding novels to the new president and his brother

and attorney general, Robert Kennedy. It should come as no surprise that

the new administration showed strong interest in overthrowing Castro to

gain an early victory in the Cold War.1

I

The Kennedy White House focused on Cuba within a week of taking office.

Two days after the inauguration, the chair of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,

General Lyman Lemnitzer, arrived at the State Department with a packet of

measures aimed at overthrowing Castro, which he presented in a meeting of

several advisers, including Dulles, Rusk, McNamara, Undersecretary of State

Chester Bowles, and Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy. No one discussed

a plan of action, except that Rusk mentioned the possibility of landing the

exiles on the Isle of Pines below Havana. His colleagues, however, added a

new twist to the proposal by emphasizing the necessity of direct U.S. mil-

itary support.2

On January 28 Dulles formally briefed President Kennedy on the Cuba

project. In a meeting attended by Rusk, McNamara, Lemnitzer, Vice Pre-

sident Lyndon B. Johnson, National Security Adviser McGeorge Bundy,

Assistant Secretary of State for Inter-American Affairs Thomas Mann, As-

sistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs Paul Nitze, and

the CIA’s assistant deputy director (plans) for covert action, Tracy Barnes,

Dulles warned that Castro was converting Cuba into a Communist state and

furnished details of a U.S.-run operation aimed at toppling his regime. A

lengthy discussion ensued, followed by the president’s approval of the plan

on a contingency basis only. He authorized a Defense Department study of

the CIA’s recommendation to use the island’s anti-Castro Cuban forces in

an overthrow as well as a State Department effort to isolate Castro’s regime
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by securing its condemnation by the Organization of American States. Most

important, his contingency approval meant that the CIA continued prep-

arations for the invasion.3

But something more decisive lay beneath the surface discussions: as-

sassination as not only integral to the invasion but as an instrument of

American foreign policy.

Presidential adviser and historian Arthur Schlesinger remained silent on

the subject in his Pulitzer Prize–winning memoir of the period, A Thousand

Days, but he later publicly admitted that even though he did not realize it at

the time, ‘‘the assassination project was initially an integral part of the

invasion scheme.’’ He nonetheless insisted that President Kennedy never

knew of the CIA’s efforts to kill Castro and that the agency believed it had

acquired ‘‘permanent’’ authorization in 1960—perhaps from Dulles after

getting some ‘‘green light’’ from Nixon. But evidence now shows that the

new administration not only regarded Castro’s death as essential to the plan

but had earlier taken steps toward establishing a program of assassination

that targeted any foreign leader deemed threatening to American security.

Within three days of Kennedy’s inauguration—hence before his January 28

briefing on the Cuban invasion—Bissell received twoWhite House calls that

‘‘urged’’ him to establish an executive action capability inside the CIA.

Dulles was doubtless aware of this proposal from the start, for it makes no

sense to think the White House caller bypassed the CIA director (and his

deputy) in asking Bissell to take on this assignment. More important, Bissell

talked about the matter with Bundy, the president’s liaison with the CIA,

making it certain that the president approved exploratory discussions.4

The ultimate objective was assassination, as Bissell indicated in later

explaining the program ultimately code-named ZR/RIFLE. He was to create

‘‘a small, special unit, and highly compartmented from the rest of the or-

ganization,’’ whose purpose was ‘‘to secure the removal from office or to

render powerless or in some other way to frustrate figures, usually political

figures, . . . whose activities are considered contrary to the interests of the

United States.’’ Executive action covered a ‘‘wide spectrum of actions’’ in-

tended to ‘‘eliminate the effectiveness’’ of foreign leaders, with assassination

as the ‘‘last resort.’’5

The two conversations, Bissell insisted, could not have taken place

without President Kennedy’s approval. Bissell had the ‘‘uncertain impres-

sion’’ of having received encouragement to plan the operation, but he re-

membered no ‘‘specific authorization that it should go forward.’’ Bundy
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acknowledged that he did not discourage Bissell. ‘‘I am sure I gave no

instruction. But it is only fair to add that I do not recall that I offered any

impediment either.’’ Amazingly, Bundy could not recall whether he dis-

cussed this matter with the president.6

Bundy’s story raises a number of questions about both its veracity and

its legal standing. At one point, he recalled no ‘‘plans’’ that ‘‘went beyond the

contingency state,’’ which was technically true. On another occasion,

however, he disclaimed any knowledge of executive action before abruptly

changing course and acknowledging that ‘‘someone’’ (he could not recall

who) had told him of that capability but within the context of ‘‘a study of

assassination methods, and . . . not targeted against any particular individual

or country.’’ A few moments later, he suddenly remembered having talked

with Bissell, even though insisting that nothing said could have left the

impression of an ‘‘authorization to proceed with a Castro assassination

plot.’’ He had no power to do this. In a statement raising serious questions

about his understanding of criminal law, Bundy suggested that on the

highest governing level, murder became a legal instrument of policy. ‘‘No

one but the President,’’ Bundy confidently asserted, ‘‘had authority to give

such an order in a valid way.’’7

Questions also arise about Bundy’s claimed failure to remember whe-

ther he informed the chief executive of the conversation. It is highly unlikely

that a person of such sharp mind would have forgotten whether he men-

tioned this sensitive topic to the new president. It is equally inconceivable

that Bundy would have approved such an initiative without the president’s

knowledge—especially so early in the fledgling administration when ex-

citement ran high and fast-paced events left indelible marks on memory.

Assuming that Bundy discussed the matter with the president either before

or after the initial exploratory conversation with Bissell (and probably

both), it necessarily follows that Kennedy gave a favorable response. If the

president had opposed the program, Bundy would have had no discussion

with Bissell. But the two conversations took place, understandably en-

couraging Bissell to think that the president supported executive action and

that the ongoing Cuba operation made Castro the prime target.

Armed with the Kennedy administration’s tacit sanction, Bissell im-

mediately directed William Harvey as head of the CIA’s foreign intelligence

staff to develop the assassination program. Harvey came to the job with a

reputation as a hard-drinking, gunslinging desperado from the Wild West

who acted solely on impulse but got things done. His most storied
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achievement came in postwar West Berlin, where in the rapidly intensifying

Cold War he masterminded the construction of a tunnel connecting the

divided city that facilitated the escape of Germans from East to West and

permitted Americans to eavesdrop on Soviet telephone lines into East

Berlin. As a crafty and hardened CIA veteran, he considered executive action

a euphemism for ‘‘direct elimination, assassination,’’ and insisted that ‘‘done

in the presence of an imminent and mortal threat to the United States [such

action] falls within the province of the President’s power to defend the

Republic under the Constitution itself.’’ Harvey was convinced that the idea

‘‘had been fully approved, including at least in principle, by the White

House.’’8

For two days, on January 25 and 26, Harvey discussed the executive

action program with two CIA co-workers deeply involved in the Mafia

project, O’Connell and Gottlieb. Harvey’s hastily scrawled notes on the

lengthy meeting leave no uncertainty about the three men’s purpose and

thereby violated the most basic canon of plausible deniability: ‘‘Exec Ac-

tion,’’ ‘‘the Magic Button,’’ the ‘‘Last resort beyond last resort & a confession

of weakness,’’ and, most revealing, ‘‘Never mention word assassination.’’9

Castro’s assassination remained the lynchpin of the overthrow and was

seemingly well under way, but the invasion track was in flux, with the Joint

Chiefs arguing that his recent military buildup required direct U.S. military

intervention, and the CIA wanting to stay with the broadly based covert

action plan. Lemnitzer insisted that the Cuban rebels must first invade the

island, establish a government in exile, and begin guerrilla operations. ‘‘At

that point we would come in and support them.’’ The CIA countered that

the invasion would combine with infiltration and air protection to establish

a beachhead having a provisional government, airstrip, and access to the sea.

‘‘It is not a military operation,’’ the CIA repeatedly told the Joint Chiefs.

‘‘You will not become involved in this; the United States military will be kept

out of this; you will not tell anybody in your service.’’10

The Joint Chiefs warned that Castro’s growing military power threat-

ened the Western Hemisphere and necessitated a more forceful approach

than outlined in the Trinidad Plan. A brigade of eight hundred men now in

training was not enough for an invasion, Lemnitzer insisted. In the Penta-

gon shortly after that day’s White House meeting, he and McNamara called

for a new and more aggressive plan.11

Lemnitzer and his colleaguesmeanwhile conducted a detailed study of the

Trinidad Plan and found it generally acceptable but a high-risk proposition.
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Success depended on tight coordination and centralized control over the

labyrinthine complexities inherent in an amphibious operation. If the brigade

pulled off a surprise landing and current estimates of Castro’s air defense were

accurate, the limited air strikes should prove effective. At present, however,

the number of people earmarked for the invasion and the plans for logistic

support were insufficient. If Castro’s forces did not suffer a crippling air or

ground assault, they could mount a formidable opposition within two days of

the landing. Vital to success was either a popular uprising or ‘‘substantial

follow-on forces.’’ The Joint Chiefs recommended a firsthand inspection of

the brigade’s combat capabilities and a thorough assessment of the logistics

plan by army, navy, and air force representatives.12

The Joint Chiefs then sent a confusing message in which they concluded

that the plan’s advantages outweighed its shortcomings. There was no re-

serve force, no logistic support apparatus, and no freedom to maneuver

once on the beaches. They also noted two critical and yet unknown con-

siderations: strength of popular support and capacity of Cuban army re-

sistance. But several factors worked in favor of the invasion: the pre-invasion

air strikes to disable Castro’s ground and air opposition, sufficient air cover

during the landing, and help from the guerrillas on the island. The plan

therefore had ‘‘a fair chance of success.’’13

President Kennedy came under great pressure to move forward, but he

too had reservations about an approach that so blatantly exposed U.S. in-

volvement. He did not want to undermine an opportunity to overthrow

Castro, but he had to be concerned about its feasibility when Bissell echoed

the Joint Chiefs in arguing that the invasion plan had only ‘‘a fair chance of

success’’ in holding a beachhead and attracting popular support. And yet,

Bissell warned, a small-scale infiltration would not have the ‘‘psychological

effect’’ necessary to ignite both a popular uprising and a wide revolt among

Castro’s military forces. If the invasion failed to produce these conditions,

the only way to overthrow the regime lay in direct U.S. military interven-

tion. The worst outcome, he assured the president, would find the invaders

fighting their way into the Escambray Mountains and engaging in guerrilla

operations. The president, however, feared the domestic and foreign po-

litical consequences of U.S. attribution and wanted options other than an

all-out invasion supported by American planes, ships, and supplies. Was it

possible to have a quiet, night-time landing that appeared to be indigenous

by coming from the mountains? The consensus of the meeting was the need

for further study aimed at having the invasion take shape ‘‘as a Cuban force
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within Cuba, not as an invasion force sent by the Yankees.’’14 The impli-

cation was ominous: The president sought to impose stringent political

restrictions on a military operation.

Even though Lemnitzer also had qualms about the limited nature of the

air strikes, he hesitated to say anything at the time because of the Joint

Chiefs’ assigned non-leadership role of ‘‘appraisal, evaluation, offering of

constructive criticism, and assisting [the] CIA in looking at the training and

detailed plan.’’ Lemnitzer thought the plan potentially effective, but only if

the landing party received air support. The pre-invasion air strikes must

significantly reduce Castro’s air force. ‘‘We didn’t intend to stop with just

the strike on D-Day.’’ An uprising had to erupt throughout the island. The

D-Day assault was ‘‘one of the critical aspects of the whole operation’’ in that

it must provide air cover for the landing. ‘‘Absolutely vital to success,’’

emphasized Lemnitzer, was air control. But Castro’s overthrow depended

on ‘‘the invasion serving as a catalyst for further action on the part of the

anti-Castro guerrillas or elements throughout Cuba.’’ The CIA, complained

Burke, had assumed control over military operations and left the Joint

Chiefs as virtual bystanders.15

Lemnitzer’s colleagues did not think the Trinidad Plan’s limited con-

ception of pre-invasion strikes militarily sound but remained silent because

most of them conceded the political importance of plausible denial. The CIA

appeared less interested in destroying the Cuban air force than in leaving the

impression that the assaults had originated inside Cuba. Lemnitzer had

grave concerns about the longtime battle between political and military

objectives. ‘‘You have to be very careful about diluting military consider-

ations in order to attain nonattribution and nonassociation with the United

States.’’ The State Department, however, wanted to be in a position to deny

that the attacks had come from either the United States, Guatemala, or

Nicaragua, and it did not want to alienate other Latin American nations by

directly assaulting a fellow OAS member. General George Decker, army

chief of staff, saw through this political fog and insisted that the pre-invasion

strikes must knock out Castro’s planes before the landing. ‘‘It never oc-

curred to me that we could disown supporting this operation.’’16

Thus, despite a host of uncertainties now seriously aggravated by re-

stricted air operations, the Joint Chiefs by early February had quietly re-

lented to the CIA’s insistence on Trinidad. Success could still come as long as

a general uprising followed the invasion. If the landing force failed to secure

the beachhead, it could fade into the hills and join the guerrillas already
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there. More likely, the Joint Chiefs shared the Cuban brigade’s belief that the

White House could not permit a failure and, if no popular insurrection

occurred, would approve U.S. military intervention.17

The Trinidad Plan still drew mixed reviews. If evacuation became

mandatory, argued Gray, the landing force could break through Castro’s

forces and make it back to the sea. Colonel King assured his fellow CIA

advisers that the local populace would join the guerrillas from the hills in

supporting the landing. No Americans would be part of the invading force,

although they would participate in the landing process. Some American

pilots would take part in the air strikes, but only those working on a contract

basis and thus having no direct connection with the CIA. Thomas Mann

from the State Department was less confident, agreeing with the Joint Chiefs

that U.S. military involvement might become necessary. Once the landing

force hit the beaches, the U.S. government was ‘‘committed’’ and ‘‘would

have to underwrite the success of the venture even if it meant the em-

ployment of U.S. naval and military forces.’’18

Lack of combat readiness forced the administration to delay the strike a

month, providing time for more questions to arise about the wisdom of

going ahead. President Kennedy appeared to frown on the venture, op-

posing an all-out invasion supported by U.S. military assistance, while also

dubious about the possibility of launching a quiet landing aimed at estab-

lishing a base in the mountains. Bundy noted that the Defense Department

and the CIA were very optimistic, arguing that at the least the landing force

would make it to the mountains and at best the result would be a civil war

in which the United States could openly help Castro’s opposition. The

State Department, however, expressed concern about the regional and

global political ramifications of an assault and preferred diplomatic efforts

aimed at isolating Cuba before resorting to military action. Bundy thought

the State Department assessment correct and agreed with Goodwin that

the White House must explore all peaceful avenues before approving an

invasion.19

Schlesinger (according to Robert Kennedy ‘‘the one person who was

strongly against’’ an invasion) warned the president to assess the plan within

the political context of the hemisphere and the world. The United States

could not escape responsibility, meaning that the invasion would destroy

the goodwill presently enjoyed by the administration and give it ‘‘a mal-

evolent image.’’ Wouldn’t it be wiser to manufacture ‘‘a black operation’’ in
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Haiti and ‘‘induce Castro to take offensive action first?’’ The administration

could then justify a military response on moral principles.20

Bissell repeated that infiltration would not work and that an invasion

was necessary. Only two areas in Cuba contained rugged mountainous

terrain suitable for guerrilla operations: the Sierra Escambray of Las Villas

Province in the central part of the island, and the Sierra Maestra of Oriente

Province on the eastern side. The Sierra Escambray was a better landing

area, because the mountains in the east were too distant from air bases in

Latin America for supplying the operation. Furthermore, the guerrillas in

the Sierra Maestra were ill trained and poorly equipped. Thus a small-scale

infiltration program was not capable of inciting the widespread popular

uprisings so critical to success. Indeed, such action would lead to a heavy

loss of life, whether during the infiltration attempts or by ‘‘drum-head

justice and firing squad execution of those captured.’’ Only an invasion

could stir up anti-Castro elements in Cuba. ‘‘These conditions must be pro-

duced before the Castro Government can be overthrown by any means short of

overt intervention by United States armed forces [emphasis in original].’’21

President Kennedy remained perplexed about what to do and in March

asked his friend Senator George Smathers of Florida, as they walked on the

White House lawn, what South America’s reaction would be to Castro’s

assassination. The CIA, Kennedy declared, led him to believe that Castro

would be dead by the time of the invasion—that it ‘‘would be no problem.’’

Smathers thought it a ‘‘bad idea.’’ Regardless of who killed Castro, the

United States would shoulder the blame, and the president’s credibility

would plummet throughout Latin America. ‘‘I disapproved of it,’’ Smathers

later insisted, ‘‘even though I disliked Fidel Castro more than he did. And he

completely disapproved of the idea . . . . That I am positive about.’’ Smathers

thought the president ‘‘was responding to a suggestion that had been made

to him. Who made it, I don’t know.’’ The senator’s ‘‘impression’’ was that in

consulting him, Kennedy was asking a friend who ‘‘knew a little bit’’ about

South America and had a sizable Latin American constituency.22

But the pressure clearly began to wear on the president. One evening he

invited Smathers to the White House for a private dinner. He had sent the

help home and prepared the food and brought it to the table himself just

before Smathers mentioned Cuba. Kennedy ‘‘cracked the plate’’—one of the

First Lady’s better plates—with his fork while blurting out, ‘‘For Godssakes,

quit talking about Cuba.’’23
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II

The Joint Chiefs were not comfortable with Operation Trinidad and, in

accordance with their February recommendation, assigned three Joint Staff

representatives to evaluate the military potential of the strike force training

in Guatemala. Their report, based on a three-day visit later that month and

sent to the defense secretary, concluded that the odds were ‘‘about 85 to 15’’

against achieving one of the essential ingredients in success, a surprise as-

sault, because of the well-publicized preparations under way in both Gua-

temala and Nicaragua. The U.S. involvement was unmistakable. About

twenty Americans ran the training site in Guatemala, and of the 316 per-

sonnel in Nicaragua, 159 were Americans. Moreover, the air contingent was

problematic, consisting of only twenty-two Cubans, including seventeen B-

26 crew members and five C-46 crews. To alleviate this problem, six

American B-26 pilots would join the operation, all having combat experi-

ence in World War II and Korea or both. The plan could achieve ‘‘initial

success,’’ but the final outcome depended on whether the invasion triggered

a popular uprising. The air strikes could fail if the CIA proved wrong about

Castro’s having no jet craft. Indeed, without a surprise landing, a single

enemy plane fitted with .50-caliber machine guns could sink the invading

force.24

The Joint Chiefs’ inspection team had detected many weaknesses in the

training program in Guatemala, particularly the lack of centralized control

and planning that its superiors had emphasized in their review of the Tri-

nidad Plan. The trainees received first-rate instruction in weaponry but

nothing on amphibious warfare. Logistics posed a potential nightmare. The

dispersal of trucks was haphazard, leaving them to individual commanders

and ensuring confusion over transportation. The planes lacked sufficient

fuel. Each fifty-gallon drum weighed four hundred pounds, and there was

no moving or loading apparatus for them other than sheer manpower. The

Cuban brigade had no bridging capabilities for transferring the equipment

from the ships to the beach, no floodlights for the night-time operations, no

supply distribution plan, and no maintenance materials other than hand

tools. The troops had abundant ammunition and superb communications

equipment, and they eventually secured a crane to unload supplies on the

beach, but a single piece of machinery was incapable of handling 1,200 tons

of goods in the time between a nocturnal landing and daylight. Without any

opposition during the landing, the brigade’s forces needed three days to
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process the supplies and equipment. ‘‘Their capability was marginal without

resistance, but impossible with it.’’25

And yet, despite these critical flaws, the Joint Chiefs gave lukewarm

approval to the plan and thus encouraged the president to believe it at least

minimally acceptable.

Bissell, too, ignored the danger signs and urged the administration to

act quickly in approving the invasion. In a March 11 White House meeting,

he used a pointer and a map in presenting an articulate analysis of the

proposed landing sites. The volunteers comprising the landing force had

undergone difficult training for months and could not hold together beyond

early April. The rainy season would hit Guatemala at that point and severely

hamper operations, and that government wanted them out of the country.

Moreover, the Castro regime was becoming stronger day by day. In a few

months it would have operative fighter jets and Czech-trained pilots, along

with ground forces fully adept at using Soviet weapons. If the brigade did

not act soon, only American military force could overthrow Castro.26

Bissell advocated an all-out assault following a small-scale diversionary

landing intended to pull Castro’s defenses away from the target point. Pre-

invasion air strikes would disable the Cuban air force, and the initial landing

would go ‘‘virtually unopposed’’ by ground forces, leaving the paramilitary

groups to take advantage of the ‘‘demoralizing shock’’ inflicted on Castro’s

forces to seize a beachhead. A slow buildup of manpower and matériel would

lead to the establishment of a provisional government, which the United

States intended to recognize after ‘‘a decent interval.’’ Beneath Bissell’s surface

argument lay an implicit but driving force: the fear that if the White House

terminated the program, the Cubans would publicly blast the United States as

a phony defender of freedom and a coward in the face of Communism.

President Kennedy nonetheless remained hesitant, emphasizing that the

Trinidad Plan exposed U.S. involvement. It was important, he insisted, to

maintain the covert nature of the plan and thus the capacity to deny

complicity. That concern in mind, he strongly objected to pre-landing air

attacks because the invasion force did not possess an airstrip in Cuba and

the White House could not claim the planes were indigenous in origin.

More disturbing, the centerpiece of the Trinidad Plan was a ‘‘spectacular’’

assault reminiscent of D-Day in World War II. ‘‘It looks too much like a

military operation,’’ he asserted. ‘‘And so you must change the place.’’28

In just four days, late in the morning of March 15, Bissell returned with

a revised invasion plan intended to satisfy the president’s concerns and
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calling for an alternative landing area previously under consideration—

much farther west and on the Zapata Peninsula. Bissell had hurriedly made

the changes, Lansdale later recalled, demonstrating his ‘‘almost high-strung’’

impatience with questions and now putting on a ‘‘sale job’’ in advocating a

landing in the eastern sector of Zapata close to Cochinos Bay, or the Bay of

Pigs. The new site, noted the Joint Chiefs, did not offer as much hope for

military success as the Trinidad Plan, but their argument did not dissuade

McNamara and other senior civilian advisers who focused on the political

objections raised by the president. Bissell ignored the Joint Chiefs’ weakly

expressed preference for Trinidad because Zapata fitted the president’s

stipulations: a quiet night-time ‘‘infiltration of guerrillas in support of an

internal revolution,’’ and not ‘‘a small-scale World War II type of am-

phibious landing.’’ The brigade would seize two airstrips capable of ac-

commodating B-26s, allowing the White House to mask its role by claiming

the air operations had originated in Cuba.29

The proposed landing spot at Zapata, Bissell explained, lay a hundred

miles west of Trinidad at the Bay of Pigs and adjoining beaches, winding

around the top of an easily defensible deepwater estuary on the southern coast

of the island. The Bay of Pigs (named after pigs so aggressive that they

attacked human beings) pierced the Cuban heartland, cutting twenty miles

upward from the south and lapping ashore at a point just seventy-five miles

southeast of Havana. On the eastern side of the bay’s opening sat the town of

Playa Girón, named after the most famous pirate of many who had sought

sanctuary there, Gilberto Girón. A north-south highway connected Playa

Larga at the top of the bay with Central Australia and its airport. Another

highway ran along the east side of the bay, linking the two towns. Two other

roads along with a pair of railways passed to and from Playa Girón and the

Bay of Pigs. Zapata’s swamps made it virtually impossible for Castro’s mo-

torized divisions to enter the area except through two narrow dirt causeways

that paratroopers would close before the assault. Indeed, according to Bissell,

the Zapata Peninsula had been the scene of guerrilla activities for more than a

hundred years. The invasion forces would stage an ‘‘unspectacular’’ phased

landing at night, off-loading until dawn before leaving and returning the

following evening. They would encounter lighter opposition than at Trinidad

and would acquire one or two airstrips capable of handling B-26s.30 The

White House thus had a rationale for denying involvement.

The Joint Chiefs had been reticent about expressing their doubts about

the Trinidad Plan, but now that the president had done so they stepped to
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the front and welcomed the Zapata Plan as ‘‘the most feasible and the most

likely to accomplish the objective.’’ The remoteness of the region meant that

Castro could not react quickly to the landing: He had no military forces of

consequence nearby, and the swamps afforded a natural defense for the

brigade by barring his use of armor except for tank fire. Lemnitzer argued

strongly for Zapata, relying on the assertions of the CIA and his own staff in

calling it ‘‘a guerrilla-type country’’ located so close to the seat of govern-

ment that it would have a ‘‘psychological effect’’ on the local populace

capable of inciting an insurrection. When Lemnitzer asked what the inva-

sion force would do if the mission failed, Bissell confidently responded that

the troops could escape through the swamps and into the mountains. The

director of the Joint Staff, Army General Earle Wheeler, remained skeptical,

warning that the plan had ‘‘less than a fair chance of success.’’ But he saw no

alternative since Trinidad lacked an airstrip large enough for B-26s. Air

support was essential to the landing, he knew. Without studying the matter

in detail, the Joint Chiefs within forty-eight hours accepted Bissell’s claim

that the area was suitable for guerrilla operations.31

Bissell, however, had not noted some of the difficulties in the landing

area. Unlike at Trinidad, there were no docks, dangerous coral reefs ribbed

the beaches, thick swamps blanketed the area above the landfall, and the

water in some places was eight hundred feet deep and prohibited ships from

anchoring.32

Marine General David Shoup was one of the few who voiced concern

about Zapata’s military features. The swamps bothered him, despite as-

surances that the Cuban invasion force could secure the area by setting out

anti-tank mines and dropping parachutists to close access roads to the

beachhead. He remained apprehensive about the distance the landing force

would have to cover in getting its weapons ashore and the problems in

maneuvering through the horrendous terrain. A large number of Cuban

people would be there to help the brigade, Shoup was led to believe. But he

had deep misgivings about the all-too-brief preparation program for a

highly complex amphibious landing. ‘‘If this kind of an operation can be

done with this kind of a force with this much training and knowledge about

it, then we are wasting our time in our divisions, we ought to go on leave for

three months out of four.’’33

Other negative assessments arose during a White House meeting, where

Schlesinger repeated his warning that the planners had emphasized the

military aspects of the operation without considering the political fallout.
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The administration must not find itself in a situation similar to the U-2

crisis, in which the government clumsily changed its story to adopt a po-

sition transparently evident to the world as a lie. When the president left the

room, Dulles cautioned his colleagues, ‘‘Don’t forget that we have a disposal

problem. If we have to take these men out of Guatemala, we will have to

transfer them to the U.S., and we can’t have them wandering around the

country telling everyone what they have been doing.’’ Schlesinger admitted

to this problem but insisted that fear must not determine American policy.34

Bundy praised Bissell’s attempt to make the landing ‘‘unspectacular and

quiet, and plausibly Cuban,’’ but recognized the necessity of controlling the

air over Cuba. Castro had ‘‘a very sketchy’’ air force, Bundy told the pres-

ident, ‘‘in very poor shape at the present’’ and ‘‘his Achilles’ heel.’’ Colonel

Hawkins thought six to eight simultaneous assaults by B-26s bearing Cuban

markings and piloted by Cubans would resolve the problem. This was still a

‘‘noisy enterprise,’’ Bundy admitted. But if known Cuban rebels flew the

planes out of Nicaragua ‘‘some little time’’ before the invasion and without

revealing their origin, the two actions would appear to be separate and leave

Castro with nothing substantive to take before the United Nations. Bissell

and Hawkins had eased the State Department’s political concerns and were

‘‘on the edge of a good answer.’’35

President Kennedy still had reservations. For political reasons, he op-

posed a dawn landing, wanting the ships out of the area by daylight to ‘‘reduce

the noise level’’ and thereby leave the appearance of an indigenous guerrilla

operation. At a March 16 meeting with the CIA, the president considered the

two proposals: Trinidad, a daylight landing that would encounter opposition

and required air support; and Zapata, a night-time landing expected to meet

no resistance and hence needing no air cover. Bissell argued that the Zapata

Plan marked an improvement over Trinidad in that the air drops of supplies

and paratroopers would take place in the early dawn rather than the late

afternoon, followed by a night landing with all ships withdrawn by morning’s

light. And if the brigade encountered stiff opposition, it could fade away into

guerrilla status. Still not convinced, Kennedy approved the plan on a con-

tingency basis, maintaining the right to cancel the operation as late as twenty-

four hours before its scheduled beginning.36

Bissell was not straight with the president about either the chances of a

popular uprising or escaping into the mountains. He had earlier argued that a

small-scale infiltration would not have the ‘‘psychological effect’’ necessary to

ignite a popular uprising and a wide revolt among Castro’s military. Hence he
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had supported the brigade’s all-out assault on Trinidad. But with that plan

rejected by the president, Bissell had quietly shifted emphasis from instigating

a rebellion to building a beach perimeter aimed at wearing down the Castro

regime. Furthermore, he did not mention that the CIA had virtually aban-

doned guerrilla training five months earlier—before most of the Cubans ar-

rived in Guatemala. As early as the autumn of 1960 Bissell realized that there

was no chance to build an effective underground and that the invasion forces

had to succeed on their own. But for some unexplained reason—perhaps his

reliance on Castro’s assassination or, failing that, a resort to U.S. military

intervention in the face of failure—he did not tell the president that CIA

operatives had failed to create an organized resistance on the island, meaning

there was no chance for a popular insurrection because of the lack of a

‘‘communications and command and control net.’’ Furthermore, even

though Bissell informed the president that the chances of a retreat to the

mountains and a switch to guerrilla warfare were poor in contrast to those of

Trinidad, which was much closer to the Escambrays, he led him to believe

Zapata a good possibility—despite its being eighty miles away, separated from

the landing area by a nearly impenetrable maze of jungles and swamps, and

reachable only by foot because of the lack of motorized transport. Robert

Kennedy called this Bissell’s ‘‘greatest mistake.’’37

Bissell and his strategists were woefully ignorant of Zapata’s physical

character and history. The Bay of Pigs rimmed the eastern side of the Zapata

Peninsula, an isolated, swampy, barren, and deserted sector of the island

that had long obstructed guerrilla warfare. Unconventional tactics were

nearly impossible because of the thick marsh and lack of food sources in the

rugged, mountainous terrain. Furthermore, the Zapata Swamp, more than a

million miles of wilderness known as the ‘‘Great Swamp of the Caribbean,’’

was thick in mangrove trees and infested with snakes, crocodiles, alligators,

mosquitoes, huge flies, and sharp-shelled, toxic red land crabs that every

spring (the expected invasion time) migrated out of the forests by the

millions, carpeting the passageways and beaches in their rush to breed in the

sea. To reach the mountains, the brigade would have to go through eighty

miles of swamp and then around the city of Cienfuegos. Charcoal makers

had dug numerous long and narrow channels through the marshy thicket

for transporting their product to market, and Castro, to provide passage for

his tanks, militia, and artillery, as well as to connect the inland sugar mills to

the sea, had ordered the construction of three roads (Bissell had said two)

through the swamp to supplement the two narrow-gauge railroads that were
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continually in disuse because of derailment. All these factors impeded an

advance northward, undermined the chances for guerrilla action, and af-

forded no geographical refuge. And yet, in a critical error, one adviser

asserted that Zapata ‘‘has traditionally been an area for guerrilla operations.’’

Maximo Gomez, guerrilla chieftain during Cuba’s war for independence of

the 1890s, had refused to operate in that difficult setting, calling it a ‘‘geo-

graphical and military trap.’’ And that was before the advent of helicopters

(which Castro had) that made the area even more prohibitive because of

their effectiveness against guerrillas.38

Given Bissell’s faint hope for guerrilla tactics as a final resort, he dis-

played another mystifying piece of misjudgment by deciding against in-

forming either the president or the Cubans of that alternative if they were

unsuccessful in establishing a beachhead. This was ‘‘a bad mistake’’ and

‘‘unforgivable,’’ Robert Kennedy later asserted. The CIA offered an expla-

nation for never informing the brigade that the mountains provided a safety

valve in the event of setbacks in the landing. Announcing a guerrilla option

during the briefing, the American trainers on the scene feared, would

weaken the Cubans’ battlefield efforts. Rather than continue the fight, they

might choose to fall back and become guerrillas. But the decision to keep this

reserve plan secret raised false hopes among the Cuban forces that the

rumors were true: In the event of failure on the beaches, American military

forces would intervene. ‘‘We were never told about this [the guerrilla op-

tion],’’ complained Pepe San Román years afterward. ‘‘What we were told

was, ‘If you fail we [the Americans] will go in.’ ’’39

What also becomes clear is that the Joint Chiefs made no actual decision

for either Trinidad or Zapata and that they recommended the latter ap-

proach only after the president made his preference known. Bissell thought

those military figures in attendance considered Zapata superior to Trinidad,

but Burke insisted that he and his colleagues did not agree on either ap-

proach as better. The admiral admitted, however, that ‘‘inasmuch as the JCS

did not disapprove this concept, it does imply approval.’’ Gray concurred

that the Joint Chiefs at no time resisted the Zapata Plan, leading the White

House to believe they supported it.40

Furthermore, the Joint Chiefs did not consider Zapata militarily com-

parable to Trinidad, which called for pre-invasion air strikes along with

tactical air cover both during and after D-Day. The Joint Chiefs spent nearly

an hour stressing the critical need for air strikes prior to the landing and yet

approved Zapata though knowing it lacked these measures. Only in the final
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days before the invasion did the strategists revise the Zapata Plan to include

a D-2 (D-Day minus two) air strike in addition to those coming from

Puerto Cabezas on D-1 and at dawn of D-Day.41

In fairness, the Joint Chiefs had neither a mandate nor sufficient time to

consider the two plans. They had carefully reviewed the Trinidad Plan, but

within rigid CIA guidelines authorizing only advice and help. Because of the

secrecy involved, they studied it on a personal basis and without staff as-

sistance. General Gray made the only complete analysis, which found Tri-

nidad more suited for guerrilla operations. As for the Zapata Plan, they

never received a copy because most of its components were the same as

Trinidad’s and the rush of time prevented further delay. Not until the

invasion operation began did they learn Zapata’s details. In Burke’s words,

‘‘We had a hell of a short time to examine them.’’ The Joint Chiefs therefore

approved the Zapata Plan in an unorthodox, de facto manner: ‘‘Technically,

no; morally, they did.’’42

Bissell insisted that those at the meeting concluded that even though

Zapata would yield ‘‘less decisive results—and slower results,’’ it carried

‘‘less initial risk’’ than Trinidad. ‘‘[W]e felt and hoped the Zapata Plan

would be less risky but recognized its limitations—less chance of a build-up

from friendly population.’’ Opposition to the Zapata landing would be

considerably smaller because of the rough terrain, although it would also be

‘‘more difficult for the guerrillas and volunteer recruits from the general

public to get into the beachhead area to join up with the landing force.’’43

Ironically, the CIA’s decision to upgrade its plan from infiltration to

invasion became its worst enemy. It had earlier told the Joint Chiefs that this

was not a military operation and blocked their involvement. But with the

change to an amphibious landing, the magnitude of the operation went

beyond the CIA’s capacity and should have come under the planning,

training, and execution of the Defense Department. Furthermore, even with

the successful amphibious landings in World War II, none had taken place

at night. Bissell later explained that preparation for an amphibious opera-

tion required moving the men to a jungle warfare training center, which

would have worsened an already serious problem of discipline and morale

in camp. Any attempt to keep such an operation covert would have

been fruitless, if for no other reason than the large number of govern-

ment agencies involved. A guerrilla operation could have been attribut-

able to the Cubans, whereas an invasion made it impossible to deny U.S.

involvement.44
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President Kennedy confronted a monumental dilemma. Infiltration

might conceal the American hand, but it lacked dramatic flair and was less

likely to stir up a general uprising so vital to Castro’s fall. Invasion offered a

greater prospect for military success, but it left little hope for a popular

uprising and greatly reduced the chances of plausible deniability. The result

was a compromise based on a secret night-time landing that depended on

three critical factors: the element of surprise, the expeditious offloading of

men and supplies before daylight, and the rapid acquisition of a beachhead

housing a provisional government deserving U.S. recognition and help.

Compounding the problem, Admiral Burke complained, was that ‘‘ama-

teurs’’ ran the entire operation.45

Regardless of the Joint Chiefs’ doubts, there appeared no turning back

in light of the certain political repercussions resulting from canceling a

program that had come this far. They certainly knew that the quiet nature of

a night-time invasion would undermine the chances of a popular insur-

rection—which the Joint Chiefs considered critical to success. Then why did

they hold their collective tongue? No one within this tightly knit circle took

the lead in protesting Zapata’s military weaknesses, largely because Lem-

nitzer had accepted their advisory role rather than insisting on fulfilling their

principal responsibility of making decisions on military matters. The CIA

had succeeded in pushing the Joint Chiefs aside and taking control of all

aspects of the program, and yet Bissell accused them of failing to make a

careful evaluation of the operation. With scarcely a murmur of protest, they

conceded military leadership to the CIA, whose expertise lay in covert action

and not in battle preparation. Gray put his finger on an often fatal element

that crept into this hurried decision-making process and left little time for

careful reflection: ‘‘[A]s we became associated we became more interested in

trying to make it go.’’46

In a dark premonition, Burke told the president that the odds for

success were about 50 percent and that if no popular uprising occurred and

the invasion failed, the forces had no way to evacuate. ‘‘Once they were

landed they were there.’’47

III

President Kennedy had not yet given final approval, but the first step in the

invasion process got under way on March 28 when the Blagar and the
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Barbara J departed KeyWest, arriving at Puerto Cabezas on April 2. The two

CIA case officers accompanying the infantry, Americans Grayston Lynch on

the Blagar and William Robertson on the Barbara J, along with the ships’

captains, were under orders to direct the landing operation in Cuba with the

assistance of thirty-six small craft already in port.48

That same day the U.S. military command made a number of defense

preparations relating to the coming assault. After reinforcing Guantanamo

with a Marine Battalion Landing Team, it sent eighteen destroyer-type

vessels to the area and ordered one jet fighter squadron to hover close to the

naval base and another near Key West. Meanwhile the carrier Essex, carrying

another jet squadron and accompanied by seven destroyers, would osten-

sibly conduct anti-submarine warfare operations southwest of Cuba in the

Gulf of Mexico. Finally, the commander in chief of the North American Air

Defense Command (CINCNORAD) took steps to protect Florida from

retaliation.49

D-Day at first was April 5, but by late March the logistics of the op-

eration made this date impossible to meet, and the president changed it to

April 17. In the meantime the continued delay further sank morale among

trainees, leading to anger and frustration. The previous January, 250 Cubans

in Guatemala had mutinied, although most of them ultimately returned to

the fold and the CIA escorted the others to prison camps deep in the jungle.

Some men had trained in five different camps in less than a year and still did

not know when or if the assault would begin. About twenty of them had

been recently dispersed in Miami as a result of recalcitrant behavior—thus

free to share information about the ‘‘secret’’ attack. A trainee in Panama

complained that over one three-week period, ‘‘the only thing I did . . . was

[clean] a small dam and the shooting range. After that we just didn’t do

anything, just sleep and eat, that’s all.’’ He then relocated to Florida, where

the situation was no better. ‘‘There, the same history, sleep, eat, play cards

and watch television.’’ Complaints spread that the trainers were insufficient

in number and rarely qualified. The makeshift base in New Orleans was a

virtual swampland overrun with poisonous snakes. Demolition training

took place on a narrow path connecting a makeshift theater with the mess

hall, causing repeated interruptions as other trainees passed back and forth

through the area. But the real problems were basic: lack of training materials

for explosives, no suitable area for training, and no equipment for estab-

lishing such a place. Much of the paramilitary, intelligence, and psycho-

logical warfare training in Miami took place in safe houses, while in the
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Washington area, CIA case officers taught a man in a hotel room how to

make a parachute jump—which he later did in Cuba.50

The Guatemalan training sites became more publicized as the days wore

on. The air base sat on a highly trafficked road and next to a railroad where

passenger cars filled with Guatemalans often stopped on a siding and ob-

served the training activities. Trainees did not grasp the critical importance

of secrecy and freely discussed camp proceedings with inquiring locals and

journalists. Whereas training remained clandestine in New Orleans, Miami,

and Washington and on Vieques Island east of Puerto Rico, preparations in

Guatemala became general knowledge both inside and outside the country.

In a March news story entitled ‘‘The Big Buildup to Overthrow Castro,’’U.S.

News and World Report announced an imminent invasion by hundreds of

Cuban exiles.51

Poor security precautions and faulty communications also threatened

the coming invasion. The ‘‘need to know’’ principle did not apply in this

operation and led to a widespread dissemination of sensitive information by

Cuban participants. Not separated from each other, they pooled their in-

formation and knew more than they should have known. Some CIA oper-

atives worked under more than one case officer, leading to confusion and

lack of unified control. Many of them knew each other and if arrested could

expose the others. Well-trained operatives inexplicably carried identification

documents that led to their arrest while visiting relatives under watch by the

regime. Cubans in Miami, including Castro’s spies, knew the operation’s

details and openly discussed the matter with friends. Censorship failed to

block revealing information contained in trainees’ letters to families. A

Miami citizen overheard a CIA case officer briefing Cubans in a motel and

relayed this information to the FBI. Screening of Cuban volunteers became

almost nonexistent. Cover stories were poorly prepared, making it difficult

to fool observers into believing that massive supplies went to ‘‘tourists’’ and

‘‘soldiers of fortune’’ in Guatemala. Compartmentalization of information at

times denied knowledge to those who needed it. For example, those officials

in charge of sending CIA officers to Cuba never had access to either the war

room or the invasion plans. Another and more critical flaw: Resistance

groups in Cuba did not learn the time of the invasion beforehand, further

undercutting the chances of a mass uprising in support of the assault.52

In late March the powerful chair of the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee, Democrat J. William Fulbright of Arkansas, sent the White

House an extended memo warning that press stories and pictures showed
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the United States supporting an invasion by exiles secretly training in

Florida, the Caribbean, or Guatemala. Would the United States let the

venture fail in the ‘‘futile hope’’ of hiding its role, or resort to military force

and thus undo the last three decades’ effort to repair the damages of pre-

vious interventions? Assuming responsibility for restoring Cuban order

would be ‘‘an endless can of worms’’ that violated a host of treaties and the

OAS Charter renouncing a right to intervention. ‘‘[T]he Castro regime is a

thorn in the flesh; but it is not a dagger in the heart.’’ It admittedly hurt U.S.

prestige and provided the Soviets a ‘‘base for agitation’’ throughout Latin

America. But ‘‘to revert to the Teddy Roosevelt style of intervention in

Cuba . . . would set us back another two generations.’’53

Fulbright’s cautionary remarks did not slow the program, and the plan

continued to unravel, leaving in its wake several alerts that the president

repeatedly ignored, albeit with growing trepidation. ‘‘What do you think

about this damned invasion?’’ asked Schlesinger one late March morning

after an hour’s discussion of a White Paper he was drafting to justify the

intended destruction of Castro’s regime. The president looked up from his

desk at his adviser, seemingly born into his bow tie and straitlaced New

England manner, and tersely replied, ‘‘I think about it as little as possible.’’

The following day he sought the advice of Dean Acheson, the hard-nosed

secretary of state during the tumultuous Truman years and still a leading

ColdWarrior. ‘‘Do you know anything about this Cuba proposal?’’ ‘‘A Cuba

proposal? I didn’t know there was one.’’ After Kennedy detailed the plan

originating in the Eisenhower presidency, Acheson asked in disbelief, ‘‘Are

you serious?’’ ‘‘I’m giving it serious thought,’’ the president replied. ‘‘I don’t

know if I’m serious or just . . . ’’ After pausing for a moment as they sat on a

bench in the Rose Garden, he completed his thought. ‘‘I’ve been thinking

about it.’’ Kennedy had mentioned that the Cuban invasion force numbered

fifteen hundred, which led Acheson to ask how many forces Castro could

amass on the beaches that day. When told twenty-five thousand, he sighed

and cuttingly remarked, ‘‘Well, it doesn’t take Price-Waterhouse to figure

out that fifteen hundred Cubans aren’t as good as twenty-five thousand.’’54

Some observers had uncovered the invasion date. Two American

journalists, Tad Szulc and Karl Meyer, independently compiled complete

and accurate stories for national publication but postponed their release

after direct White House appeals to wait until the invasion took place so as

not to forewarn Castro and endanger the men. Yet Castro had surely learned

the date from his chief ally in the Kremlin, Nikita Khrushchev. In a cable
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intercepted by the CIA in early April 1961, the Soviet embassy in Mexico

City informed its home office in Moscow that the invasion would take place

on April 17.55

As the clock ticked relentlessly toward D-Day, mixed reactions to the

plan continued to bedevil the administration. Bowles warned Rusk that a

covert interventionist operation would undermine the new president’s

public appeals for moral principle and improved Latin American relations.

Bowles had shared the plan with John Kenneth Galbraith, the president’s

longtime friend and newly appointed ambassador to India, and he likewise

cautioned against repeating the disasters stemming from the ‘‘adventurism’’

of the Truman and Eisenhower years. ‘‘The futile campaign to the Yalu

ruined the Democrats in 1950,’’ he warned President Kennedy. ‘‘Dulles got

Guatemala at the price of losing all South America. The U-2 did not weigh

the political cost of failure.’’ Involvement in this coup attempt would un-

dermine the ‘‘reputation you have already won for your conservative,

thoughtful, non-belligerent stance.’’56

The president clearly felt the strain of decision and wanted a straw vote

from his advisers on whether to go forward with the invasion. On April 4 the

Joint Chiefs sent McNamara a detailed recommendation of the logistical

operations needed to support the Zapata landing, and that same evening

they met in the State Department with Kennedy and others to discuss the

plan. Rusk opposed it, while McNamara favored the general idea but not all

the specifics. The president preferred a series of infiltrations of 250 men each

to leave the impression of a growing insurrection. Colonel Hawkins, how-

ever, feared that such contingents would not be large enough to threaten

Castro and would only warn him and allow his forces to quash them one

group at a time. Several present seemed inconclusive but raised no objec-

tions. Fulbright, invited to attend, repeated his opposition to an invasion

based on information he had gleaned from newspapers. Mann and Adolf

Berle, the chair of the State Department Task Force on Latin America,

disagreed with Rusk and supported the invasion. Mann believed the plan

hinged on a ‘‘1776 style’’ of uprising and control of the air, and he insisted

this would probably be the last opportunity to overthrow Castro. Nitze,

McNamara, and Mann voted for the plan, the latter declaring himself ‘‘fi-

nally pinned down’’ by the president. Berle acknowledged that the alter-

natives to doing nothing were risky, but if successful the rewards would be

great. After this lengthy and indecisive statement, the president declared,

‘‘Well, Adolf, you haven’t voted.’’ Berle shot back, ‘‘I’d say, let her rip.’’57
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Schlesinger continued to warn the president that an invasion came

heavily freighted with political costs and urged him to approve a ‘‘quiet

infiltration’’ followed by air drops. The CIA plan would work only if the

landing took place by ‘‘a swift, surgical stroke,’’ but the chances of this

happening were so small that ‘‘I am against it.’’ The United States could not

hide its participation and would suffer a devastating blow to prestige in the

event of failure. Castro would not collapse after a single assault, leading to a

prolonged civil war in which the United States would likely become involved

and might suffer ‘‘the humiliation of a defeat.’’ There was no assurance of a

popular uprising, so U.S. Marines might have to be dispatched. ‘‘Cuba will

become our Hungary.’’ And if we denied involvement, we would ‘‘invite a

repetition of the U-2 episode, which made us look absurd before the

world.’’58

Less than a week later, Schlesinger again warned the president that an

invasion could inflict great political and diplomatic damage on the new

American image of statesmanship. Few people thought Cuba a threat to

American security, and most would condemn such action as ‘‘calculated ag-

gression against a small nation in defiance both of treaty obligations and of the

international standards we have repeatedly asserted against the Communist

world [emphasis in original].’’ Many observers would consider the invasion ‘‘a

reversion to economic imperialism of the pre–World War I, Platt-Amend-

ment, big-stick, gunboat-diplomacy kind.’’ If a protracted civil war developed,

the Communists could label it a ‘‘David against Goliath’’ battle, making Castro

‘‘the defender of the colored races against white imperialism.’’ The Soviets

could emerge as ‘‘the patron and protector of nationalists, Negroes, new na-

tions and peace,’’ while the new administration would appear to be ‘‘a gang of

capitalist imperialists maddened by the loss of profits and driven to aggression

and war.’’ The world would believe that the purpose of overthrowing Castro

was ‘‘to make Cuba safe again for American capitalism.’’59

As invasion day approached, the president came under enormous

pressure to act quickly because of the rapidly spreading public exposure of

the imminent event. Bissell vigorously defended the plan at a White House

meeting on April 6, pointing to proposals intended to deflect blame from the

United States. To make it appear that the United States sought only to

restrain Batista supporters, authorities could arrest Rolando Masferrer, a

former Cuban senator who had violated America’s Neutrality Act of 1939 by

leading a private army; seize a B-25 plane that had operated against Castro;

and confiscate a few small boats used by those trying to undermine his
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regime. Three days before the invasion, a pilot would defect in the midst of

air strikes, and on D-2 guerrillas would land. Popular resistance to Castro

would swell after the Cuban brigade landed, and to drive home this point a

guerrilla uprising would erupt five days later in Pinar del Rio to the east.

Bissell preferred a full-scale air assault on D-Day morning rather than the

D-2 operation and limited strikes on invasion day. But political consider-

ations dictated a more restrained approach. He cautioned that this alteration

in plans put the major burden of destroying Castro’s air force on the D-Day

strikes. Even though Rusk now thought the Zapata Plan the best approach

conceivable, President Kennedy repeated his political concerns and refused

to approve until he had given the matter more thought. When he asked his

advisers the latest date for calling off the invasion, they declared that his last

chance was April 16. Bowles disagreed, making an argument in a memo-

randum that could apply to any instance of foreign intervention. ‘‘A great

deal of time and money has been spent and many individuals have been

emotionally involved in its success. We should not, however, proceed with

this adventure simply because we are wound up and cannot stop.’’ The

president nonetheless approved continued planning of all aspects of the

operation; he again emphasized the importance of making it appear to be a

Cuban program while sullenly acknowledging that ‘‘we would be accused.’’60

President Kennedy was correct in his fears. Despite his appeals, the New

York Times on the next day, April 7, carried a front-page story by Tad Szulc

headlined ‘‘Anti-Castro Units Trained to Fight at Florida Bases.’’ Close to

the end of the story appeared a smaller headline, ‘‘Invasion Reported Near.’’

CBS likewise had uncovered ‘‘unmistakable signs’’ of an invasion plan in its

‘‘final stages.’’ Castro ‘‘doesn’t need agents over here,’’ Kennedy disgustedly

declared to his press secretary in the Oval Office. ‘‘All he has to do is read our

papers.’’61

IV

In a pivotal White House meeting on April 12, Bissell thrust ahead, setting

out the major points of Operation Zapata to the president, the secretary of

state, the Joint Chiefs, and other NSC officials. On D-7, just two days earlier,

the main invasion force had begun staging operations, with the last vessel

departing for Cuba in the early morning of D-4, or April 13. The B-26

defections would begin on D-2 in tandem with limited air strikes, and
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Cuban defectors would land in Miami and request asylum, declaring that

they had just strafed Cuban aircraft on the ground as part of a burgeoning

revolution. In the meantime a diversionary landing would take place at the

mouth of the Mocambo River in Oriente Province east of Guantanamo on

the night of D-3 to D-2. United States naval vessels would provide ‘‘un-

obtrusive’’ protection of the landing vessels until they entered Cuban ter-

ritorial waters. The main landing would take more time than originally

planned, beginning in the night hours of D-1 and continuing to dawn on

D-Day while under the protection of limited air strikes. After the invasion

forces seized the airstrip, two B-26s and a liaison plane would land. The off-

loading of supplies would resume on D-Day night and conclude by the

breaking of light on Dþ1.62

President Kennedy again stressed the importance of no American in-

volvement in the landing operation. More than a Cuban intervention was on

his mind at the time. Pro-West forces in Laos were under siege from pro-

Communist Pathet Lao guerrillas, and pressure had continued to build for

stronger U.S. action in Vietnam. In response to a question at a White House

press conference later that same day of April 12, he skirted the overthrow

effort by asserting that ‘‘there will not be, under any conditions, an inter-

vention in Cuba by the United States Armed Forces. This Government will

do everything it possibly can . . . to make sure there are no Americans in-

volved in any actions inside Cuba.’’63

United States involvement nonetheless remained highly possible. In a

key observation, Bundy left the way open in the event of landing problems

when he assured Rusk of no U.S. armed intervention ‘‘unless quite new

circumstances develop [emphasis mine].’’ Lemnitzer indicated a greater

readiness to act when he warned Atlantic commander Admiral Dennison

that premature U.S. military intervention would abort the operation. In-

tervention, the Joint Chiefs’ chair cautioned, should take place only if

Castro’s forces threatened to destroy the landing party.64 Clearly the deci-

sion for military action belonged to the president as commander in chief.

But if lives were at stake . . .

In an effort to draw the line in constantly shifting sand, U.S. military

advisers drew up rules of engagement that prohibited offensive action but

condoned defensive measures. American destroyers must remain in inter-

national waters at least twenty miles outside the landing site. The rules

applied to Soviet submarines as well. If a submarine commander refused to

identify himself, Lemnitzer proclaimed, Americans were to ‘‘attack with all
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authorized means available.’’ As the Essex and seven destroyers escorted the

landing parties’ vessels to Cuban waters, they could fire at Castro’s planes if

they approached with bomb bays open or launched an attack. But in the

event of an engagement, the American ships were to abort the mission by

taking the brigade to Vieques Island, where Camp Garcia provided refuge

and housed a hospital manned by U.S. Army personnel.65

On April 13, at Puerto Cabezas, a man referred to as ‘‘Mr. Dick’’ joined

Colonel Egan and other Americans at the last briefing of the doctors and the

brigade’s staff and battalion leaders just before the embarkation for Cuba.

Mr. Dick had been there at least a couple of times before, clearly the highest

person in charge. Under the steamy morning sun, they sat at two wooden

tables before a blackboard to go over final details with the tall and angular

man in glasses—Richard Bissell, as the Cubans suspected. After a second

round of meetings in the afternoon, Pepe declared that Egan ‘‘assured us

that we were going to have protection by sea, by air, and even from under

the sea.’’ The U.S. Navy, the brigade forces were convinced, would support

the invasion. ‘‘Most of the Cubans were there,’’ Pepe asserted, ‘‘because they

knew the whole operation was going to be conducted by the Americans, not

by me or anyone else. They did not trust me or anyone else. They just trusted

the Americans. So they were going to fight because the United States was

backing them.’’ Bissell’s presence guaranteed that Pepe and his comrades

were not alone.66

The following day, just three days before D-Day, Colonel Hawkins

completed the assignment from Bissell to inspect the brigade at Guatemala

and Puerto Cabezas and submitted a highly optimistic assessment of the

coming operation that was, according to Robert Kennedy, ‘‘the most in-

strumental paper’’ in convincing his brother to go ahead. And how welcome

the news, especially since the president had earlier dispatched a special

envoy to Nicaragua to dispel Cuban expectations of an American military

intervention. Hawkins’s credibility was unquestioned. After training at the

Marine Corps School at Quantico in Virginia, he fought in World War II,

escaping prison in the Philippines and engaging in guerrilla action before

winning a Bronze Medal for the Okinawa assault and a Silver Star in the

Korean War. He then became the chief paramilitary adviser on the Cuban

Task Force when the operation changed from an infiltration to an am-

phibious invasion. The men in Guatemala, he reported, were highly moti-

vated, well armed, and superbly trained; if they inflicted a single major blow

to Castro’s forces, the popular masses would abandon him and help the
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invaders. The brigade constituted ‘‘a truly formidable force.’’ In a statement

carrying considerable weight with the president, Hawkins warned that it

would be a huge mistake to call off the invasion.67

Hawkins’s assessment proved pivotal in encouraging others in the ad-

ministration to concur. Dulles told the president at his desk that he ‘‘was

certain our Guatemalan operation would succeed, and, Mr. President, the

prospects for this plan are even better than they were for that one.’’

McNamara and Rusk declared their support and, according to Robert

Kennedy, so did the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Both Dulles and Bissell had im-

pressive records and enthusiastically supported the invasion, asserted the

attorney general. ‘‘What convinced me the most part,’’ he continued, was

that if the landing forces encountered insurmountable opposition, they

could make their way through the swamps and into the mountains, where

they could operate as guerrillas.68

Perhaps in the exuberance of the moment, Hawkins had unintentionally

inflated the capabilities of the Cuban brigade. Its morale was decidedly high

now that the operation was under way. But many of the men had just

arrived in Guatemala and never wielded a weapon. Only 135 of them were

soldiers, whereas the majority of the group were students—240 of them. The

rest were a hodgepodge of doctors, lawyers, businessmen, peasants, and

fishermen—some as young as sixteen, one as old as sixty-one. Although the

CIA made every effort to exclude Batistianos, some of them crept into the

boats at the last minute, ensuring an embarrassment for the United States if

the invasion went awry and Castro publicly paraded either his captives or

their bodies before the world. More than four decades afterward, Hawkins

defended his positive evaluation by insisting that his only mandate in the

inspection was to determine the Cubans’ attitudes and capabilities; he was

not to raise questions about whether to continue the operation. Bissell had

made it clear that it would take place regardless of the findings.69 Perhaps

because of Hawkins’s personal involvement in the training program, or

simply because he so fervently wanted the operation to succeed that he had

come to believe that it would, he found it easier to ignore realities and

present a glowing picture to Washington.

As scheduled, another step in the staging operation began in the early

evening of April 10, when a long truck convoy rolled out of the Guatemalan

base with members of the 2506 Assault Brigade, en route to the port of

departure at Puerto Cabezas. Each soldier carried an automatic weapon and

a portable radio, providing defensive and communication capabilities if
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separated from the landing group. The trucks bounced along as their pas-

sengers sang the Cuban national anthem.70

A team of CIA and Pentagon officials from Washington arrived at

Puerto Cabezas the following day to provide three days of briefing to the

Cuban brigade commanders. On the final day, April 14, the advisers re-

vealed the details of the invasion plan. Now, in a change of course, early

morning air strikes on D-2 were to disable Castro’s air force and, just before

the pre-dawn landing, Underwater Demolition Teams would conduct a

reconnaissance of the three beaches lying within forty miles of the main

target point at the Bay of Pigs. Their objective: Jab lights into the sand as

guidance into the best landing spots. In the meantime, paratroopers would

jump far enough inland to seal off Castro’s roads leading down to the sea.

The decision for pre-invasion air strikes had overridden the State Depart-

ment’s opposition by incorporating a compromise between the Joint Chiefs,

who feared that a less than all-out assault would warn Castro of an invasion

without being strong enough to neutralize his air force, and the CIA, which

advocated a major air attack on his planes during the invasion but not

beforehand for political reasons. To hide the American hand and placate the

State Department (and the president), Cuban pilots would hit Castro’s

airfields two days before the invasion, and then one would land in the United

States and pronounce himself a defector. A transparent cover indeed—but

one that might hold until U-2 reconnaissance planes photographed the

damage and D-Day could begin with a dawn air strike intended to destroy

whatever remained of Castro’s air force.71

The rest of the plan was straightforward. The Blagar as command ship

would supervise the landing on both Blue and Green beaches on the

southern coast east of the Bay of Pigs. The Barbara J would disembark forces

on Red Beach at the top of the bay and then patrol the eastern sector. The

Blue Beach landing would consist of two battalions (one from the Caribe,

the other from the Rio Escondido), along with tanks, trucks, and other

vehicles. The Blagar would transport a third battalion from the Atlántico to

Green Beach before returning to Blue Beach to direct the off-loading of

supplies. The Barbara J would escort theHouston carrying two battalions for

the landing at Red Beach. Then it would accompany the Houston back to

Blue Beach for dropping off cargo before patrolling the waters ten miles east

of Green Beach.72

By this time, according to the CIA, five hundred island guerrillas would

have joined the brigade at its landing, and another five thousand would
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arrive within two days, helping it establish and hold a beachhead for the

three days Castro needed to mount his defense. Castro had about twenty

thousand land forces that included both regulars and militia: two regular

forces of six thousand each, one in Santa Clara eighty miles away with tanks

and artillery, the other ten hours away at Camp Libertad, a hundred miles

distant near Havana. In the meantime, paratroopers would have closed his

access to the sea at three locations: Horquitas close to Yaguaramas; Jocuma

near the Covadonga Sugar Mill; and on the road connecting the Australia

Sugar Mill and Playa Larga. At the briefing, Frank Bender (code name for

Gerry Droller) of the CIA, who was the chief recruiter of the force—even

though he was intensely disliked, had no knowledge of Latin America, and

spoke no Spanish—assured them of U.S. help. The planes would destroy the

enemy as it tried to reach the brigade. ‘‘We’ll protect the invasion with an

umbrella. The air will belong to us. Every five minutes there will be a plane

over all the major roads of Cuba.’’ Once the brigade took Playa Girón, its

planes would destroy all the railroads and bridges ‘‘in order to isolate said

areas from enemy operations.’’ In a dramatic last-minute assurance, Bender

announced to the trainees, ‘‘We will be there with you for the next step. But

you will be so strong, you will be getting so many people to your side, that

you won’t want to wait for us. You will go straight ahead. You will put your

hands out, turn left, and go straight into Havana.’’ This pep talk drew shouts

of acclamation, punctuated by more than a few teary eyes over the reality of

at last taking action to bring down the hated Castro regime.73

The Cuban brigade left Nicaragua for Cuba via three merchant vessels

and a U.S. Navy LSD (landing ship, dock), led by the Blagar and the Barbara

J. The U.S. Navy escorted the ships as they took separate routes toward a

rendezvous point forty miles off the Cuban coast. From there they moved on

their own at night to a spot five thousand yards from the invasion area,

unseen by Castro’s forces. The LSD carried LCUs (landing craft, utility) and

LCPs (landing craft, personnel), whose task was to transport troops, tanks,

and trucks that Cuban crews took ashore. In the bellies of these huge vessels

were jeeps, trucks, tanks, recoilless rifles, bazookas, mortars, and mines.

Finally, the brigade brought enough arms and equipment to outfit thirty

thousand Cuban dissidents expected to join the overthrow.74

While at sea, where a secret remained secret, the company leaders met at

9:00 a.m. on April 14 and three hours later revealed the mission’s destina-

tion to the brigade—the Bay of Pigs. ‘‘In the swamp?’’ one asked incredu-

lously. ‘‘We won’t have any problems,’’ a field officer replied before extolling
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the virtues of the area and assuring them of the acquisition of a beachhead

followed by the arrival from Miami of members of the Cuban Revolu-

tionary Council as a provisional government. ‘‘And then the Americans,’’ he

added. One repeated the first question with a smile. ‘‘Will we have to go into

the swamp?’’ ‘‘No, not at all,’’ the officer repeated. ‘‘We’ll land on one of the

three beaches that cover around forty kilometers of solid ground along the

coast. I repeat: it’s high, solid ground. It’s the militia who will have to slog

through the swamp if they want to get close to us, and it won’t be easy for

them, because our paratroopers will seize the two roads that run through the

swamp from the nearest towns to the coast.’’ To remove any doubts, he

noted, ‘‘The U.S. chiefs say that everything will go so smoothly—and that we

won’t stop until we get to Havana. They expect a lot of people to join us.’’75

In a communications network so cumbersome that it impeded rapid

exchanges of information and sometimes left theWhite House hours behind

events, a Washington war room relayed messages from the Joint Chiefs to

Admiral Dennison and the task force commander and then, finally, to the

2506 Assault Brigade. Even though ‘‘nobody ever knew who was doing

what,’’ according to Burke, the venture moved ahead. The State Department

stood ready to recognize this landing force as a government; accompanying

the brigade was the Cuban Revolutionary Council’s representative, Cuban

exile Captain Manuel Artime, a highly articulate doctor, poet, and psychi-

atrist whose father was a Communist. Artime commanded respect, for he

had been an officer in Castro’s army before breaking with him in November

1959 and organizing the Movement of Revolutionary Recovery. He then

became the CIA’s contact on the FRD (united exile front) and the Cuban

connection between the agency’s political and military actions. Once landed,

the CIA intended to send lawyer José Miró Cardona, Castro’s first prime

minister in 1959 and now unanimously selected in Miami as chair of the

Revolutionary Council, to head the provisional government.76

On that same Friday of April 14, the American airmen expecting to fly the

combat missions out of Nicaragua were sorely disappointed. Cuban pilots

would man the B-26s, already in formation and armed with five-hundred-

pound bombs and rockets strapped under the wings. The C-54 and C-46

transports stood by in the grassy areas off the runway, laden with infantry,

supplies, and parachutists as they awaited departure orders.77

D-Day loomed less than seventy-two hours away.
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4
Politics

I was simply directed to reduce the scale and make

it ‘‘minimal.’’ [President Kennedy] left it to me to

determine exactly what that meant, and I responded by

cutting the planned sixteen aircraft to eight.

—Richard Bissell, post–April 17, 1961

The final version of the Zapata Plan did not reach the Joint Chiefs until two

days before D-Day, making it too late to conduct their own study. Not that

it mattered. The CIA’s revised plan had taken on a sense of urgency in light

of the approaching rainy season and the imminent arrival in Havana of two

Soviet destroyers and one hundred Cuban pilots trained in Czechoslovakia

to fly more than twenty Soviet MIG fighter jets not yet assembled in Cuba.

In a remarkable understatement, General Lemnitzer declared that the use of

MIGs ‘‘would have pretty well complicated the operation.’’1



I

The Joint Chiefs preferred a much stronger assault than entailed in the

planned D-2 and D-1 strikes, but they had to accept the politically driven

restraints and rely on the D-Day attack to finalize the destruction of Castro’s

air force. Each B-26 had a fuel capacity dictating a three-and-a-half-hour

turnaround time. To reduce the dangers of visibility and fuel depletion, the

planes would launch the first attacks at dawn of D-2 and then return to base

for refueling before hitting the same targets again at dusk. The following

day, D-1, or April 16, the planes would pound the same places again but

expand the strikes to include infantry bases along with bridges and highways

considered essential to Castro’s defense network. The D-Day campaign

would complete the operation with two more waves, totaling forty-eight

sorties, and, by also knocking out Castro’s microwave radio system, force his

military leaders into either radio silence or open communications permit-

ting intercepts of troop plans.2

The task appeared certain of success. Castro feared defections or sab-

otage and had concentrated his planes and tanks on a few strips in the open

for easy surveillance, but in doing so left them vulnerable to bombing. His

air strength in numbers was not impressive—sixteen to eighteen combat

aircraft—but his planes easily outmatched the brigade’s seventeen light B-26

bombers in air-to-air combat. Castro had five or six Lockheed T-33 jet

trainers that, according to the CIA, were lightly armed and posed no threat;

the same number of single-engine British Sea Furies, swift-moving prop

fighters wielding rockets and cannons on the wings; and six B-26s of his

own, fitted with machine guns on each wing and four in the rear. At

minimum, the D-Day strikes would disable most of the planes that survived

the D-2 and D-1 onslaughts, keeping them from the beachhead and facili-

tating the brigade’s landing.3

But the administration’s determination to conceal American culpability

had drastically altered the air operation. It became evident that the D-2

phase had undergone a major change when on April 15 at two in the

morning Nicaraguan time (three in Cuba), only nine of the seventeen

Cuban-piloted B-26s departed Puerto Cabezas, eight bound for Cuba, one

for Florida, and, most surprising to everyone there, eight remaining on the

ground. Somehow, the reasoning went, the 50 percent reduction in

squadron size would increase the chances of hiding America’s involvement.

The eight B-26s comprising the strike force were to hit the three targets at
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the same time, while the single plane, piloted by Captain Mario Zuniga,

veered toward Florida. It bore a new coat of paint matching that of Castro’s

Rebel Air Force (FAR) B-26s, the Cuban government’s identifying serial

number 933, and phony battle damage inflicted on the engine cover just

before takeoff. Thus the final card in the ruse: Zuniga’s landing in Miami as

a defector from Castro’s air force. The United States could escape respon-

sibility by proclaiming a revolution under way in Cuba.4

One of the American training pilots, Air National Guardsman Albert

Persons from Birmingham, Alabama, could not understand why only eight

planes participated in the D-2 operation. He and others concluded that the

Washington representatives who arrived in Puerto Cabezas on the Thursday

before the Saturday attacks had cut the number of aircraft. But why?5

The invasion had already appeared threatened when political concerns

had earlier led to the decision to restrict the number of planes to sixteen

from the original twenty-two. The two field officers heading the Zapata

operation, Colonel Hawkins from the marines and Esterline from the CIA,

had not considered the new number enough, and after Hawkins completed

the planning for the attack, he concluded that the invasion could not work.

Esterline concurred, and on the Sunday morning of April 9 he and Hawkins

went to Bissell’s Washington home to resign. The president’s decision to

shift the invasion from Trinidad to Zapata had already jeopardized the

operation by eliminating the possibility of waging a guerrilla war from the

Escambray Mountains; now, they insisted, sixteen B-26s were not sufficient

to destroy Castro’s air force. If any of his planes escaped the assault, they

could sink the brigade’s ships and scatter the ground forces into the Zapata

Swamp. The White House must call off the invasion.6

Bissell insisted it was too late to cancel the operation but assured his two

visitors that he would talk to the president about the air campaign. Hawkins

and Esterline differed in their recollections of the meeting. Years afterward,

Hawkins attested that Bissell had promised to ‘‘take immediate action with

the president to use more aircraft and increase the power of the attack on the

opposing air force.’’ Esterline, however, recalled that Bissell promised ‘‘no

more reductions on air strikes.’’ In either case, their focus on the air assaults

should have made it clear to Bissell that they were critical to success.7

But Hawkins and Esterline did not trust Bissell. Already convinced that

he was self-centered and used everything and everybody for personal ad-

vantage, they believed he should have defended Trinidad as the invasion

point along with a larger air strike contingent as critical to the operation.
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They were now certain that Bissell had never defended the need for air

operations and that the president, therefore, did not recognize the central

importance of disabling Castro’s air force. But they agreed to stay in their

positions after Bissell questioned their loyalty and promised to emphasize

the importance of the air assaults to the president. Esterline joined Hawkins

in failing to grasp Bissell’s determination to satisfy the president’s political

concerns and thereby keep the plan alive and concluded that he ‘‘was lying

down and lying up for reasons that I don’t yet totally understand.’’8

Not until 1996 did Hawkins and Esterline discover that two or three

days prior to the D-2 strikes (thus after the assurances made at their April 9

meeting), Bissell cut the assault force by half, from sixteen to those eight that

departed Nicaragua on D-2. President Kennedy, Bissell explained in his

memoirs, wanted to ‘‘play down the magnitude of the invasion in the public

eye’’ by imposing greater limitations on the number of planes used. ‘‘I was

simply directed to reduce the scale and make it ‘minimal.’ ’’ Without

questioning the wisdom of this order, Bissell followed it. The president ‘‘left

it to me to determine exactly what that meant, and I responded by cutting

the planned sixteen aircraft to eight.’’ Bissell defended his action by noting a

revision in the April 12 CIA briefing memo sent to the president. Instead of a

massive strike in coordination with the landings, the plan limited the scale of

the bombings both before and on D-Day.9

Bissell never explained this decision to Hawkins and Esterline. Nor did

he ever acknowledge this Sunday meeting in his memoirs—a meeting that

proved pivotal in shaping the entire Cuba operation.10

By 9:30 a.m. on April 15, the first specks appeared in the distant eastern

sky, marking the return of the D-2 attack force to its Nicaraguan base. Only

five planes descended on the runway, four lightly damaged but the other one

bearing a stream of holes in the fuselage and a large rip in the right wing

panel. Two more planes eventually made it back, one first having to refuel at

Britain’s Grand Cayman Island and the other, with one engine hit, making

an emergency landing at the U.S. Navy Base in Key West. Anti-aircraft

artillery had struck the eighth plane over Havana, killing the pilot and

navigator and sending it down in a fiery crash into the harbor. The ninth B-

26 landed as planned in Miami, where Zuniga jumped out in his khaki

pants, white T-shirt, and baseball cap, all with Cuban labels, puffing a Cuban

cigarette while enthusiastically boasting that he and others had defected after

strafing and bombing Castro’s planes as part of a widespread insurrection.11
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In a costly failure, the diversionary landing in Oriente Province to the

east by 168 commandos on the Santa Ana did not take place because of poor

leadership, the inability to find the landing site, and, most important, the

presence of a substantial ground force commanded by Castro’s brother

Raúl. On the night of April 13 a reconnaissance team from the vessel dis-

covered lights and, assuming Cuban troops were nearby, recommended

delaying the landing until the next night. But on that second night the scouts

heard jeeps and trucks. ‘‘They’re waiting for us,’’ declared a battalion officer

whose superior believed him and refused to follow a CIA officer’s insistence

on going ahead with the landing. Raúl Castro had been there since early that

month of April, in command of troops and an anti-aircraft battery con-

sisting of half a dozen four-mouth machine guns. And he had spotted the

Santa Ana waiting for nightfall. The ship withdrew, taking the sound

equipment intended to simulate a great invasion and leaving Castro to

concentrate his defenses at the Bay of Pigs.12

The brigade’s spirits nonetheless ran high as initial reports asserted that

the B-26s had severely damaged all three Cuban airfields. One pilot returning

from Camp Libertad near Havana (the second delayed at Key West and the

third shot down) reported that one bomb directly hit an air force ammunition

center, destroying half of Castro’s planes and setting off a string of explosions

that continued for a half hour. At the airport near San Antonio de los Baños,

two pilots (the third not yet returned from Grand Cayman) claimed to have

demolished 80 percent of the enemy force, including at least one of three

T-33s and three-fourths of the airfield along with the operations building.

Smoke billowing upward from the bombings concealed the pummeled area,

preventing an accurate damage assessment. And at Antonio Maceo Airport in

Santiago de Cuba, according to two pilots, they destroyed two B-26s, disabled

one T-33 and one C-47, and blew up fuel tanks, the anti-aircraft artillery nest,

and the huge hangar. Rolling waves of fire enveloped the area, leaving every

plane on the ramp in flames and the airfield no longer usable. Radio Swan had

earlier lifted the spirits of the brigade by reporting a dispute with Castro and

others in the prime minister’s office, after which Che had been thrown out of

the government and shot and wounded, and then following that account with

the claim that the air raids had killed and wounded many Castro supporters

and destroyed nearly all his military bases. Both stories later proved erroneous

but at the moment meshed with the successful bombing assaults to make

victory seem certain.13
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Then came a shocking development: As the pilots prepared for that

day’s second wave of attacks, they learned that Washington had called them

off along with those of the following day. Apparently the exuberant reports

of overwhelming D-2 damage had convinced the White House that follow-

up strikes were not necessary. Did that include the D-Day strikes as well? If

so, Castro would have two days to recover and mount a defense. ‘‘There goes

the whole fuckin’ war!!!’’ shouted General Reid Doster of the Alabama Air

National Guard, throwing his cap in disgust.14

The truth about the D-2 strikes did not come out until late in the

morning of April 16, when follow-up intelligence reports and U-2 photos

revealed a decidedly different story: The assault force had destroyed only five

planes while temporarily disabling a few others. Most of Castro’s planes

survived for several reasons, including the possible failure to hit one runway

and, doubtless because of the fear of U.S. attribution, the CIA’s decision to

ban the use of napalm except on tank farms without special permission. He

still had two or three Sea Furies, a pair of B-26 bombers, and two to four

T-33 jets—a force strong enough to place even greater importance onto the

D-Day strikes.15

II

The Cuban crisis had meanwhile prompted an emergency meeting of the

Political Committee of the UN General Assembly on the day of the April 15

attacks, spurred on by Castro’s visit to two of the bombing sites and an

angry demand for a UN investigation into U.S. ‘‘imperialist aggression.’’ As

members of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee demonstrated outside the

UN building and New York’s police on foot and horseback herded them

behind wood barriers, those inside engaged in a series of fiery exchanges that

threatened to expand the confrontation into more than a regional issue.

Over the past few weeks, Cuban foreign minister Raúl Roa had repeatedly

accused the United States of intentions to invade his homeland, and he now

hotly charged the Kennedy administration with bombing Cuba as the first

step. Especially striking in this greatly intensified Cold War atmosphere was

the Soviet reaction. UN Ambassador Valerian Zorin ominously warned that

‘‘Cuba has many friends in the world who were ready to come to its aid,

including the Soviet Union.’’16
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In an incredible piece of either chicanery or sheer ineptitude, the White

House had not alerted the U.S. ambassador to the United Nations, Adlai

Stevenson, to American complicity in the air attack before he went on the

world stage to deny the Cuban allegations. So in good faith he referred to

President Kennedy’s pledges at the April 12 press conference that U.S.

armed forces would not ‘‘under any conditions’’ intervene in Cuba, that his

administration would not permit U.S. citizens to take action against Cuba,

and that no one could use the United States as a base against any foreign

government. Defectors from the Cuban air force carried out the attacks, he

proclaimed after receiving Rusk’s assurances. One sought political asylum in

Miami, Stevenson declared while displaying a wire service photo of the

defector’s plane.17

This phony defection story, hailed as ingenious by Hawkins along with

Bissell and Barnes in the CIA, had a predictably brief life span. The first signs

of trouble came when two more defections occurred: one the result of the

CIA’s decision to land another fraudulent defector in Key West in case the

Miami hoax failed; the other a real defector who landed 340 miles north in

Jacksonville. Soon after Zuniga’s Miami arrival, two CIA officers in charge of

the cover action ‘‘came bouncing into the office all laughter and joy and

offered to have a couple of ceremonial drinks,’’ according to Richard Drain,

Esterline’s operations chief for the Cuba Project. ‘‘I remember saying to

them, ‘well, I hope you are as happy about 5 o’clock this afternoon, as you are

now . . . because how long this holds up in Miami seemed to me very ques-

tionable indeed.’ ’’ Drain’s prognosis proved correct. Reporters exposed the

story as a sham, pointing to the differences between the plane in Jacksonville

(the genuine defector) and those phonies in Miami and Key West. The so-

called Cuban B-26 in Miami, they noted, wore a recent coat of paint, and its

guns had not been fired. Especially devastating was Roa’s public ridicule of

Stevenson’s picture presented as proof. The B-26 had a metal nose and hence

was American, Roa sneered; Castro’s B-26s bore Plexiglas fronts.18

Stevenson fumed with a potent mixture of fury and mortification. The

White House had not kept him fully informed, allowing him to make

statements discrediting his word in an international organization in which

primary leverage rested on trust. Furthermore, the attack took place at a

particularly inopportune time—two days before a regularly scheduled UN

General Assembly debate over Cuba, thereby crushing any chance for im-

proving relations. Schlesinger and others had briefed him a few days earlier
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in vague terms about some sort of Cuban operation, and Barnes had told

him that Cuban exiles intended to invade their homeland in an effort to

overthrow Castro. But no one mentioned either the air assault or the U.S.

role in these events. Stevenson indignantly complained that he had received

no warning, leaving him unprepared to defend the administration. His

embarrassment heightened when the next day’s newspapers all over the

world carried the story on their front pages, including a picture of his

triumphantly waving the B-26 photo as proof of U.S. innocence.19

The United States’ Cuban policy threatened to convert its worst fears

about Castro’s political ideals into a self-fulfilling prophecy. For the first

time, he publicly aligned his country with socialism at a location that today

bears a bronze plaque commemorating the birthplace of its new direction.

At the following day’s state funerals of loyalists who perished in the air raids,

he bitterly blamed Washington’s leaders because they ‘‘cannot forgive us for

achieving a Socialist revolution under their very noses.’’ The crowd of ten

thousand (mostly militia) defiantly shouted, ‘‘Fidel, Khrushchev, we are

with you both!’’ The United States, Castro bombastically proclaimed, had

committed an act worse than Japan’s on December 7, 1941. ‘‘If the attack on

Pearl Harbor is considered by the American people as a criminal, traitorous,

cowardly act, then our people have a right to consider this act twice as

criminal, twice as cunning, twice as traitorous, and a thousand times as

cowardly.’’ The White House denial of responsibility constituted the ulti-

mate flight from reality. ‘‘Even Hollywood would not try to film such a

story.’’ Castro defiantly pronounced Cuba a socialist nation and inched it

closer to the Soviet camp.20

While this matter raged in the UN, President Kennedy on that same day

of April 16 approved the invasion. He waited until the last minute, finally

deciding to go ahead after apparently regarding the disappointing news

about the D-2 strikes as the last opportunity to act before Castro amassed his

defenses and left direct U.S. military intervention as the only option for

toppling his regime. Kennedy had other reasons as well. Failure to pursue

the operation would make the Cuban brigade a potential embarrassment for

the White House; embittered Cubans would publicly accuse the adminis-

tration of betraying their trust and cowering before Communism; and

Castro’s fall would make the president look ‘‘tough’’ to Khrushchev, paying

dividends not only in the hemisphere but around the globe in the hotly

contested Cold War. According to Schlesinger, Kennedy felt certain that ‘‘he

had successfully pared it down from a grandiose amphibious assault to a
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mass insurrection.’’ He thought the brigade’s forces had an ‘‘escape hatch’’

in the mountains, as the CIA repeatedly assured. Kennedy also admired their

patriotic fervor, knew that success would encourage democracy’s spread in

the hemisphere, and believed in his own luck. But most of all, Schlesinger

declared, Kennedy’s newness in office—only seventy-seven days—made it

impossible to determine which advisers to believe and trust. A formidable

phalanx of power supported the plan—the Joint Chiefs and the CIA, along

with the heads of the Defense and State departments. As Kennedy observed,

‘‘You always assumed that the military and intelligence people have some

secret skill not available to ordinary mortals.’’21

Secretary of Defense McNamara’s support weighed heavily in the final

decision, but his reasoning demonstrated no grasp of the heavy odds against

success and the enormous cost of failure. The United States, he argued, was

at ‘‘the point of no return’’ and, in a statement remarkably similar to his later

less than optimistic justifications for military escalation in Vietnam, he re-

commended going ahead despite only ‘‘a marginal probability of success.’’ If

the White House called off the operation, the Cuban forces would return to

the United States and blast the administration as weak and hypocritical in its

anti-Communist pronouncements. Besides, McNamara argued, if the Cu-

ban brigade failed to take the beachhead, it could escape through the swamps

and into the EscambrayMountains, where it would switch to guerrilla tactics

and prove this was not a ‘‘total defeat.’’ Finally, if Castro’s units made it to the

beaches and blocked passage to themountains, the brigade could evacuate by

sea. For some reason McNamara did not attempt to explain, he thought it

easier for the Cuban invaders to make it through the swamps than for

‘‘Castro’s units’’ to do the same. But couldn’t Castro’s militiamen, who knew

the terrain, more expeditiously make the arduous passage?22

McNamara’s remarks underlined the shaky nature of a project built on

questionable premises and dubious assumptions. President Kennedy fol-

lowed his defense secretary’s logic, asserting that if the invasion failed to

meet expectations, the press could not call it a disaster if the Cubans dis-

solved into the mountains. Flawed thinking and faulty presumptions did

not stop here. The most rudimentary examination of a map shows the

almost insurmountable hardships involved in escaping to the Escambray

Mountains through a vast swampland. The CIA, however, had used a rough

survey map of 1895 that somehow in its strategists’ collective wisdom

substantiated the argument for using the swamps as a guerrilla haven.

Furthermore, the mountains were located on the east side of the Zapata
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Swamp and just north of Trinidad—eighty hard miles from the Bay of Pigs.

In the meantime, the Joint Chiefs argued that a mass insurrection provided

the key to success, and yet the White House acknowledged that this was

unlikely because of the communication and organizational difficulties in-

herent in a police state. First reports from the D-2 operation further con-

tributed to the hopes built on sand. As McNamara attested, the president’s

advisers ‘‘assumed’’ that the raids had disabled most of Castro’s planes and

went ahead with the invasion, even though believing ‘‘the whole operation

was marginal’’ before knowing that the D-2 assessment was a ‘‘major error.’’

The Joint Chiefs likewise took the slippery slope, admitting to highly un-

favorable odds but wanting ‘‘to give it a try.’’23

Blind faith in luck, a reliance on American ingenuity, and the felt need

to do something, all dangerously catalyzed by an uncanny inability to rec-

ognize the unpleasant realities of a plan relentlessly churning toward a

predictable implosion—these factors had combined with a growing obses-

sion to get rid of Castro that thrust the administration into an operation

pockmarked with warnings of failure.

III

Signs of impending trouble were many in number, but the most pivotal

moments came when President Kennedy made two politically motivated

decisions that posed greater dangers to the invasion. First, as noted earlier,

he changed the target point from Trinidad to Zapata in an effort to retain

the façade of plausible deniability. The Pentagon and others had emphasized

the crucial nature of arousing popular support, and yet no one seemed to

recognize that an after-dark landing in this largely uninhabited area offered

little chance of igniting an insurrection. How, asked Esterline years after-

ward, could such an invasion inspire a popular uprising? Nobody was there

‘‘except alligators and ducks.’’ Second, and more serious, the president late

on April 16 canceled the D-Day strikes, using the same political reasoning

that had dictated his changing the landing site to Zapata.24

How had the White House gotten itself into this position?

At 9:30 in the evening of April 16, McGeorge Bundy telephoned the

CIA, stunning General Cabell with the president’s directive to hold off the

dawn strikes until the landing party seized an airstrip in Cuba from which to

launch them. Dulles was in Puerto Rico at the time, purposely on a speaking
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engagement that supposedly gave him room to deny responsibility for the

invasion but instead thrust Cabell into the middle of events that would

shape the entire operation. In the continuing illogic of circular reasoning,

Washington called off the D-Day assault until after the brigade established a

beachhead, which its forces had little chance of accomplishing while un-

protected from an attack above. Furthermore, the invasion force was already

en route to Cuba, leaving no way to stop the operation short of causing

another mutiny.25 Castro’s air force would thus gain free rein in the skies

and full access to the enemy on the ground and at sea.

Political considerations prevailed over military realities in a decision that

many observers both then and later have labeled the most damaging blow to

the operation. According to the familiar story, the president and secretary of

state were not aware of the signal importance of air support during an am-

phibious landing and told Bundy to halt the D-Day strikes. Kennedy’s decision

resulted from several considerations, including Soviet and Chinese warnings

of retaliatory action in one of the world’s hot spots (Berlin? Laos? Vietnam?),

the initial optimistic reports of the D-2 strikes by now determined to be grossly

wrong, his promise against direct U.S. intervention in Cuba, his advisers’

assurances of a successful invasion without D-Day strikes, and, most impor-

tant, his repeatedly expressed determination to hide the American hand. But

he also did not want to put Stevenson into the position of lying to the UN—

particularly after his humiliation over the alleged defection. The CIA cover

story for the D-2 bombings had blown up in the administration’s face, shat-

tering its reputation for integrity and leading the president to believe Rusk and

Bundy’s argument that the only acceptable bombing site was the landing

area—and even that under severe restrictions.26

Bundy invited Cabell to discuss the matter with Rusk, who ‘‘had the

proxy of the President,’’ by then off to his Virginia weekend retreat at Glen

Ora. As for Bundy, he sarcastically declared that he was on the way to the

UN in New York ‘‘to hold the hand of Ambassador Adlai Stevenson.’’27

Cabell was baffled by this turn of events. Why, he asked in his memoirs,

hadn’t the president consulted the CIA before making this drastic decision?

He and his colleagues were close by and could have met with the president in

moments. And why Bundy’s rush? Stevenson confronted UN speeches; the

brigade faced Castro’s firepower.28

Cabell immediately notified Bissell, who together met with the secretary

of state in his office within the hour, at 10:15 p.m. At the beginning of their

conversation, Rusk took a phone call from someone not identified who,
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Cabell and Bissell could tell, expressed deep concern over the canceled

strikes. Bolstered by the knowledge that someone high in the Washington

chain of command was equally alarmed, they tried to persuade Rusk to

countermand the order. But he repeated Bundy’s admonition—that the

brigade must first secure a beachhead with a fully operational airstrip from

which to initiate the strikes and make them appear indigenous in origin. The

D-Day strikes were not crucial to the operation, argued Rusk; the ships

‘‘could unload and retire to the open sea before daylight.’’ And ‘‘as for the

troops ashore being unduly inconvenienced’’ by Castro’s planes, he had

learned while a colonel in the China-Burma-India theater of World War II

‘‘that air attacks could be more of a nuisance than a danger.’’ Air protection,

Rusk had earlier assured the president and the Joint Chiefs, was not essential

to a guerrilla operation if the landing took place at night and in small craft.

Rather than save Cuban lives on the beaches, Cabell and Bissell thought, the

new policy sought to save American face in the UN. Rusk substantiated their

suspicion when he triumphantly remarked that ‘‘military considerations had

overruled the political when the D-2 air strike had been laid on. Now

political considerations were taking over.’’29

Cabell and Bissell were flabbergasted. This was not a small-scale guer-

rilla infiltration; it was a major amphibious landing. A night-time operation

of this magnitude guaranteed monstrous problems even when carried out by

highly trained and experienced personnel. A slip in timing and the process

could drag into daylight, fully exposing the brigade to Castro’s planes.

Cabell was particularly irritated by Rusk’s claim to air war expertise. The

secretary based his argument on observations in World War II, whereas

Cabell had acquired his knowledge as a participant in that war, planning and

executing two of the largest amphibious operations in history—at Nor-

mandy and in southern France. Failure to neutralize Castro’s air force,

Cabell and Bissell warned, would undermine the invasion and ensure a

massive death toll while eliminating any hope of seizing the airstrip.30

Their argument did not dissuade the secretary, but it led to one change.

In a move already worked out with the president as a suitable concession if

necessary, Rusk authorized air cover in the beachhead area only. Cabell, not

knowing of this prior arrangement, thought the secretary made this al-

lowance based on his experiences in the early part of WorldWar II, when the

army accepted air force support of troops as its only combat mission. Rusk

apparently saw a political distinction between bombing targets away from

the battlefield and providing a protective shield over the battlefield.31
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As if on impulse, Rusk abruptly telephoned the president in their

presence and related their concern. After summarizing their argument, Rusk

informed Kennedy of the modified air decision and went through the

motions of securing his approval. Just as suddenly, Rusk cupped his hand

over the phone and asked Cabell, ‘‘Do you wish to speak to the President?’’

Cabell pondered his reply, realizing that Rusk as the one in charge had

rejected his plea and had then repeated the entire argument to the president

before recommending that he turn it down. Would a continued protest

endanger the newly won concession of beachhead protection? Would fur-

ther delay increase the danger to the landing? Cabell considered himself a

loyal servant and quickly dismissed the thought of opposing the commander

in chief. Besides, he was certain that Kennedy would not budge because of

his well-known political concerns and the sensitive situation with Stevenson

and the UN.32

‘‘No,’’ Cabell finally replied to Rusk. Howmind-shaking this was, Cabell

recalled in his memoirs years afterward. ‘‘Does one say ‘no’ when invited to

speak to the President?’’33 In one of those rare moments in history, Cabell

had done just that.

The CIA staff stared in disbelief when Cabell and Bissell that same night

reported the White House decision to cancel the air strikes. Hawkins

slammed the desk with his hand, shouting, ‘‘Goddamn it, this is criminal

negligence!’’ Esterline hotly agreed. ‘‘This is the goddamnest thing I have

ever heard of.’’ Cabell tried to calm them, arguing that their duty was to

accept the decision. ‘‘I know that some of you have lived very close to this

operation for a long time and feel very deeply about it, but when you get a

change in the marching orders you have to react now and you have to take

your orders and do what you are told.’’34

Hawkins refused to stand down and in tears called his commander,

General Shoup, around 1:30 that morning. ‘‘General,’’ Hawkins pleaded,

‘‘you’ve got to get ahold of the President because they have influenced him

to call off the air strike. We’re going to fail. You’ve got to help.’’

‘‘Well,’’ Shoup asked, ‘‘has he already made his decision?’’

‘‘Yes, they told us we’re not going to do it.’’

‘‘Christ knows that I can’t do anything. Maybe if I’d had a chance

beforehand . . .’’35

Cabell had likewise made one last try, calling Major General David Gray

from the Pentagon at one in the morning asking him to come down to the

agency. ‘‘Now I want you to think up things that your people can do to help
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us.’’ But they quickly realized the pointlessness of their discussion since the

president had refused to authorize U.S. force. As Gray remarked to the

officer escorting him into the hall after the meeting, ‘‘Surely Cabell realizes

that this means this operation is doomed to failure.’’36

Cabell knew he had to act quickly to minimize the impact of this lethal

threat to the mission. He must first stop the brigade’s planes before they

embarked for the airfield strikes and divert them to the beachhead as cover

for the landing force. He had to warn the landing party to expedite oper-

ations because of the canceled assaults. And he must secure ‘‘outside help’’

in safeguarding the landing party—perhaps the U.S. Navy Task Force, which

he knew had authorization to defend the landing party up to the moment it

entered Cuban waters. He alerted the task force to stand ready while he

sought approval to expand its use into protecting the landing itself.37

Cabell’s efforts were only partly successful. He barely achieved the first

objective. When the order stopping the D-Day strikes reached the Nicar-

aguan airstrip, the pilots were already in their cockpits and prepared for

takeoff. He then notified the Cuban brigade of the canceled air strikes and,

because the beachhead cover authorized by Rusk was light in number and

heavy in restrictions, warned of freewheeling attacks from overhead. Four of

the brigade’s B-26s would hover over the landing site on D-Day, but only

two at a time, all lacking rear gunnery and highly vulnerable to Castro’s

faster planes. The ships, Cabell emphasized to the commanders, must off-

load the brigade and materials before dawn. He was trying to win approval

for additional air cover and for ‘‘early warning destroyers’’ to alert them of

approaching enemy planes.38

Cabell telephoned Rusk about the new request for U.S. naval jet cover

for the landing and, at 4:30 in the morning of D-Day, went to his apartment

to seek approval.39 Cabell must have recognized the futility of his proposal.

Although the administration had sanctioned use of the navy task force only

outside Cuban territorial waters, it had related that expedient to a D-Day

strike plan that no longer was on the table. Use of navy jets under the

original concept was politically acceptable because they were to help an

alleged revolution against Castro already under way—spearheaded by a

‘‘Cuban’’ air attack and followed by an invasion comprised only of Cuban

exiles. But theWhite House could not make a case for plausible deniability if

American jets accompanied the Cuban B-26s covering the invasion.

This attempt was a touchy proposition in another way as well: It re-

quired extending the navy’s protective CAP (combat air patrol) from twenty
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miles offshore down to three. Presented with this clearly unexpected request,

Rusk said he preferred that Cabell speak with the president and asked the

White House operator to place the call. In no time Kennedy picked up

the phone. This time Cabell took the receiver, repeating his proposal to the

president. Air cover was needed to the shoreline, he argued. If that was not

acceptable, it should start at the three-mile limit. If neither proposal was

satisfactory, the U.S. Navy fighters should be able to fly to the three-mile

limit, at the least intimidating Castro’s pilots even if not authorized to

engage. Kennedy first spoke with Rusk before turning down all three re-

quests. Cabell then sought authorization for using the U.S. Navy’s early

warning destroyers to notify the ships’ commanders of approaching aircraft

spotted on radar. The president approved this request but added a stipu-

lation, again demonstrating the importance he attached to concealing the

U.S. role. Not only must the destroyers remain in international waters, but

he increased the distance to thirtymiles off Cuba’s coast instead of twenty.40

The invasion armada would stand alone, except for four B-26s circling

overhead, two at a time and virtually incapable of air-to-air combat.

IV

Cabell and Bissell claimed they did everything possible to convince the

president to authorize the D-Day strikes but that nothing could have altered

his decision. ‘‘I don’t think there’s any point,’’ Cabell remarked to critics

insisting he should have tried harder. ‘‘I think I agree with that,’’ Bissell

replied. But he later called this a big mistake, saying they should have taken

the matter to the president. What did they have to lose?41

Should Cabell have tried to stop the invasion? On the surface this

seemed worth pursuing, and yet the president’s eleventh-hour decision to

cancel the air strikes made it too late to call off a massive enterprise already

under way. The domestic and foreign humiliation, the impact on possible

future ventures, the bitterness engendered among those Guatemalans and

Nicaraguans working with the United States, the loss of massive amounts of

matériel, the Cuban exiles’ certain sense of betrayal—all factors dictated

against terminating the operation. Cabell recalled a similar experience in

Italy during World War II, when Americans were negotiating with repre-

sentatives of Germany for a surrender and the Germans’ biggest fear wasmu-

tiny. The Cuban situation was potentially more explosive in that it involved
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fresh and anxious patriots anticipating battle in a war just beginning as

opposed to Germans already exhausted by a long war winding to an end.42

Rusk’s story is considerably different. The administration, he explained,

recognized air control as important to the invasion but nonetheless thought

political considerations outweighed military needs. He opposed a D-Day

strike after learning of the D-2 raids. In a statement having no basis in fact,

he asserted that ‘‘neither the President nor I was clear that there was a D-2

air strike.’’ They knew of the planned D-Day attack, but, Rusk declared, ‘‘I

was caught by surprise with the first air strikes.’’ He denied misleading

Stevenson, insisting he kept the ambassador informed but ‘‘suddenly found

out there were additional air strikes coming up. We didn’t want him to have

to lie to the UN.’’ Furthermore, he continued, Cabell and Bissell ‘‘indicated

that the air strikes would be important, not critical.’’ When invited to call

the president, ‘‘they indicated they didn’t think the matter was that im-

portant.’’ Rusk and the president therefore found no ‘‘overriding consid-

erations’’ for D-Day strikes.43

Rusk’s defense is not convincing, though it is understandable. Instead of

relying on his wartime experience to determine his (and the president’s)

opposition to the D-Day strikes, he should have consulted the Joint Chiefs

of Staff. But Cabell and Bissell bear a major part of the blame for not talking

with the president even if they thought their cause hopeless. By not doing so,

they left the impression that the D-Day assault was not critical and thereby

encouraged Rusk to believe his appraisal correct. By no means did they

consider the attacks unimportant to the invasion, as Rusk asserted. But, as

Hawkins charged, they failed to make a strong case.44

Rusk and the president warrant criticism for reasons going beyond their

failure to keep informed of all aspects of the operation. How could they have

been unaware of the D-2 strikes? The secretary was not telling the truth.

Several bits of evidence substantiate this charge, but let two instances suffice.

On April 12, three days before the D-2 strikes, Rusk and the president

attended a White House meeting, where the CIA presented a paper high-

lighting modifications in the Zapata Plan, including a reduction in scale of

the D-2 strikes. Two days later, on April 14, President Kennedy instructed

Bissell to cut the size of the D-2 assault.45 Even if Kennedy never shared his

April 14 decision with Rusk (which is highly doubtful), neither man could

have been surprised by the D-2 strikes.

Faulty political reasoning lay behind canceling the D-Day strikes because

the decision rested on a non-issue. What chance was there the world would
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believe American disclaimers about involvement in a D-Day bombing when

the administration had already been caught in a lie about the D-2 raids?

Other advisers recognized the stand as unrealistic. ‘‘I’m amazed,’’ Bundy

candidly conceded in retrospect, ‘‘that we thought there was a chance of

deniability.’’ Indeed, years afterward Rusk expressed the same doubts about

plausible denial. ‘‘We were hoping for the maximum. In retrospect, however,

this looks a little naı̈ve.’’ If you succeed, ‘‘all the problems solve themselves.’’

But if you fail, ‘‘it’s very nice if the United States is not involved.’’46

In a statement that is technically true but of dubious value, President

Kennedy later asserted that CIA officials never spoke with him directly about

the importance of the air strikes. He admitted that he should have sought

the National Security Council’s advice, and one can only ask again why

neither he nor Rusk took the initiative in consulting either the Joint

Chiefs—the nation’s acknowledged military experts—or the CIA, the chief

architect of the entire operation. Had he understood the essential role of the

D-Day strikes, Kennedy asserted, he would have approved them. Had he

talked with his advisers, one must add, he might have grasped their im-

portance.47

After all these arguments and counterarguments, two questions remain:

Why did such an intellectually talented president approve an invasion plan

so obviously and egregiously flawed? And, just as mind-boggling, why did he

further undercut that plan by reducing and then canceling the air strikes,

particularly those on D-Day?

Both answers perhaps lay, at least in part, in the quiet but continuing

White House interest in assassinating Castro.

While Bissell and Harvey crafted the executive action program, the

initial attempt to assassinate Castro had fallen flat shortly after the packet of

poisoned pills arrived in Cuba in early 1961. Orta ‘‘got scared’’ and ‘‘lost his

nerve,’’ according to Edwards. Maheu claimed that a communication mix-

up occurred and the ‘‘go signal’’ never came. Orta, declared both Roselli and

Maheu, developed ‘‘cold feet.’’ Castro years afterward asserted that Orta had

posed no danger because he no longer had access to the inner office once the

regime became preoccupied with the imminent invasion. In actuality, Orta

defected on the eve of the invasion in April after breaking with Castro the

previous January (just before the pills arrived) over his Soviet alignment and

had won asylum in the Mexican embassy.48

The botched poison plot should have signaled the nearly insurmount-

able difficulties involved in trying to kill Castro in a heavily guarded police
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state. Perhaps Ted Shackley, who was CIA station chief in Miami for three

years beginning in 1962, offered the most astute observation on why any

method of assassination had little chance for success: No Cuban male dared

risk his life to become a martyr, for one of the major prizes in killing Castro

was to remain alive afterward to enjoy the plaudits as hero and patriot. So

close-quartered execution had no attraction because of the certainty of

retribution. ‘‘Built into all their assassination outlines was action at a dis-

tance, an element that inevitably reduced any prospects of success.’’49 And,

one might add, a long-range killing by sniper fire did not assure fame; the

action suggested no heroism, and identifying oneself as the assassin virtually

guaranteed death before the wall.

Coincidence is a rare occurrence in history. So probably not by accident

did the CIA make a special effort to inform the White House on April 13

that the Juan Orta poison plot had collapsed—just one day before the

president directed Bissell to trim the size of the D-2 air strikes. Why else

would Walter Elder, executive assistant to CIA deputy director Cabell, send

Bundy, the president’s national security adviser and link to the agency, a

UPI news article detailing Orta’s defection?50 Perhaps in the midst of the

controversy over the imminent invasion, the news would encourage presi-

dential approval of the action by exposing a schism deep inside Castro’s

ruling circle. But it is likely that something else drove Cabell, through Elder,

to contact Bundy at this critical time. Because it is all but certain that the

CIA and the White House were allied in the assassination program, it fol-

lows that Orta’s defection was not good news. The fundamental premise of

the assassination plan had rested on direct access to Castro, and with Orta’s

departure went the critical first step of the invasion.

Bundy doubtless shared this news with the president, making it con-

ceivable that he took this failed assassination attempt into consideration

when terminating the D-2 strikes and yet approving the Bay of Pigs oper-

ation in the desperate hope it would still work. Kennedy’s conversation with

Senator Smathers shows that the CIA had counted on Castro’s death at the

time of the invasion, suggesting that it expected assassination to ignite a

popular insurrection that would overcome the plan’s imperfections. But

even though the Orta effort failed, the president had to approve the invasion

for the myriad reasons mentioned earlier. He then called off the D-Day

strikes, somehow hoping to escape responsibility for the operation, but in

doing so cut out another vital element in the plan and further diminished

the chances for success.51
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In another bitter twist in this story, it appears certain that Bissell had no

knowledge of the failed poison plot and felt confident it would work. Be-

sides, he believed, the president would not let the invasion fail, even if he had

to send U.S. troops. Given these assumptions, argues the CIA’s Sam Hal-

pern, who worked on the overthrow program, Bissell had seen no need to

take the phone that night in an effort to talk Kennedy into restoring the

D-Day strikes.52

Hawkins did not know the deeper issues involved in these decisions and

insisted that terminating the D-Day air assault ensured the plan’s failure. In

referring to his inspection of the training camps less than a week before the

invasion, he declared, ‘‘Had I known before setting off for Central America

that the President, in concert with Bissell, would at the last minute cut by

half the number of aircraft to participate in the first strike, and then, when

the troops were actually clearing the beaches, the President would suddenly

and unexpectedly cancel the second air strike altogether, I would not have

made the trip.’’ Calling the episode ‘‘a disgraceful betrayal of the Cuban

fighting men,’’ Hawkins concluded that ‘‘Bissell deliberately kept us in the

dark until the last minute, knowing that Esterline and I would be outraged

by what had happened and might make another last-ditch effort to stop the

operation as we had done a short while before.’’ Neither Rusk nor the

president understood ‘‘that you can’t take a thin-skinned troop transport

onto a hostile beach and drop anchor and start unloading troops with

hostile fighters and bombers overhead.’’53

Also unaware of the assassination factor, Lemnitzer agreed with Haw-

kins’s assessment, terming the canceled strikes a ‘‘surprise’’ and denying any

role in the decision. He learned of the change in plans at two in the morning

of April 17, when Generals Gray and Wheeler informed him the CIA had

called, urging them to arrange air cover for the landing parties on D-Day.

Lemnitzer favored the move but also grasped its political repercussions and

told them, in a pointless recommendation, to talk with the State Depart-

ment.54

The traditional story holds that neither the president nor his secretary of

state grasped the importance of air cover to an amphibious operation, and

that the CIA and Joint Chiefs failed to make this clear. Cabell and Bissell, the

argument goes, should have driven home that point when they had the

unique opportunity to speak directly to the president. This is not a con-

vincing argument. Both Kennedy and Rusk had military backgrounds and

surely recognized the necessity of air protection against enemy planes in an
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amphibious landing that stretched across forty miles of open beach. Com-

mon sense made this clear. As Dulles asserted from his non-military per-

spective, ‘‘You can’t land naked vessels with ammunition and supplies on

board in the face of any kind of hostile aviation that controls the air.’’55

President Kennedy had to have known this but appealed to the defensible

argument that he lacked military expertise and therefore had (without

asking them) depended on the CIA and Joint Chiefs for guidance. Without

Castro’s assassination, he knew, the chances were not good for a general

uprising. He also realized that U.S. involvement in D-Day air operations

would make non-attribution impossible. The president therefore canceled

the D-Day strikes in a futile effort to elude U.S. responsibility.

Political considerations had taken precedence over military necessities,

helping to weaken an operation that, no longer reliant on Castro’s death as a

spur to a popular insurrection, had little chance for success except, perhaps,

through direct U.S. military intervention. That was not going to happen. In

a White House press conference sometime later, President Kennedy ex-

plained why he had never condoned U.S. air support during the invasion.

‘‘[I]f you are going to have United States air cover, you might as well have a

complete United States commitment, which would have meant a full-

fledged invasion by the United States. That was not the policy of the United

States in April 1961.’’56 Thus did he maintain the fiction that the Cuba

project was not an American enterprise.
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5
D-Day

There was a concert of the dying. —Cuban rebel,

April 17, 1961

Hold on. We’re coming, we’re coming with everything.

How long?

Three to four hours.

That’s not enough time. You won’t be here on time.

Farewell, friends. I am breaking this radio right now.

The Americans started crying. —Radio exchange at the

Bay of Pigs, April 17, 1961

The maritime armada looked formidable on the night of April 16 as it

gathered at a spot forty miles off Cuba before relocating within three miles

of its beaches. The command ships Blagar and Barbara J, both LCIs bought

by the CIA from a private firm in Miami, were armed with .50-caliber

machine guns and a pair of anti-aircraft 75-mm recoilless rifles (cannon

referred to as ‘‘pom-poms’’). The other vessels were fitted with .50-caliber



machine guns mounted on revolving turrets on the bow, stern, port, and

starboard sides. A U.S. Navy LSD transported three LCUs (purchased from

the U.S. Navy) and four LCVPs, all packed with equipment and supplies,

and seven chartered commercial freighters completed the pack, three of

them to wait until after the initial landing to deliver additional ground and

air force matériel. The vessels had been loaded at New Orleans before

picking up the brigade’s forces in Nicaragua and filing out of Puerto Cabezas

on April 14, trying not to draw attention by taking separate routes to the

initial rendezvous point.1

The 2506 Assault Brigade numbered 1,511 men, 177 in an airborne

infantry company and the remainder in ground forces armed with

Browning automatic rifles (BARs), recoilless rifles, machine guns, rocket

launchers, mortars, and flamethrowers. Command ship Blagar carried arms

for a thousand men; Barbara J transported the balance. Stored within the

huge bellies of the transport vessels were five new M-41 tanks fitted with

armor-piercing 76-mm guns superior to Castro’s bigger Soviet tanks, a

dozen heavy-duty trucks, a single aviation fuel tank truck, a bulldozer, a

tractor crane, two big water trailers, and an assortment of smaller trucks and

tractors. To record events on the beach, Colonel Frank Egan and a number

of others on the vessels carried cameras given them in Guatemala.2

Five infantry battalions, a tank platoon, a heavy weapons detail, and an

intelligence-reconnaissance team—all to overthrow Castro and free their

homeland. On the Blagar was Cuban exile leader Manuel Artime, appointed

‘‘Delegate in the Invading Army’’ by the Cuban Revolutionary Council in

New York, who at the proper time would declare a provisional government

and immediately ask for U.S. recognition and aid. As the men boarded the

ships, Nicaragua’s president was there. General Luis Somoza, face powdered

and in white suit and hat, holding an M-1, and surrounded by bodyguards

wearing dark glasses and wielding submachine guns, shouted to the brigade,

‘‘Bring me some hairs from Fidel’s beard!’’3

I

After the ships had departed Nicaragua for Cuba, C-46 pilot Captain Ed-

ward Ferrer, from Havana and now contracted with the CIA, stared at them

in the growing distance, visibly concerned about insufficient air cover for

the invasion. The brigade had no fighter planes, he moaned, and the B-26s
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lacked tail guns, making them defenseless from the rear. One of the

American advisers, Wade Gray from the Air National Guard in Birming-

ham, Alabama, patted him on the shoulder to reassure him. ‘‘I know. I

know. But don’t worry. We’re gonna have Cuban pilots who don’t speak

Spanish and who have blond hair and blue eyes taking care of us, and an

aircraft carrier which is loaded with the latest model fighters.’’

‘‘We can’t lose!’’4

On the surface it appeared that way, for President Kennedy on D-Day

had reluctantly approved additional naval air cover, only to unknowingly

undermine that operation by attaching restrictions intended to avert a

military confrontation, including a requirement that the planes remain

outside Cuban waters. Burke insisted that the U.S. Navy had the right to

move anywhere in international waters and could ‘‘just happen to be in the

area.’’ ‘‘Just don’t get too close,’’ the president warned. Burke stationed

twenty-two warships well outside the Bay of Pigs, including a submarine, a

dozen destroyers, the aircraft carrier Essex with jet fighters, and the heli-

copter carrier Boxer quartering two thousand marines. The two carriers were

to remain at least fifty miles from Cuba; the planes could fly no closer than

fifteen miles from shore; and no more than four planes could engage in the

operation at one time. At the last moment, the president tacked on another

stipulation: The warships, he told Burke, must stay at least twenty-five miles

offshore.5

The rules of engagement were also highly restrictive. Americans could

fight only if enemy aircraft strafed the ships or opened bomb bay doors in

preparation for an attack. Under no conditions could an American pilot fire

without provocation, nor could he engage in hot pursuit closer than fifteen

miles from Cuba. ‘‘If unfriendly aircraft is shot down,’’ the directive em-

phasized, ‘‘every effort shall be made to hide the fact that such action has

occurred.’’ The Joint Chiefs warned that the enemy gained a tactical ad-

vantage by having its offensive under way before the American planes could

take action.6 The rules remained in place.

Washington’s war room buzzed with activity, sparkling with electronic

maps and, with its people working around the clock and staying in constant

contact with the CIA, leaving the misleading impression of efficiency.

Messages clicked across the teletype, which General Gray forwarded to

Admiral Dennison. Esterline and Hawkins, along with two officers from the

air force and navy, ran the CIA Command Post pocketed near the Wa-

shington mall, in the deep recesses of the communications center in
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Quarters Eye on Ohio Drive. These elaborate arrangements only at first

concealed a critical weakness: Dennison’s great difficulty in maintaining

contact with the attack force—largely because he did not know the ships’

communications circuits and had no other network connection.7 The result

was that the White House often fell behind in receiving news from the battle

zone.

The biggest problems, however, lay in three basic premises of the battle

plan: the D-Day strikes, now canceled; the military strength of the am-

phibious invasion, clearly suspect; and its expected impetus to a popular

rebellion, a highly dubious proposition given Castro’s police-state control,

the choice of the lightly inhabited Zapata region for a nocturnal landing, the

inability of CIA agents to establish a rapid communication and support

system on the island, and the failed assassination plot. The call for direct

American military participation refused to die. Without it, according to a

State Department officer, Castro ‘‘would clobber the hell out of the invasion

force.’’ The Havana regime, long expecting an invasion and alerted by the D-

2 assaults, had clamped down on security, bolstered air and ground de-

fenses, housed a thousand Soviet-bloc people, including three hundred

military advisers, and now, with the president’s decision to call off the D-1

and D-Day strikes, controlled the skies. Furthermore, Operation Pluto bore

a string of interconnected and potentially fatal flaws: The landing could not

succeed without a popular insurrection, an insurrection would not take

place without a successful landing, and neither could occur if Castro’s planes

were free to attack the brigade. As one observer poignantly noted, ‘‘We

wouldn’t put out any call for the people to rise until there was something

solid for them to rise to.’’8

The brigade intended to invade Cuba at three beaches lying sixteen

miles from each other on the Zapata Peninsula: Blue Beach in the middle,

containing an airfield west of the small town of Playa Girón on the east coast

of the Bay of Pigs; Red Beach on the left flank, located at the top of the bay

and jutting twenty miles inland to a spot near Playa Larga; and Green Beach

on the right, just twenty-one miles from Playa Girón. The three-pronged

assault aimed at seizing an east-west beachhead forty miles in length and

girded to the north by the huge Zapata Swamp. Control of Playa Larga

would give the brigade its deepest point of penetration, putting it in the

position to move toward Havana. This goal in mind, thirty airborne in-

fantrymen would parachute from each of two C-46 planes just before

daylight at Red Beach about ten miles from Playa Girón while four other
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transports dropped the remaining paratroopers at the junction of two roads

at San Blas ten miles northeast of Blue Beach. Their objective: Seal off the

coastal road in the east and the causeways cutting through the swamp from

the upper interior, denying enemy access to the landing sites and opening

the way for the advance north.9

Just before midnight preceding the landing, the operation began as two

small underwater demolition teams in rubber rafts stealthily motored to-

ward shore, each group—one of five Cubans, the other with three—led by

an American and hence in violation of President Kennedy’s directive against

U.S. participation. With blackened faces and wearing black outfits and

rubber sandals, the larger UDT team headed to Blue Beach, the other to Red

Beach, their missions the same: Mark the best channels for the ships’ ap-

proach with red and white lights visible only from the sea and turned on

when the vessels came within a half mile of shore.10

The two Americans were vocal and highly visible. At Blue Beach was

Grayston Lynch (known as Gray), a muscular, wide-bodied former member

of the Special Forces in Laos who had twice been wounded in World War II,

during the Normandy invasion and at the Battle of the Bulge, and again in

the Korean War at Heartbreak Ridge. And at Red Beach was William ‘‘Rip’’

Robertson, called by the Cubans ‘‘the Alligator’’ because of his rough and

scaly sun-dried skin. A flamboyant and irreverent battle-hardened marine in

World War II, he had had paramilitary experience with the CIA in Korea

and Guatemala and later became a close friend of Somoza. Both Americans

were CIA case officers, Gray on the Blagar and Robertson on the Barbara J.11

As Gray’s frogman team eased toward Blue Beach, the men gawked in

disbelief at the tall lights beaming onto the beach from Playa Girón. It ‘‘was

lit up like Coney Island,’’ Gray sputtered. Didn’t the CIA’s home office

assure them that no one inhabited the resort houses? Indeed, the agency had

failed to note the construction workers and their families living in Playa

Girón while building the new vacation mecca scheduled to open in less than

a month—nearly two hundred buildings similar to motels in the United

States. And of all things, they were having a party that had spilled onto the

beach. No turning back now. The team drifted a short distance from the

original landing site. From a thousand yards out, Gray scanned the beach

with his binoculars, spotting six figures standing outside the buildings and

peering toward the water. He quieted his boat’s engine, trying to determine

whether they had been seen. Everything remained still and black in the

moonless night. A few moments later, the men on the beach went into a
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house and turned off the lights, prompting the frogmen to ease within five

hundred yards of shore.12

But this silence proved only the eye of the storm. A hundred yards out

the raft scraped a chain of jagged coral reefs, stalling the engine and forcing

the men to slide into the water and lift the raft over the underwater ob-

struction before paddling toward the beach. As they cursed while hitting the

water, Lynch bitterly recalled the CIA’s insistence that the shadows in the

water on the reconnaissance photos had been seaweed. What else could go

wrong? The answer soon came when one of the marking lights suddenly

turned on, bathing the entire raft and the men back on board with a bright

blinking light. Gray beat the others scrambling to the light, covering it and

grabbing for the switch, only to find it taped in the ‘‘off’’ position. A short

had set it off. The blinking just as suddenly stopped, only to begin again a

moment later, forcing Gray to angrily yank out every wire. But someone

ashore had seen the light. Two men in a jeep, the militia head and a thirteen-

year-old literacy teacher, had been examining the tourist area under con-

struction and approached the water’s edge, with the frogmen less than fifty

yards from shore. Gray ordered his men to get out of the raft again and to

hunch down behind it while he lay flat on its bottom, aiming his BAR

toward shore. The jeep’s driver trained its headlights directly onto the raft,

thinking it a fishing boat and in need of directions for navigating through

the dangerous reefs, but Gray could not have known this and reacted in-

stinctively. In the first fighting at the Bay of Pigs, he and his men pumped

round after round of fire from two BARs and four Thompson submachine

guns into the jeep, demolishing everything except, ironically, its headlights

while lightly wounding the young boy. They escaped, but the militia com-

mander warned his superiors of an invasion.13

No time remained as Gray radioed the Blagar of their discovery and

called for support fire and an immediate landing—before Castro’s rein-

forcements arrived. The team of frogmen ran onto the beach, stabbing a

blinking red light into the sand by the jeep’s rumpled remains and another

one about 150 yards east, along with a large white light to guide the path of

entry. Gray and his five companions sought safety in a partially completed

building just off the beach. At this point the entire town went dark, just

before three trucks with lights off barreled onto the beach and discharged

thirty militiamen. Before they could position themselves, the Blagar opened

cannon and machine-gun fire, twice pummeling the entire beachhead in a

ten-minute flurry that scattered the entire contingent into the woods and
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cleared the way for the landing. Enemy machine-gun fire injured one of the

Blagar’s crew members, making him the first casualty of the invasion.14

Thus, contrary to President Kennedy’s specific orders, an American was

among the first to invade Cuba. There ‘‘wouldn’t be a white face on the

beach,’’ Bissell had promised him. Indeed, Gray was not only the first to

touch the sand but the first to engage in military action.15 The Kennedy

administration had lost all pretense to plausible deniability.

II

Not only was a rapid landing necessary because of the imminent arrival of

Castro’s main forces, but just before 1:00 a.m. the CIA station in Miami

relayed a message from Washington, shocking Gray with news of the can-

celed D-Day strikes. And that was not all. The initial optimistic reports of

the D-2 operation were wrong. ‘‘Castro still has operational aircraft,’’ de-

clared the notation on the yellow pad thrust into his hands. ‘‘Expect you will

be under air attack at first light. Unload all men and supplies and take the

ships to sea.’’ 16

The brigade commander at Blue Beach, Pepe San Román, learned of the

coming air strikes just before hitting the shore and, after kneeling to kiss a

handful of dirt as scattered militia fire whizzed over his head, ordered the

hurried off-loading of troops and supplies. A few more local militiamen

rushed onto the scene, briefly firing on the landing party before pulling back

and alerting military installations throughout Cuba. Gray promised to stay

until everything was ashore and won Pepe’s hesitant approval of a decision

to cancel the scheduled 7:00 a.m. landing at Green Beach and immediately

divert the men and materials from the 3rd Battalion to Blue Beach. The

Blagar, Gray added, must remain because its anti-aircraft guns posed the

sole resistance against the imminent air assault. Pepe ignored the CIA’s

urgings to land everything now and delayed removing the heavy equipment

until high tide around 7:00 a.m. To do otherwise would risk broken legs and

drownings as the men jumped into the shallow water.17

Gray turned to watch the landing begin in the pale glow of the marker

lights, suddenly realizing that he had failed to warn the brigade of the razor-

edged reefs. Too late now, he watched in horror as the coral ripped the

bottoms of two LCVPs that stubbornly kept coming despite taking on

massive volumes of water.
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One of them finally sank, leaving the troops to wade ashore in waist-

high water that disabled their radios and cut off communication; the other

managed to disembark all its troops before going to the bottom near the

LCU Atlántico. Commanders frantically searched for another channel free

from the coral reefs and wide enough for the three huge LCUs carting the

tanks. Two ultimately made it ashore; the third, carrying a pair of M-41s,

turned toward Red Beach when word came of the fighting there and the call

for tanks. But the invasion at Blue Beach succeeded as the 4th Battalion

made it ashore, the men yelling and cheering as they laid claim to the

southern terminus of the road leading to the Bay of Pigs.18

Unknown to the brigade, however, Castro had learned at 3:15 in the

morning that rebels were invading at Playa Girón and Playa Larga and that

his militia forces were frantically trying to mount a resistance. But he had

not yet managed to organize his defense units by the time of the attack: A

mere five militia were at Larga, their only arms a machine gun with two

hundred rounds and each man’s Czech submachine gun with ninety rounds,

while a half dozen charcoal makers and militia were at Girón, armed only

with Czech M-52 semiautomatic rifles and a bare sixty rounds each. Not

that the invasion was a surprise; like others, Castro was well aware of its

imminence if not its location. Moscow had pinpointed the date; the D-2

strikes had sent a signal; he had spies in Miami and other places housing

Cuban dissidents; and he could read the newspapers. After checking the

report’s veracity, he alerted all forces in the Zapata region while gathering

more information from his microwave stations until they suddenly stopped

working and left only a silence that suggested deep enemy encroachments.

He could not be certain, however, for the area had neither radio stations nor

telephone service to provide on-site news. The key to his defense, he knew,

was an air assault before the invaders established a beachhead and declared a

provisional government that sought U.S. recognition and help. Expecting to

counter both an air and a ground attack, Castro ordered his planes to take

off at dawn. Only a steady air and ground bombardment of the invasion

force could hold on to the Bay of Pigs and keep the enemy on the eastern

side of the swamp, where his tanks and militia could make the arduous

advance and close in for the kill.19

Thus the Blue Beach landing continued without further incident until

daylight broke at six. The off-loading did not go as quickly as needed, for

two hundred men and more than a third of the brigade’s heavy weapons

were still on the ships as an enemy B-26 swooped in from the east, riddling
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one of the LCVPs unloading the mortar crews. The B-26 then headed to-

ward Red Beach, only momentarily affording a lull in the action before two

more planes circled in from the west. The troops unleashed several rounds

of fire until realizing that one was a friendly B-26 escorting a C-46 for the

parachute drop. ‘‘Cease fire!’’ shouted Gray, now back on board the Blagar.

‘‘We’re shooting at our own planes!’’ Total confusion reigned, for the blue

identification bands put on the wings and fuselage of the expedition’s planes

did not become decipherable until directly overhead. Two paratroopers

sustained minor injuries but joined the others in the jumps.20

Shortly afterward, one of Castro’s swift-moving Sea Furies burst onto

the scene, followed by another one a few moments later. The first pilot went

into a roll-and-dive maneuver while taking dead aim on an unarmed C-46

transport, but the Blagar blasted the plane into the sea before it could fire.

The uneasy calm came to an end when the second Sea Fury appeared,

circling the area in search of a target. Gray manned one of the Blagar’s .50-

caliber machine guns and opened fire while inexplicably catching a glimpse

of a radio operator standing nearby and holding a message. What now? The

Sea Fury cut through the stream of tracers but hit nothing and swept up and

away. Seizing the respite from the fighting, Gray quickly read the message

thrust into his hands: ‘‘Castro’s air force 100% destroyed. Do not fire on our

planes. Remember they have blue bands on the wings and fuselage.’’ Gray

could not believe this and angrily scrawled a response: ‘‘If Castro’s planes are

100% destroyed, then suggest you check Haiti, because somebody’s air force

is shooting the hell out of us.’’ After cooling down, he crumpled both papers

and threw them into the water. More messages rolled in, causing more

confusion. ‘‘Never before have so many directed so few, with so many

different directives,’’ Gray acidly remarked.21

Action picked up again when out of the southeastern sky thundered two

B-26s through the morning haze, one hot on the tail of the other and neither

plane identifiable from below. Their loyalties became clear when a T-33 jet

from Castro’s air force stormed out of the sun to pepper the second B-26 in

its unprotected rear, forcing the crippled plane to lower its landing gear and

turn toward the Playa Girón airstrip. At the last instant, however, it pulled

back upward, the captain realizing that the T-33 pilot had continued on its

trailing path, not content to ground the B-26 but determined to destroy it.

He cut loose another fiery outburst that tore into its rear and killed the

navigator in the cockpit, sending the plane to the ground and into a roll and

skid down the entire strip before it crashed to a stop in an explosive cloud of
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dust and oily black smoke. An hour later, the B-26 pilot stumbled out of the

woods and onto the airstrip, having suffered only mild burns though

knocked out and thrown free of the plane as it hit the ground. The brigade’s

thin air cover had not arrived, but it offered little hope of matching this

withering assault.22

In the meantime, the 1st Battalion’s parachutists seized San Blas and,

with reinforcement from the 3rd Battalion and a heavy weapons group, set

up outposts to close the two major roads into the beachhead, each stemming

from San Blas, one to Covadonga, the other to Yaguaramas. Five C-46s and

a C-54 had dropped 172 parachutists into the area at 7:30 a.m., not only an

hour and a half past their scheduled dawn landing but without a sizable

ammunition supply that missed the target. More than fifty paratroopers

from the 1st Airborne Battalion meanwhile jumped into the area north of

San Blas, likewise losing much of their ammunition in the drop and unable

to communicate with the brigade because its radios were not working after

their carriers had ducked underwater when enemy planes passed.23

By 8:25 a.m. the brigade had finished unloading its vehicles and tanks at

Blue Beach, the success punctuated by the Blagar’s shooting down a silver-

streaking T-33. The front end of the landing party steadily moved toward

San Blas, reaching its destination an hour later and finding that the airborne

troops had cleared the hospital region to the west. Pepe informed Gray that

his forces had captured Playa Girón and the nearby airfield, along with 130

militia in the town. More encouraging news came when the civilian workers

and the militia chief switched allegiances, with the latter choosing discretion

over valor by swearing he had been ‘‘completely misinformed’’ and prom-

ising to cooperate with the invasion force.24

But the elation was short-lived, replaced by a sense of betrayal beginning

to spread throughout the landing force. Where was the promised U.S. air

support? The brigade came under a series of air attacks while moving north,

leading the contract officer in charge of shipping to radio CIA headquarters

for jet cover. If denied, he would order the freighters out to sea. United

States planes were nearby, he knew, and had done nothing. One Cuban

frogman reported a growing suspicion among the men that they were poorly

armed intentionally and ‘‘sent in there to be slaughtered.’’ The boats’ en-

gines had not worked, ‘‘the method of landing was silly, with those little

boats,’’ and the men running them had had only two days’ training and

could not do the job. Complaints spread throughout the ranks that lack of

air support made it impossible to advance beyond the beach.25
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Matters continued to deteriorate. About 3:00 p.m. local militia forces

opened a blistering firestorm on the paratroopers at San Blas. With artillery

and aircraft support, Castro’s forces surrounded the outpost by late after-

noon, leading Pepe to dispatch a tank and forces armed with mortars, re-

coilless rifles, and machine guns. The rescue force had little impact on the

outcome. Those in the outpost retreated to a point south of San Blas, isolated

from the others and unable to call for help because their portable radios were

still out of commission. In the meantime eighty members of the airborne

battalion reached the area above San Blas and stood ground with Castro’s

militia all D-Day night before retreating to the beach because they were out

of food and water.26 The road to Blue Beach lay open to Castro’s forces.

III

Red Beach events were remarkably similar to those at Blue Beach. The

Barbara J had escorted the Houston up the Bay of Pigs early in the morning

of D-Day before disembarking an underwater demolition team to mark the

landing site and preparing to cover the 2nd and 5th Infantry Battalions

about to land. Additional protection came from three platoons manning

heavy weapons, including a 4.2-inch mortar, a 40-mm recoilless rifle, and a

57-mm recoilless rifle along with a 3.5-inch bazooka. To slow the enemy

advance, the 1st Airborne Battalion would drop paratroopers in two spots,

at the northern end of the swamp and on the road above Playa Larga.27

Robertson led his three frogmen ashore a little after 1:15 a.m., marking

one side of the beach while keeping a wary eye on thirty militia engaged in a

drunken party nearby. But while creeping forty yards offshore to the other

side of the beach, they came under small-arms fire. Robertson and his men

drove the few militia away with a torrent of machine-gun fire, although the

lengthy exchange made it impossible to implant the second marking light.

But Robertson had a personal triumph in putting up a yellow luminous sign

that read welcome liberators. courtesy of the barbara j. Another

delay ensued, caused by malfunctioning engines on the landing craft. By this

time fifty militia had emerged from Playa Larga, followed twenty minutes

later by a number of armed men jammed into a half-dozen trucks pulling

out of a nearby construction site and roaring to the beachhead. The Barbara

J raked the trucks, forcing everyone aboard to jump off and run. The bri-

gade’s forces claimed the town.28
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As at Blue Beach, the first person hitting the beach was an American

who engaged in a firefight. But involvement in Cuba was not new to Ro-

bertson. A month prior to the invasion, he had participated in a sabotage

operation on a Cuban oil refinery.29 Bissell had told the president the truth.

There wasn’t ‘‘a white face on the beach’’; there were two.

The Red Beach landing struggled at the outset. Only 270 of the 399 men

in the 2nd Battalion made it ashore because of enemy fire combined with

mechanical and planning problems. Machine guns sprayed Robertson’s

reconnaissance boat, killing one of his men. Seven of nine landing craft

developed engine trouble, leaving two boats carrying nine men in each to

repeatedly make the twenty-minute run to the sand and, after another

mishap, only one at the end. The boats were not the type needed, bitterly

complained one officer. ‘‘They looked like speed boats for water skiing.’’30

None of the 5th Battalion’s men had made it into the water. All 180

forces remained on the Houston, ordered not to land by their commander,

Montero Duque. Like his men, he stood frozen in fear, pointing to engine

troubles in the aluminum landing boats and preferring to await daylight.

When Robertson hurriedly boarded the ship and hotly demanded an ex-

planation, Duque just as hotly responded that his men lacked enough

ammunition, that his landing craft were not reliable, and that Castro might

have artillery. ‘‘Look, mister,’’ shouted Robertson in disgust, ‘‘it’s your war

and your country, not mine. If you’re too scared to land and fight, then stay

here and rot.’’ Duque did not budge. Nor did his men.31

Thus the invasion brigade at Red Beach posed no real threat to Castro’s

legions. Small in manpower, it carried only two days’ worth of supplies that

included four 81-mm mortars, four light machine guns, and four 57-mm

recoilless rifles, along with rocket launchers, grenades, and BARs. Further-

more, Castro had been aware of their landing beforehand. Close to the beach

sat an abandoned radio station with the switches on and the apparatus still

warm. The brigade angrily destroyed the entire network, though knowing it

was too late. Contrary to intelligence reports, Castro’s communication

system extended to the beaches around the Bay of Pigs. The CIA had been

wrong again.32

As daylight broke, Castro’s air assault at Red Beach began with a flurry.

A B-26 machine-gunned the Barbara J, disabling two engines and coming

close to sinking it with another burst before retaliatory fire downed the

plane on its third pass. Another B-26 swept by several times, its bombs

missing both vessels, but a Sea Fury followed, strafing and firing rockets that
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hit the Houston close to its waterline and killed two while wounding five.

The worst news was yet to come, however, for a T-33 zoomed onto the

scene, this time surprisingly firing rockets that barely missed the Barbara J

but twice struck the Houston. The Barbara J, however, had suffered a split

seam from the rockets’ percussion and took on more water, and theHouston

lost its steerage and started to sink. Fire broke out on the Houston, raging

out of control below and threatening to kill everyone aboard. The crew

could neither put out the fire nor escape. The ship’s fire hoses had been torn

apart by the enemy’s machine guns, and one of its only two lifeboats had

rotted from disuse. As another Sea Fury resumed the attack, the captain

frantically struggled to maneuver the burning hulk toward shore while gas

seeped into the water and surrounded both ships in what could become a

deadly ring of fire. About a hundred yards out, many of the more than two

hundred men jumped overboard in life jackets; up to twenty of them were

killed in the water by the strafing, while another ten or more either drowned

or fell victim to sharks. The Houston ran aground on the western side of the

bay as its survivors frantically scampered onto Red Beach, only to confront a

storm of militia fire that scattered them into the swamp. Duque and his men

had made it to shore—though not by choice.33

At this point, the focus shifted back to Blue Beach, where, three hours

later, a Sea Fury closed in to three hundred feet and fired four rockets at the

Rio Escondido. Three missed, but one hit its bridge near two hundred barrels

of aviation gasoline on deck, setting the ship afire. The missile also shredded

the fire hoses, making it impossible to put out the gasoline-fed flames

rapidly licking toward twenty tons of explosives below. Ignoring the danger,

rescue crews from the Blagar saved everyone aboard just before the Rio

became engulfed in one-hundred-foot-high flames and exploded in a

mammoth fireball that took the shape of a mushroom seen sixteen miles

away at Red Beach. ‘‘Gray!’’ radioed Rip. ‘‘What the hell was that?’’ Told that

the Rio Escondido had exploded, Rip replied in shock, ‘‘My God, Gray! For a

moment, I thought Fidel had the A-bomb!’’34

The Rio Escondido sank close to Playa Girón, taking down ten days’

supply of ammunition and the communication van along with other goods.

The brigade’s forces at Blue Beach had little ammunition and could not

communicate with their expected air cover.35

The men who made it to Red Beach fared no better. They inched

northward for four miles, but Castro’s forces swarmed into the area, pre-

venting them from reaching the southern end of the road they were to block.
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Fighting continued all day, with a dozen tanks arriving in midafternoon and

artillery shelling the area in an unbroken barrage. Militia forces likewise

steadily pounded the landing site, suffering numerous casualties and ex-

tensive tank damage but depleting the brigade’s ammunition and forcing its

withdrawal to Blue Beach.36

Events at Red Beach north and east of the Bay of Pigs ended just as badly

for the brigade as those above Blue Beach. Fourteen miles north of Playa

Larga, paratroopers seized the road to Central Australia, but they could not

hold it for long because their heavy equipment missed the mark during the

drop and disappeared in the swamps. One other group got lost in the marsh,

and still another missed the drop zone. A contingent of brigade forces

occupied Playa Larga until they ran out of ammunition and had to retreat in

the face of a wall of fire from enemy tanks, rifles, mortars, bazookas, and

automatic weapons. To the east, the brigade put up stands at San Blas, in an

area close to Covadonga northeast of the Zapata Swamp above Blue Beach,

and on the road below Yaguarmas east of Covadonga. But it had to with-

draw in a battle providing what one young student termed his ‘‘baptism of

fire.’’ When the tank commanders finally called off the assault, ‘‘we heard the

yelling of the wounded,’’ he recalled in horror. ‘‘There was a concert of the

dying.’’37

The roads to Red Beach as well as Blue Beach lay open to Castro’s

steadily advancing forces.

The CIA had no choice but to follow the original plan—though

belatedly—by ordering all remaining ships out to sea to await dark, then

return and unload. Pepe, either unaware of this arrangement or choosing to

ignore it, angrily rebuked the Blagar’s U.S. commander for making ‘‘that

withdrawal against my orders to hold his position and fight.’’ Military

principles made it clear that ‘‘the commander of the support forces takes

orders from the commander of the supported forces.’’ The U.S. commander

crisply replied, ‘‘A higher authority has ordered the contrary.’’ Gray too was

reluctant to withdraw until he read the last part of the message declaring

that the ‘‘Navy will provide cover at 12-mile limit.’’ American help at last?

The three slowly trudging LCUs went first, followed by the freighters

Atlántico and Caribe and then the Barbara J and the Blagar, but not without

incident. The convoy encountered another B-26 attack in which the Blagar’s

guns hit the plane’s fuel tanks as the pilot unleashed a second round of

rockets, causing it to explode in a swirling ball of fire, and a Sea Fury

inflicted additional damage on the Barbara J before return fire chased it off.
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Farther out to sea the Blagar’s captain saw two U.S. destroyers and radioed

for help. The commander of five destroyers in the vicinity, Captain Robert

Crutchfield, sent a crushing reply: ‘‘My heart is with you, but I cannot help

you. My orders are not to become engaged in any way.’’38

Problems continued to plague the convoy’s departure. The boarding of

Rio Escondido’s badly shaken survivors onto the Blagar had demoralized its

sixty crew members, leading two of them to join the new arrivals in arming

themselves and refusing to return to the landing site. But the captain’s forces

quickly subdued the mutineers and convinced the others of their respon-

sibilities to the twelve hundred comrades stranded on the beach. The two

freighters carrying the ammunition, the Atlántico and the Caribe, ignored

the Blagar’s directive to meet at the rendezvous point and continued south,

the first making it more than a hundred miles before deciding to turn

around, and the second more than two hundred miles, at which point a U.S.

destroyer fired a shot across its bow and forced a reverse course. The two

ships’ late return further undermined the invasion operation. The Atlántico

did not get back until the late afternoon of April 18, and the Caribe failed to

appear until after the battle was over.39

As for the assured navy support at dawn, the jets had not appeared, but

word arrived that they were still ‘‘on the way.’’40

By the close of D-Day, both beachheads were on the verge of collapse.

Many forces at Red Beach were nearly out of ammunition and had to turn

back south. During the night, four C-54s and two C-46s tried to replenish

supplies. Five drops at Blue Beach were successful, but one arms cache at

Red Beach drifted so far out in the water that the landing party could save

only part of the load.41

The air cover operations had also gone badly. Brigade B-26s launched

thirteen close-support strikes on D-Day and four more that night, but they

were not effective. Nearly panicked over the deadly effectiveness of the T-

33s, the CIA realized how badly the D-2 strikes had failed and asked Wa-

shington to authorize a pre-dawn bombing assault on Cuban airfields while

Castro’s jets were on the ground. Surprisingly, the request won approval,

leading Cabell to believe that the nation’s leaders were ‘‘a thoroughly-scared

bunch.’’42

But everything went wrong with this rapidly assembled, jury-rigged

operation. Six B-26s were to hit San Antonio de los Baños on D-Day night,

but two aborted on takeoff and the others could not find their targets

through the low clouds and dense fog. By early dawn of April 18, three more
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planes headed for the target, but one failed at takeoff, and the other two

again could not locate the bombing points through the scud and lingering

haze.43

Castro’s forces won the first day’s air campaign but at a heavy expense that

again points to the debilitating impact of the president’s decision to call off

the D-Day strikes. Rebel B-26s sank one of his gunboats and hit several

hundred of his ground forces at Red Beach, and anti-aircraft fire brought

down two Sea Furies and two B-26s. But his T-33s proved devastating,

downing four B-26s and forcing the remainder to seek refuge in Nicaragua

or other friendly airfields. Bissell and other CIA strategists had erroneously

assumed that the so-called T-Bird was merely a lightly armed training plane,

but they were wrong, dead wrong. Castro’s engineers (or perhaps the Soviet-

bloc technicians in Cuba) had recently fitted the jets with rockets under their

wings along with a pair of .50-caliber machine guns—each capable of firing

seventeen hundred rounds per minute. The T-33 shot out of the sun with

such blazing speed that the only warning of its presence was the sound of

rockets already whistling toward their target. The outcome could have been

worse. Had Castro’s planes launched concerted attacks rather than sporadic

assaults by one or two planes at a time, they could have inflicted even more

damage while not exposing themselves to as much concentrated fire.44

And, as for the CIA’s predicted outpouring of popular support for the

invasion, nothing of the sort took place. The landing spot, of course, was less

densely inhabited than that of Trinidad, which made the pool of potential

assistance inherently thin. The CIA had failed to establish a tight network of

communication with the guerrillas in the mountains, who were not aware of

the timing of the invasion and were a prohibitive distance from the

beachhead. Castro had clamped down on dissidents days before the inva-

sion, putting a hundred thousand in prison and further diminishing the

sources of indigenous help. The five hundred guerrillas the CIA assured were

nearby to help the brigade never showed. Castro telephoned his forces at the

Covadonga Sugar Mill about fifteen miles north of Blue Beach, inspiring

them and others to resist the invasion. Operation Peter Pan had meanwhile

taken priority among many families, with the first five hundred children

removed from the embattled area by the end of March, and the balance of a

total of more than fourteen thousand in a mass exodus that lasted until

October 1962. The result was that only a small number of citizens and

militia helped the brigade by transporting supplies, nursing the wounded,
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providing food and water, and joining the fight. Whether too frightened to

break with Castro or simply loyal to the regime, most Cubans stayed out of

the battle, leaving the brigade alone on the beaches.45

In an appropriate epitaph to that one day in April, Pepe radioed Gray

on the Blagar, pleading for reinforcements. ‘‘Gray, the enemy tanks are

already into our position in Girón. Right here very close to us. You can hear

the guns. I am ordering the retreat.’’

‘‘Hold on,’’ Gray responded in ignoring the administration’s restric-

tions. ‘‘We’re coming, we’re coming with everything.’’

‘‘How long?’’

‘‘Three to four hours.’’

‘‘That’s not enough time. You won’t be here on time. Farewell, friends.

I am breaking this radio right now.’’

According to a sailor on the scene, ‘‘The Americans started crying.’’46
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6
Requiem

I will not be evacuated. We will fight to the end here if we

have to. —2506 Assault Brigade Commander Pepe San

Román, April 18, 1961

Goddamnit, Mr. President, we are involved, and there is

no way to hide it. We are involved! —Admiral Arleigh

Burke, April 18, 1961

Do you people realize how desperate the situation is?

Do you back us up or quit? All we want is low jet cover

and jet close support. Enemy has this support. I need it

badly or cannot survive. Please don’t desert us.

—2506 Assault Brigade Commander Pepe San Román,

April 18, 1961

[They had a] good plan, poorly executed. —Fidel Castro,

June 15, 1961



The morning after the invasion opened in ominous fashion for the brigade.

At 4:00 a.m. Blue Beach underwent heavy artillery shelling near San Blas that

thundered on throughout the day. In the meantime a brigade commander

deepened the growing despair by erroneously reporting that four Russian

MIG-15s had joined Castro’s T-33s and a dozen tanks in the assault. Those

on the ground often mistook the identity of jets, resulting in several alleged

MIG sightings. But this fear was not entirely unfounded. If not yet in the air,

nearly two dozen MIGs sat on Castro’s airfields, still uncrated or not fully

assembled while awaiting the imminent return of his pilots training in

Czechoslovakia.1

Within three hours the brigade’s forces fell back to a spot north of San

Blas. Rebel planes, Pepe insisted, could have destroyed Castro’s artillery and

tanks, but only a single B-26 appeared that night, its machine guns and

napalm (recently authorized) incapable of driving back the enemy. The

brigade suffered few casualties but ran dangerously low on ammunition.

When the CIA informed Pepe that evacuation would begin after dark, he

defiantly shot back, ‘‘I will not be evacuated. We will fight to the end here if

we have to.’’2

I

Like the ground forces, the airborne battalion had little success in its first

pitched firefight a little after midnight of D-Day. Paratroopers scurried back

down to San Blas by midafternoon, where Castro’s heavy artillery pounded

them nonstop into the following day. A rebel B-26 came to their aid, strafing

the artillery emplacements and dropping napalm that enveloped Castro’s

forces in flames and allowed the brigade to advance northward with the

tanks. But Castro sensed the imminent collapse of the invasion and rushed

down from Havana to the battlefront, accompanied by a photographer to

record his victory while he sat with his head protruding out of a tank.

Renewed artillery fire drove the brigade forces back to the beach. Seeing a

ship offshore, they swam to it and abandoned the area.3

Red Beach likewise came under heavy fire in the early morning of April

18, beginning with a tank bombardment at 3:00 a.m. that, combined with

militia and plane fire at dawn, forced the brigade into a retreat east to Blue

Beach. Low on ammunition and hit hard with twenty casualties, the men

rested two hours before reloading and heading back to Red Beach, deter-
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mined to close the road that had allowed the tanks into the landing site.

Again they became mired down in a deadly assault just west of Blue Beach.

By late afternoon friendly B-26s disabled a large number of tanks, trucks,

and buses. But in the early evening enemy tanks and troops were again

rolling west in three spaced columns, all bearing down on Blue Beach.4

The CIA stretched the rules of engagement by sending a half-dozen B-

26s, two of them piloted by Americans and all under cover of U.S. Navy

Combat Air Patrol planes, to help the brigade at Red Beach. When the

Cuban pilots appeared exhausted from the previous day’s action, two

contracted American civilian pilots volunteered for the mission, rallying

several Cuban crews to join them. The B-26s departed Puerto Cabezas in

midafternoon, bound for the battlefront. North of Blue Beach they spotted a

seven-mile-long convoy of tanks, trucks, and militiamen approaching Playa

Larga, then held by the brigade. Two of the planes peeled off in an attack,

one hitting the lead vehicle with a rocket and the other destroying the last

truck at the end of the line. The convoy immobilized, all six B-26s repeatedly

battered the chaotic mass with bombs, rockets, machine guns, and napalm,

destroying seven tanks and twenty troop-filled trucks while inflicting

eighteen hundred casualties and leaving two miles of smoke and fire

churning upward.5

But the bad news continued to outweigh the good, leading the White

House to discuss evacuation. As early as D-Day afternoon, Lemnitzer and

Burke had pondered the use of destroyers to save those on the beach and by

nightfall authorized cover from four B-26s previously assigned to Laos. The

following day, four more B-26s became available, along with four T-33s and

a few C-130s to deliver ammunition. Everything was ready for the drops that

night, but the go-ahead order never came.6

The politics of plausible deniability continued to dog the operation,

hindering the evacuation effort as well as the military offensive. The on-site

commander on board the Essex, Rear Admiral John Clark, later insisted that

the brigade’s removal could have succeeded with ample protection. ‘‘If we’d

been allowed to use counterforce we could have taken them all out.’’ But

under orders not to engage, the unprotected American rescue vessels had to

remain at least three miles offshore to stay out of artillery range.7

U.S.-Soviet relations sharply deteriorated during the crisis. Shortly

before nine in the morning of April 18, the State Department received a tele-

gram from its Moscow embassy, reporting that Khrushchev had accused the

United States of underwriting the invasion. ‘‘I approach you, Mr. President,
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with an urgent call to put an end to aggression against the Republic of

Cuba,’’ the premier wrote. Otherwise, he warned, the Soviet Union would

help the Cuban government repel the armed attack. President Kennedy

denied any plans for a military intervention in Cuba, asserting that surely

the Soviet Union did not intend to fabricate a pretext for inflaming other

areas in the world: ‘‘What your government believes is its own business;

what it does in the world is the world’s business.’’8

Desperation dominated the Washington command. ‘‘Real big mess,’’

Burke disgustedly declared at an emergency cabinet meeting at noon. No

one knew what to do. Just before the meeting, Bundy maneuvered around

the president’s directives against U.S. military involvement by re-

commending White House authorization of ‘‘neutrally-painted U.S. planes’’

to destroy Castro’s air force ‘‘and then let the battle go its way.’’ Nothing

came of this proposal. The Joint Chiefs, Burke complained, had been ‘‘kept

ignorant’’ and told only ‘‘partial truths.’’ Those responsible for the operation

were ‘‘in a real bad hole because they had the hell cut out of them.’’ Bissell,

according to General Wheeler, ‘‘could hardly talk coherently at the outset.’’

In contrast to his earlier almost boyish exuberance in presenting the CIA

plan, he ‘‘was tremendously upset’’ and came without a map or anything in

hand while trying to explain the dire situation. The president revealed his

concern by facial expressions and body language, wanting to take decisive

action but clearly handcuffed by his self-imposed rules of plausible deni-

ability. The disaster had resulted primarily from a pair of Castro’s T-33

trainer jets, which graphically exposed the perils of an amphibious landing

without air support. ‘‘Perhaps,’’ the president remarked almost wistfully,

‘‘we ought to put in the navy air off the carrier which was lying offshore.’’9

As a consensus immediately developed for naval action, the president

left for the Oval Office, followed by his brother, Rusk, McNamara, Dulles,

Lemnitzer, and Burke. There, Robert Kennedy hotly told the admiral that

the president looked to him for counsel. But Burke stammered that ‘‘it is

late!’’ After ten minutes this meeting broke up, and they returned to the

cabinet room. President Kennedy had made his decision: He would not send

navy planes.10

After the meeting adjourned, the president called Burke twice within a

half hour for advice. In doing so, Burke noted, Kennedy complained that the

others in the room ‘‘weren’t helpful’’ and bypassed normal channels by

putting him in charge. ‘‘That is a helluva thing.’’11
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Mixed signals bedeviled the decision-making process. Burke directed

Admirals Dennison and Clark to send unmarked naval planes to gather

firsthand information on the embattled beachhead. An hour later, Burke

changed his mind, telling them to prepare the unmarked planes for combat

and a number of unmarked boats for evacuating survivors. No one con-

templated U.S. military intervention, he insisted, even though events ap-

peared to be moving in that direction. ‘‘We are operating almost entirely in

the dark,’’ he said, and ‘‘may be in desperate straits.’’12

From the Essex in the late afternoon, Clark passed on the words of those

involved in the landing operation to describe the grim situation. Pepe de-

clared that his Blue Beach forces ‘‘must have jet air support in next few hours

or will be wiped out. Under heavy attack by MIG jets and heavy tanks.’’

Moments later he claimed to be under assault by MIG-15s and T-33s.

‘‘Request jet support or cannot hold. Situation critical.’’

Soon another plea for help: ‘‘Have no ammo left for tanks and very little

left for troops. Enemy just launched heavy land attack supported by tanks.

Cannot hold for long.’’

Finally: ‘‘Under heavy attack supported by 12 tanks. Need air support

immediately. Red Beach wiped out. Request air strikes immediately.’’13

No response from Washington.

The White House intended to do virtually nothing. Dennison ordered

six unmarked F3H jets from the Essex to make preparations for entering the

target area by dawn for possible combat with what he feared would be four

MIGs. There was no way to hide the American role, he told the Joint Chiefs.

Burke pulled the president out of a formal function, urging him to authorize

navy fighters to protect the landing of ammunition and supplies to the

beleaguered forces.

‘‘We just can’t become involved,’’ insisted Kennedy.

‘‘Goddamnit, Mr. President, we are involved, and there is no way to

hide it. We are involved!’’14

The president would not budge.15

How about two unmarked and unarmed navy fighters to fly over the

Bay of Pigs and perhaps intimidate Castro’s pilots to leave? Again, the

president refused.16

At 5:12 p.m. firsthand reports indicated that Red Beach had been ‘‘wiped

out.’’ A dozen enemy tanks accompanied by trucks and other vehicles were

moving unhindered in that direction. All along the road near La Seiba were
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burned-out brigade tanks and trucks with no troops in sight. No one de-

tected any combat, either in the air or on the ground.17

Shortly before midnight Pepe sent another frantic message from Blue

Beach. ‘‘Do you people realize how desperate the situation is? Do you back

us up or quit? All we want is low jet cover and jet close support. Enemy has

this support. I need it badly or cannot survive. Please don’t desert us. Am

out of tank and bazooka ammo. Tanks will hit me at dawn. I will not be

evacuated. Will fight to the end if we have to. Need medical supplies ur-

gently.’’18

No help arrived.

II

Early in the morning of the third day, April 19, Castro’s columns resumed

artillery fire on the besieged troops hunkered in at San Blas above Blue

Beach. Pepe ordered a counterattack but had little ammunition and soon

ordered a withdrawal.19

Around 3:30 in Washington that same morning, Bissell secured the

president’s approval to put Blue Beach under one hour’s protective cover by

navy CAP beginning at 6:30 a.m. Acting in less than ten minutes, the Joint

Chiefs saddled the pilots of six unmarked jets from the Essex with the

virtually impossible task of defending the transports and B-26s en route to

the area without hitting ground targets or seeking combat. ‘‘We had permis-

sion to be there,’’ declared an unidentified person at the Naval War College

years afterward, ‘‘but not to engage.’’ To conceal the American role if shot

down, the pilots would carry no identification papers and, despite flying

over shark-filled waters, ditch only at sea if necessary. Robertson would

meanwhile land on the beach to confer with Pepe about possible evacuation

proceedings. If evacuation proved necessary, it would take place in un-

marked boats manned by crews in dungarees in a transparent effort to hide

their identification. Two destroyers were to hover offshore while recon-

naissance planes assessed the situation.20

Burke dutifully followed the president’s orders in keeping U.S. in-

volvement ‘‘to as low a level as possible.’’ It was frustrating. ‘‘God knows this

operation is as difficult as possible and we are trying to do all we can without

much info and without having been in on all initial stages. I too am irked

and tired and I realize many of these suggestions are more difficult.’’ The
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Joint Chiefs stayed within the rules of engagement by authorizing only early

warning vessels, except that, in accordance with the president’s recent di-

rective, they now had to stay thirty miles off Cuba rather than twenty.21

The cover operation got under way before dawn on April 19, when six

B-26s departed Puerto Cabezas, two at a time and a half hour apart to spread

out their arrivals over the beachhead. With exhausted Cuban pilots and

utter desperation on the ground, the CIA authorized Alabama Air National

Guardsmen to fly two of the planes. The B-26s arrived as scheduled but soon

found themselves alone and fully exposed to two of Castro’s T-33s. As the

pilots radioed for their promised jet support, the enemy planes closed in,

shooting down both American-piloted B-26s from behind, one into the sea

and the other into a crash-landing near a sugar mill above Playa Larga.

Before the first B-26 went down in flames, the two Americans aboard

parachuted into the water but were captured and executed by Castro’s

forces. The other two Americans survived the forced landing, only to die in a

fiery exchange with enemy militia. The remaining B-26s returned to Puerto

Cabezas that morning, one hit forty times while making a strike north of San

Blas and, with one engine dead, flying barely a hundred feet above water

before landing safely on the airstrip.22

The navy jets arrived at the battle scene just as the last B-26s limped away,

a full hour after the T-33s began their assault and themselves had left.23

Castro’s news voice, Prensa Latina, denied the executions of the two

Americans shot down at sea, insisting that they died in the crash. But the

photo of their bodies sent to Latin American news outlets showed the men

in inflated life jackets and no boots, indicating they were alive when hitting

the water. Most conclusive, each American had a bullet hole in his forehead.

Castro’s propaganda merchants scrambled to cover their mistake by re-

leasing a second photo, this one with only a single change: The Americans

were in deflated life jackets but retained the telltale mark of execution.

Taking advantage of these gaffes, the CIA circulated both pictures

throughout Latin America.24

The White House still held on to the fig leaf of innocence. Robert

Kennedy assured his brother on April 19 that ‘‘[no] U.S. citizen participated

in the April 17 invasion.’’ And, as part of the concerted cover-up, he de-

clared in January 1963 that no Americans died at the Bay of Pigs. Neither

assertion was true. Two Americans had been the first to hit the beach on the

first day of the invasion; four Americans had died on the third and last

day.25
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What caused this disaster? Curiously, the navy log for this period dis-

appeared, making it impossible to say with certainty. The commander of the

Essex, Captain S. S. ‘‘Pete’’ Searcy, claimed he followed orders in destroying

all papers relating to these events. ‘‘This is a big damn cover-up,’’ he mut-

tered to himself at the time and declared later in an interview. Gray made a

private inquiry and found Esterline responsible for an egregious error: In

setting the time for the rendezvous, he had failed to take into account the

one-hour time difference between Puerto Cabezas and the beachhead,

meaning that the B-26s never had a chance to meet with the six unmarked

jets from the Essex. Virtually defenseless, the brigade’s planes met Castro’s

T-33s instead.26

But Gray’s allegation cannot be correct. Both Esterline and Hawkins

have categorically denied the charge, pointing out that no one on the Cuba

Task Force, Esterline included, had the authority to write and send such a

cable. Such an operation came under the authority of the CIA air staff led by

Colonel Stanley Beerli of the U.S. Air Force, who reported directly to Bissell

as head of the entire program. It stands to reason that Bissell set the ren-

dezvous time. He was the one who won the president’s approval of the

proposal at 3:30 in the morning and within ten minutes notified the Joint

Chiefs (who had no decision-making power in this CIA-run operation) to

prepare the jets. Bissell doubtless called for the 6:30 rendezvous so that they

arrived shortly after daylight in Cuba; but he did not remember that Ni-

caragua was in a different time zone.27

‘‘No hits, no runs—all errors,’’ acidly remarked an American pilot on

learning the mission’s fate.28

In a somber Washington meeting that same morning, General Gray

briefed the Joint Chiefs on the hopeless situation. Pepe had exclaimed in

disgust: ‘‘Have you quit? Aren’t you going to support me any more?’’ Be-

lieving no assistance imminent, he asserted over the radio: ‘‘Regardless of

whether you help or not, I will fight on regardless.’’ What Pepe did not know

was that some goods were in the air and on the way. But less than an hour

later, the Essex intercepted brigade exchanges indicating that his forces had

watched helplessly as most of the air drops missed the target area and fell

into the sea.29

Lemnitzer sensed a total collapse of the beachhead and remarked to the

president that the time had come for the landing party to follow the plan by

switching to guerrilla operations. But Bissell astounded the general by as-

serting that the landing forces did not have guerrilla training. How could
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this be? The plan Lemnitzer saw had included that option. He did not realize

that guerrilla tactics had sometime earlier lost nearly all interest, resulting in

an almost exclusive focus on conventional training. Two alternatives re-

mained: U.S. military intervention or full-scale evacuation, the first drawing

little support, the second considered an admission to defeat.30

By noon of April 19 the brigade forces at Blue Beach had huddled in a

small resort, isolated by a roadblock above the beaches and soon to confront

a large enemy convoy. CIA officers in Nicaragua informed their home office

in Washington that the situation was ‘‘completely out of our hands.’’31

In the operation’s waning moments, Pepe repeatedly begged for assis-

tance. At 11:18 a.m. of April 19: ‘‘We are out of ammo and fighting on the

beach. Please send help. We cannot hold.’’

Thirteen minutes later, another message: ‘‘Out of ammunition. Men

fighting in water. If no help given Blue Beach lost.’’

‘‘In water. Out of ammo. Enemy closing in. Help must arrive in next

hour.’’

‘‘When your help will be here and with what?’’

‘‘Why your help has not come?’’

And, finally, ‘‘Am destroying all equipment and communications.

Tanks are in sight. I have nothing to fight with. Am taking to woods. I can-

not repeat cannot wait for you.’’

Silence punctuated his final transmission.32

The entire beachhead had collapsed, and the remainder of the Cuban

brigade, out of ammunition and supplies, saw no signs of a rescue operation

and had to surrender.

At 2:17 p.m. the brigade’s ship commander, Captain Sven Ryberg on the

Blagar, somberly pronounced a requiem befitting those three days and

nights at the Bay of Pigs: ‘‘Blue Beach was lost and no troops were on Blue

Beach. Men fled into woods.’’33

Evacuation vessels were en route to the beachhead but turned around

when news arrived of the operation’s collapse. Castro’s forces held the

beach, making evacuation impossible. The two American destroyers left the

area under heavy shore battery fire, returning full speed to the brigade’s

ships farther out to sea.34

By five that evening, a scant twenty forces remained on Blue Beach, no

officers among them and the exhausted survivors armed only with rifles.

Five of them found a small boat at water’s edge and rowed with their hands

into the bay. Eight others soon secured another boat, but an enemy plane
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swooped over, killing them while missing the five. After drifting toward the

keys, they were picked up by a destroyer four days later.35

The evacuation proved only minimally successful. At 8:42 p.m. the Joint

Chiefs arranged for a destroyer to remain off the beach during the night and

just outside the range of shore guns in the event evacuees appeared. To stay

beyond artillery fire, other destroyers searched for stragglers by cruising

along the beaches two miles offshore at night and five miles out during the

day. Although it was a difficult arrangement, two Americans worked with

Cuban frogmen over the next few days in picking up twenty-six bedraggled

and starving survivors in the keys west of the Bay of Pigs; they found no one

on the east side.36

Nothing remained of the amphibious encounter, according to one re-

port, except Castro, who was ‘‘waiting on the beach.’’ In less than three days,

his forces had crushed the brigade, killing 114 of the 1,511-man force and

capturing 1,179, including Pepe and Artime, and had seized enormous piles

of brigade weaponry. Survival in the swamps had come at heavy costs—

several days of choking down insects and the raw meat of lizards, crocodiles,

snakes, and chickens; drinking the reptiles’ blood and human urine—all

with the certainty of death magnified by Castro’s helicopters constantly

thumping loudly overhead, his militias swarming all around while ran-

domly firing their machine guns into the bush, the sense of despair as

artillery shelled the area. But the brigade had not gone down easily. In the air

war from April 15–19, the Cuban rebels flew thirty-six missions, inflicting

some damage but losing eight planes and fourteen pilots, including the four

Americans among the eight killed. Castro’s doctors estimated that his forces

suffered 3,650 casualties, including 1,250 deaths in battle and another 400

from wounds and insufficient medical care. Castro assumed both mythical

and international status as his country became a self-proclaimed socialist

headquarters in the hemisphere and a Cold War friend of the Soviet Union.

The blood shed at the Bay of Pigs solidified his rule and marked Cuba’s

move into the Communist camp.37

III

Who bore responsibility for this debacle? The president? The CIA? The Joint

Chiefs of Staff? Or Castro? As in most events that shape history, everyone

involved shares some degree of accountability.
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Many participants vented their anger on President Kennedy. One of the

American pilots, Albert Persons, criticized him for switching the invasion

from Trinidad to Zapata and then refusing to take decisive military action.

Persons exonerated the CIA by asserting that the Cuban invasion ‘‘was

allowed to fail.’’ The fiasco stemmed from ‘‘timidity, indecisiveness and

poor judgment at the highest, policy-making levels of government—which

is at the White House, in the White House staff and the President’s cabinet.’’

After changing the invasion site and ordering a night-time landing, Kennedy

reduced the scale of the D-2 raids, canceled the D-1 and D-Day strikes, and

sent the brigade ashore without adequate air protection. Captain Edward

Ferrer of the rebel air force concurred, expressing the commonly held views

of his Cuban colleagues that President Kennedy’s decision to call off the D-

Day strikes ‘‘doomed the invasion to failure.’’ Esterline had earlier given this

same gloomy assessment, and Hawkins added another dimension to this

explanation by claiming that the State Department ‘‘crippled and destroyed’’

the operation by convincing the president to terminate the air strikes.38

Brigade commanders likewise attributed the failed expedition to Pre-

sident Kennedy’s decision to call off the D-Day strikes. ‘‘Without air sup-

port,’’ Pepe moaned, ‘‘we were sure of going to our death.’’ They had

received assurances that the planes would destroy all of Castro’s defense

capabilities. But that did not happen. Another Cuban leader noted that the

planes were to take out the airfields and the tanks. ‘‘That was the initial plan,

so why didn’t they tell us we couldn’t carry on with the invasion because the

air strikes were stopped?’’ U.S. jets could have helped. ‘‘We could have

arranged to take all the insignia off.’’ Without air defenses, ‘‘it’s just like

sending a bunch of human beings to get killed.’’39

A consensus quickly developed that the lack of air support proved

pivotal to the failure. Lynch asserted that the men could have made it ashore

despite the enemy’s B-26s and Sea Furies, if they had had air protection

against the T-33s. General Thomas White, air force chief of staff, thought

the D-Day strikes critical to the plan and argued that, without them, the D-2

raids served only to warn Castro of the invasion. It was ‘‘difficult to say what

an air strike on D-Day at dawn would have done, but it might very well have

made the difference.’’ Burke had counted on the air force to disable Castro’s

planes, and Hawkins insisted that ‘‘the real key was control of the air.’’ In a

perplexing change of form, Bissell, who had put up only token resistance to

both reducing the D-2 strikes and canceling the D-Day raids, joined military

figures in considering the air war a decisive factor. Instead of more than
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forty sorties before the invasion, the number catapulted down to eight and

became ‘‘the operation’s death sentence.’’ And yet neither the CIA nor the

Joint Chiefs told the president that air cover was essential to success. This

did not mean that air cover would have guaranteed victory, he added, but

without it, the operation ‘‘didn’t have a chance.’’40

The CIA in-house study of October 1961 likewise attributed a great part of

Castro’s success to the canceled D-Day strikes. The president made this de-

cision without conferring with military leaders who could have explained the

vital relationship of air strikes to an amphibious operation. But the CIA also

bore responsibility. When Cabell and Bissell turned down the opportunity to

discuss thematter with the president, they led the secretary of state to conclude

that he was correct in thinking the air assault nonessential to the landing.41

Another aspect of the air campaign proved vital to Castro’s victory.

Despite ample warning of the landing, he was unable to marshal his defenses

beforehand and was particularly vulnerable in the crucial first hours. Indeed,

at the time of the invasion, his on-the-spot ground forces totaled no more

than a dozen, and this number included militia. Not for seventy-two hours

afterward—as the CIA had calculated—did he amass enough soldiers and

heavy weaponry to match that of the brigade. And even then he had to rely

on personal communications with his forces in issuing orders because of

the destruction of his radio network. One cannot be certain that the pres-

ident’s decision to cancel the D-1 and D-Day strikes spared Castro’s air

force from destruction. But it is irrefutable that the air assaults Castro

launched during the brigade’s attempt to land bought the time needed

for his ground units to reach the battle scene.42

Lack of respect for the enemy also hurt the brigade’s operation, for

Castro surprised the Kennedy administration by mounting a strong defense

both in the air and on the ground. Bissell admitted to underestimating

Castro’s air strength and his organizational and inspirational skills. The T-

33s, in particular, were armed and deadly and commanded by pilots of

unexpected ability. In a statement suggesting either naı̈veté or sheer arro-

gance, General White declared that he and others in the air force had never

considered the possibility of Castro’s specialists converting the T-33s into

combat planes. American strategists also miscalculated the strength and

abilities of Castro’s ground defense. ‘‘We hadn’t known that the militia

could run tanks,’’ conceded Lynch. Bissell admitted to poor planning based

on faulty assumptions about Castro’s fighting abilities. ‘‘We would never
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have adopted the Zapata Plan if we had known that he had coordinated

forces that would close in and fight as they did.’’43

A factor commonly overlooked was the fierce determination of Castro

and his followers to resist the invasion. Castro viciously denounced the

brigade forces as ‘‘mercenaries’’ and referred to the victory as the ‘‘Battle of

Girón,’’ thereby branding his enemies as traitors to the revolution and

extolling the outcome as what a travel map now calls ‘‘the first defeat of

imperialism in America.’’ Each antagonist in the domestic struggle con-

sidered itself the true progenitor of the revolution, resulting in a vendetta-

like internecine struggle that had to play out on the battlefield. In a costly

mistake, Bissell and others grossly underestimated the tenacity of those

Cuban people remaining loyal to Castro.44

The most incisive critique of the invasion effort came from its target,

Fidel Castro. Shortly afterward, Ernest Halperin of the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology met with Castro in Havana. ‘‘So,’’ Halperin asked,

‘‘why do you think the invasion failed?’’ ‘‘Lack of air cover,’’ Castro replied

without hesitation. Furthermore, he continued on another occasion, the

rebel planes dropped their airborne battalions too close to the beaches,

allowing his tanks and artillery to use the causeways to Playa Girón and

Playa Larga. He was amazed that the paratroopers did not engage his men

until eight in the morning of the assault and that the brigade commanders

were not aware of the special passages used by his men to enter the Zapata

region. He was surprised that the battalion that evacuated the sinking

Houston did not rendezvous with the forces fighting at Playa Larga. Zapata

was a superb choice in military terms, particularly if the invaders had cut off

the causeways and held the beachhead long enough to build a base for planes

and ships and to announce a provisional government that requested outside

assistance. ‘‘I could, in the invaders’ position, have held the place, and at this

particular place it would have been almost impossible for us to flank them.’’

They had a ‘‘good plan, poorly executed.’’45

From the Kennedy administration’s perspective, the main story at the

Bay of Pigs was missed opportunities. The CIA knew that Castro’s planes

could not fly in the dark, which meant that its original plan had been sound:

Have the merchant vessels leave the beaches before dawn and return that

night to finish off-loading. But they lingered into the daylight hours, making

them ready targets for the air assault. The Playa Girón airport was usable

despite the CIA’s disclaimers. Pepe attested that the CIA had erroneous
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information that the airstrip was unfinished—including U-2 photographs

showing it still under construction. His men thus carried gasoline-powered

saws to remove the trees by the highway and allow the big-winged B-26s and

C-46s to land. ‘‘When we got there,’’ he declared, ‘‘we found that the airport

had been completed, even to the last detail of its control tower.’’ Had they

known this, the brigade could have occupied the airstrip, dispatched C-54s

to bring in supplies at night, and sent B-26s to provide cover and air support

for the landing. In addition, the shorter distance between the takeoff point

and the beaches would have removed the need for extra gasoline and en-

abled the brigade to restore the tail guns to the B-26s.46

In defense of the White House, it remained surprisingly uninformed of

events because of the CIA’s operational failures, poor intelligence, com-

munication breakdowns caused by damaged or destroyed signal equipment,

and the absence of an American on the scene to provide firsthand reports.

The Joint Chiefs emphasized from the beginning that a popular insurrection

was crucial to the plan and received repeated CIA assurances of its hap-

pening as a result of the invasion. But the CIA had been unable to build a

communication network with the island’s dissidents, Castro clapped

thousands of them in prison a week prior to the invasion, and the assassi-

nation plan failed. Furthermore, the strategists underestimated the fighting

capacity of Castro’s forces, overestimated the number of defections from his

army and militia forces once the landing began, and erroneously counted on

massive support once ashore and implanted on the beach. As for the

guerrillas in the Escambray Mountains, they were starving because the

peasants had refused them food and they were unable to live off the land.

And once President Kennedy had publicly promised no U.S. intervention,

hardly anyone was willing to risk death at ‘‘the Wall’’ by firing squad. His

decision to move the landing site from Trinidad to Zapata meant that

instead of having a nearby mountainous refuge, the brigade confronted a

much greater distance to the Escambrays and a huge and deadly swamp in

between. Information after the landing continued to be incomplete. Not

until the morning of April 19—after the rebel defeat—did the president

learn that the brigade had lost the beachhead and was fighting in the water.

Robert Kennedy insisted that his brother had declared on D-Day that ‘‘he’d

rather be called an aggressor than a bum’’ and was ready ‘‘to go as far

as necessary to assure success.’’ Indeed, ‘‘he used to walk around on that

White House lawn thinking he’d like to do something if he knew what was

going on.’’47
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President Kennedy acted on a number of false assumptions. He thought

he had approved a quiet, night-time landing; that the brigade could escape

into the mountains and take up guerrilla tactics; that it had expected no

direct American help; that a popular uprising would occur; that Castro’s

growing military strength made this a now-or-never operation; that the

infiltration would be clandestine and a success. But the new president did

not know whom to trust for advice, his administration had had no time to

fully assess the plan, and it had not yet made preparations for crisis plan-

ning. The landing process stretched into daylight; the mountains were too

far from the coast to provide sanctuary; the brigade had not received ade-

quate guerrilla training and counted on U.S. military support; no rebellion

took place; Castro’s forces were militarily capable; and the landing operation

was too large to be a secret and too small to win.48

Still, the fact remains that President Kennedy approved the plan. In

retrospect, he should have trusted his instincts and called it off even though

fresh in office and dealing with experts. His political concerns were senseless

in that the operation could never remain quiet in an open, democratic

society. Instead of listening to Schlesinger and Fulbright, the president went

with Rusk, McNamara, and other advisers in believing it would be a low-

key, successful operation without seriously considering the possibility that it

might not work. Hope overcame doubt and encouraged a program that was

in a state of implosion before it began.49

The chief fault lay with the president and his advisers for believing they

could hide the American hand and therefore allowing political consider-

ations to interfere with a military operation. In this instance, the priorities

became reversed and undermined the entire operation. The president never

grasped either the interconnected importance of the D-2, D-1, and D-Day

strikes to the invasion or the desperate plight of the brigade under storm on

the beach. As the plan’s architect, Bissell gave in too readily to the presi-

dent’s politically driven restrictions on both Zapata and the D-2 operation.

He and Cabell then failed to exhaust every effort at convincing Kennedy that

the D-1 and D-Day assaults were vital to success, particularly in view of the

limited impact of the D-2 strikes. Baffling still is their decision to decline

Rusk’s invitation to appeal directly to the president about restoring the D-

Day attacks. Or did both the president and Bissell count too heavily on

Castro’s assassination as bellwether to the invasion?

Not surprisingly, the White House blamed both the CIA and the Joint

Chiefs of Staff for failing to emphasize the military importance of the D-Day
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strikes. President Kennedy asserted that neither group of advisers ap-

proached him directly about the crucial role of air support in an amphibious

landing or asked him to extend naval air cover over the supply convoy

moving to Blue Beach. Bundy maintained that no one had warned of the

lethal potential of the T-33s, a lapse in judgment that contributed to the

decision against launching a D-Day strike. ‘‘I suggest,’’ he asserted, ‘‘that one

reason for the later decision not to launch an air strike on the morning of

D-Day was that this capability of the Castro air force was never put forward

as significant.’’ If anyone had warned ‘‘that calling off or modifying the air

strikes would cause the operation to fail—or even damage it severely—the

President would have reversed any such decision as that on Sunday.’’ The

president declared that had he understood the critical nature of the D-Day

strikes, he would have approved them. Rusk likewise later agreed that the

strikes should have taken place, but he thought their advocates did not make

a strong case.50

One cannot be sure that a heart-to-heart conversation with the presi-

dent would have made a difference; but it is certain that the lack of such a

conversation allowed events to continue their course.

Hard questions remain: First and primary, how did so many of the brightest

minds in Washington become so irrationally involved in a venture that

appeared certain to fail because of self-imposed restraints and inept

planning—moreover, a venture against Castro’s Cuba, a country that posed

no danger to national security? Wouldn’t even a successful invasion have led

to a prolonged military occupation of an alienated populace, guaranteeing

more costs in prestige and credibility than any possible political or military

gains? How could even civilian leaders fail to recognize that huge transport

ships needed air protection from enemy planes while engaged in the long

and slow process of off-loading men, matériel, vehicles, and heavy weaponry

onto a beachhead, whether at night or in the daytime? What led them to

believe the entire landing operation could take place before dawn? Or that

they could safely retreat at daybreak and return unscathed the following

evening? Why didn’t the nation’s military experts speak out about the de-

fects in the plan? What led Washington to think the brigade could launch a

surprise landing, given all the publicity about its preparations in Guatemala,

the widespread knowledge of the invasion among news correspondents and

others, and the gift of warning provided by the D-2 attacks?
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The Cold War mindset had gripped the Kennedy administration,

driving it into approving a fatally flawed plan to remove Castro as an alleged

Communist and a potential threat to U.S. and hemispheric safety. A sense of

alarm propelled the operation, heightened by the surety of more Soviet

military aid and the imminent arrival of Czech-trained Cuban pilots ex-

pecting to fly the Soviet MIGs already on the island though not yet ready for

use. Such a hurried atmosphere resulted in careless policymaking, faulty

execution of a poorly conceived plan, a mindless faith in luck and ingenuity,

and a nonsensical political fear of attribution that undermined an already

weak military operation.

But another, more personal consideration looms just as important in

explaining the failure. The Kennedy brothers’ animosity toward Castro had

blinded them to the dangers of this ill-conceived action. Losing their hold

on reality, they supported a Cuban intervention that demonstrated the

uncontrollable course of events once a nation thrusts itself into another

nation’s domestic affairs and, worse, does so without an exit strategy. How

can the intervening nation withdraw short of losing prestige, causing further

internal turmoil, and leaving a legacy of ill will within the invaded state and

perhaps among its neighbors? The forceful imposition of one culture onto

another, particularly when the focus is on regime change, has rarely if ever

satisfied all parties involved. The Cuba story provides a classic example of

how building a national policy on a personal obsession grounded in self-

righteousness can lead to disastrous results.
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7
Inquisition

I think we were closer to success than you realize.

—Allen Dulles, April 26, 1961

[Plausible denial was] a pathetic illusion.

—Lyman Kirkpatrick, October 1961

After an emotional meeting with friends and relatives of those who died at

the Bay of Pigs, President Kennedy moaned to Richard Nixon that this

marked ‘‘the worst experience of my life.’’ He later told the press, ‘‘There’s

an old saying that victory has a hundred fathers and defeat is an orphan.’’

But the president publicly assumed full blame for the debacle, declaring in

no uncertain terms, ‘‘I am the responsible officer of the government.’’ Pri-

vately, however, he castigated the Joint Chiefs as ‘‘[t]hose sons-of-bitches

with all the fruit salad [who] just sat there nodding, saying it would work,’’

and ‘‘those CIA bastards’’ whose office I would like ‘‘to splinter’’ into ‘‘a

thousand pieces and scatter . . . to the winds.’’ His most valued advisers had

opened him to ridicule. Less profile and more courage, critics sarcastically

demanded in alluding to his Pulitzer Prize–winning work, Profiles in

Courage. Not only did the Bay of Pigs fiasco expose him to the charge of

imperialism; worse, it showed he wasn’t even good at it. ‘‘All my life I’ve



known better than to depend on the experts. How could I have been so

stupid?’’ So strongly did he feel that he turned primarily to his closest con-

fidants for advice and directed his brother Robert to impose strict controls

on the agency.1

In the immediate aftermath of the failed invasion, President Kennedy

appointed a special commission to determine the reasons for the outcome,

and within six months the CIA’s inspector general launched an internal

investigation having the same objective. The two teams reached strikingly

similar conclusions that did nothing to dissuade the administration from its

continued resolve to overthrow Castro.

I

President Kennedy quickly regained his hard-line Cold War composure and

joined his brother in a virtual vendetta against Castro. To restore U.S.

prestige, they would have to take a firm stand, not only in Cuba but also in

Berlin, Vietnam, and other trouble spots. Cuba, though, was the centerpiece.

Castro’s removal became the top priority on the administration’s agenda,

for it would help to determine the course of the Cold War, refurbish the

stature needed by the White House to pursue its ambitious domestic pro-

gram, and, no less important, satisfy the Kennedys’ growing obsession with

eliminating their Cuban adversary. On the day following the collapsed in-

vasion, President Kennedy told the American Society of Newspaper Editors

that ‘‘our restraint is not inexhaustible’’ and shortly afterward pledged

support to the hemisphere’s republics while exhorting them into action.

‘‘Should it ever appear that the inter-American doctrine of non-interference

merely conceals or excuses a policy of nonaction—if the nations of this

Hemisphere should fail to meet their commitments against outside Com-

munist penetration—then I want it clearly understood that this Govern-

ment will not hesitate in meeting its primary obligations which are the

security of our Nation!’’2

Western Europeans were baffled by the president’s preoccupation with

Castro and feared an outright U.S. invasion of Cuba. Schlesinger had just

returned from the Continent and noted deep ‘‘shock and disillusion’’ over

the ‘‘Cuban debacle’’ among news correspondents, journalists, political

leaders, editors, publishers, and diplomats. How could the United States be

‘‘so incompetent, irresponsible and stupid’’? The new administration had
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promised a reasoned approach to the Cold War and yet had continued John

Foster Dulles’s ‘‘self-righteous’’ and ‘‘trigger happy’’ policies. ‘‘Kennedy has

lost his magic,’’ said one contemporary. Others asked, ‘‘Why was Cuba such

a threat to you? Why couldn’t you live with Cuba, as the USSR lives with

Turkey and Finland?’’3

Some Europeans wondered whether that one day in April signaled the

beginning of a foreign policy built on forceful intervention. ‘‘If Cuba were

just an accident, all right,’’ remarked an editor of the London Observer. ‘‘But

everything since Cuba suggests that the Kennedy who launched that inva-

sion was the real Kennedy’’ and that he appeared obsessed with guerrilla

warfare and paramilitary operations. A number of Europeans declared, ‘‘It’s

not Cuba that worries me; it’s the aftermath.’’ A victim of bad advice, many

lamented. Nothing, Schlesinger asserted, would do more to restore faith in

the administration than ‘‘a visible shake-up and subordination of CIA.’’4

The president’s greatest concern was that the Soviet Union would take

advantage of the situation to convert Cuba into a missile base. His brother

feared that Cuba would become ‘‘Mr. Khrushchev’s arsenal’’ within two

years and called for manufacturing a pretext for taking decisive action. ‘‘If it

was reported’’ that Castro’s planes had attacked Guantanamo, the United

States could call this ‘‘an act of war’’ and take appropriate countermeasures.

The time had come for a showdown. ‘‘If we don’t want Russia to set up

missile bases in Cuba, we had better decide now what we are willing to do to

stop it.’’5

The White House pulsated with a potent mixture of shock, embar-

rassment, and anger in the Bay of Pigs aftermath. The cabinet gathered

before noon on April 20 in what Chester Bowles from the State Department

termed ‘‘as grim as any meeting’’ he ever attended. The president appeared

‘‘shattered,’’ sullenly watching the meeting deteriorate into an ‘‘almost

savage’’ affair. The invasion plan had had little chance for success, Labor

Secretary Arthur Goldberg sharply asserted in a sentiment that few had been

bold enough to voice before April 17; the White House should never have

approved the operation without having American troops ready for action.

The angriest remarks came from the attorney general and, uncharacteris-

tically, the director of the Bureau of the Budget, David Bell. After forty-five

minutes of rambling and bitter discussions, the president abruptly stood

and bolted into his office. Surely his thoughts turned on how mutely

compliant his colleagues had been during the halcyon days before the in-

vasion. Anyone can be courageous after the fact. Why hadn’t his advisers, all
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charter members of what New York Times journalist and writer David

Halberstam later dubbed ‘‘the best and the brightest,’’ expressed misgivings

before the disaster?6

Bowles, Johnson, and McNamara joined Robert Kennedy in following

the president out of the room, determined to pursue the matter in the Oval

Office. The tension did not abate in the new confines. Robert Kennedy

repeatedly criticized the State Department for failing the White House, and

when Bowles refuted the charges, the attorney general lashed into him.

Bowles knew his argument carried little weight whenmatched against that of

the president’s brother. He also realized that his standing within the ad-

ministration suffered daily because of his tardy switch from Stevenson to

Kennedy in the race for the Democratic presidential nomination. What

bothered Bowles was that Johnson’s and Robert Kennedy’s lack of foreign

policy experience made them susceptible to simple ‘‘military-CIA-para-

military type answers’’ presented in ‘‘specific logistical terms which can be

added, subtracted, multiplied, or divided.’’ The president remained in

‘‘acute shock’’ during that tense half-hour conference, but he was ‘‘almost

frantic’’ in demanding action.7

The president increasingly leaned toward removing Castro by U.S.

military force. The critics appeared correct—partial intervention could

never work and, in fact, was a formula for failure. The Cuban exiles were not

capable of defeating the regime’s forces, which meant that Americans must

do the job. Either go in with full force, or don’t go in at all. Kennedy posed

hard questions. How many American forces were required? What was the

timetable for success? How many casualties could we expect, both Cuban

and American? Did we have enough military forces to deal with problems

elsewhere while focusing on Cuba? To find answers, he wanted the Defense

Department to draft an invasion plan. Although McNamara emphasized

that military action was not ‘‘probable,’’ he could do little to downplay the

importance of the president’s directive.8

The following day McNamara told the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the

secretaries of the services what the president wanted. First, the military must

‘‘accept appropriate responsibility’’ for the Bay of Pigs and ‘‘avoid back-

biting.’’ We can learn a number of lessons from this episode, McNamara

insisted. Most notably, the military alone must handle military operations,

and the government should never begin a program without expecting to

complete it or to accept the consequences of failure. These thoughts in

mind, the president wanted the Joint Chiefs to draw up a plan to invade
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Cuba, although McNamara again termed that action ‘‘unlikely.’’ But by

casting part of the blame onto the Joint Chiefs, the defense secretary had

angered them, making themmore determined to run the next venture. If the

CIA had ‘‘lost its nerve,’’ Lemnitzer testily remarked, the Joint Chiefs would

gladly take over the job.9

Thirty-five officials attended an embittered Saturday morning meeting

of the National Security Council, where Robert Kennedy slammed anyone

objecting to immediate and decisive action. Bowles repeatedly warned

against pitting the United States against an island and mobilizing world

sympathy for Castro in a ‘‘David and Goliath struggle.’’ His argument

swayed no one. The ‘‘fire eaters,’’ Bowles asserted, ‘‘brutally and abruptly’’

dismissed caution while others remained silent, only their facial expressions

revealing deep concern about taking rash action. The president’s advisers

were not accustomed to failure and their ‘‘pride and confidence had been

deeply wounded.’’ Most alarming was the absence of ‘‘moral integrity’’

among ‘‘tired, frustrated, and personally humiliated’’ advisers.10

Momentum continued to swell in favor of an invasion. Secretary of the

Army Elvis Stahr proposed the establishment of a ‘‘Freedom Brigade’’ in the

U.S. Army composed of volunteer Cuban nationals trained in Special Forces

tactics who would infiltrate Cuba preceding a U.S. invasion. Not only would

this action drum up popular support, but it would facilitate an exit strategy.

American forces would ‘‘get in and get out quickly,’’ leaving military oc-

cupation to the Freedom Brigade as protector of a U.S.-recognized gov-

ernment.11

Anger and frustration had led to demands for a quick and sure reso-

lution of the Castro problem, and that dictated a direct path to the objective

rather than one dependent on Cuban exiles acting within the slower, un-

certain, and indirect nature of covert operations. Not surprisingly, Ameri-

can soldiers and firepower emerged in the discussions as the sole guarantors

of success.

II

As the talks turned more toward a military solution, President Kennedy

telephoned New York and invited General Maxwell Taylor, then president

of the Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts, to the White House the next

morning to discuss the Cuban issue. Taylor had opposed Eisenhower’s
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policy of massive retaliation and soon became one of the few generals

President Kennedy admired. In the Oval Office on April 22, the president

expressed grave concern about the ‘‘ghastly disaster’’ at the Bay of Pigs and

asked Taylor to head an investigation into what went wrong and why.

Gazing around the room at Vice President Johnson, Bundy, and others,

Taylor ‘‘sensed an air . . . of a command post that had been overrun by the

enemy. There were the same glazed eyes, subdued voices, and slow speech

that I remembered observing in commanders routed at the Battle of the

Bulge or recovering from the shock of their first action. In this instance, the

latter was a more accurate analogy because this new administration had,

indeed, engaged in its first bloody action and was learning the sting of

defeat.’’12

That same day, Kennedy wrote a letter authorizing Taylor ‘‘to take a

close look at all our practices and programs in the areas of military and

paramilitary, guerrilla and anti-guerrilla activity which fall short of outright

war.’’ The mandate’s broad language surprised the general; he was ‘‘to chart

a path toward the future’’ that permitted his committee to ‘‘roam the whole

field of intelligence and everything else.’’13

President Kennedy asked Taylor to work with Robert Kennedy, Burke,

and Dulles in analyzing recent Cuban events as a basis for improving

America’s short-of-war strategy. For two hours that same afternoon, the

Taylor Committee (or Cuba Study Group) held the first of several meetings

over the next month with CIA, State, and Defense Department personnel,

inquiring into matters affecting national security but with a special eye on

Cuba. The committee decided against recording the hearings, causing some

participants (usually not identified by name in the records) to claim they

could not remember more than a few of the statements attributed to them.14

In this frenetic atmosphere, the assassination option quietly burbled

upward again. The plan had gone underground on invasion eve, only to

resurface when the Bay of Pigs failure graphically demonstrated the im-

portance of a popular uprising. Wouldn’t Castro’s death have incited an

insurrection? But was the CIA-Mafia assassination plan dead or merely

dormant? CIA security chief Sheffield Edwards tied the beginnings of the

operation to the Bay of Pigs effort and its termination to the unsuccessful

invasion. Hardly a reliable source, he claimed that after April 17, 1961, ‘‘The

plan, as I recall, petered out.’’ But Jim O’Connell confirmed only the first

part of his superior’s assertion, agreeing that the assassination plan came to

a standstill with the Bay of Pigs but claiming there was ‘‘something going
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on’’ afterward. O’Connell concurred with agency colleague William Harvey

that soon after the invasion, assassination again became a ‘‘going opera-

tion.’’15

The key questions about the CIA-Mafia assassination plan: How much

did Robert Kennedy (and hence his brother the president) know, and when

did he know it? As shown earlier, Bissell claimed that Dulles told the

president-elect of only the invasion plan before his inauguration, and when

pushed on whether President Kennedy had been made aware of the assas-

sination project, Bissell asserted, ‘‘I think he might have been, but I have no

knowledge of my own.’’ Dulles bore the responsibility of telling the presi-

dent but, more appropriately, after he had taken office. ‘‘I assumed that he

[Dulles] had at least intimated that some such thing was underway.’’ He

believed that ‘‘at some stage’’ Dulles would have advised both Presidents

Eisenhower and Kennedy, but in vague language to protect them by pro-

viding plausible deniability.16

Another indication of President Kennedy’s awareness of assassination

discussions came when Edwards claimed that Bissell briefed the Taylor

Committee and the attorney general on the CIA’s use of the Mafia, albeit

without mentioning assassination. Bissell agreed with the assertion, insisting

he said nothing about assassination to the Taylor Committee because no

one raised the issue. Confirmation came from Taylor and Burke, who as-

serted that neither Bissell nor Dulles mentioned the subject in the briefing.

But Bissell admitted to telling the attorney general in ‘‘circumlocutious’’

language that ‘‘signaled’’ the CIA’s intention to kill Castro. ‘‘We were trying

to use elements of the underworld against Castro.’’ When asked whether his

reference to the underworld meant killing Castro, he responded, ‘‘I think

that is a way of using these people against him.’’17

Edwards and Bissell frequently disagreed over several aspects of the

CIA-Mafia story, but they concurred in this crucial instance: that Robert

Kennedy (and hence the president) knew about the collaboration and its

purpose. The two CIA figures’ history of contradictory testimonies makes

anything they said suspect, but their agreement on this sensitive point

ironically suggests that they were telling the truth on a matter having pro-

found implications. After the Bay of Pigs, the Kennedys focused even more

on bringing down the Havana regime—and by immediate action. Even

without a specific reference to assassination by either Dulles in January 1961

or Bissell five months later in May, the two agency figures had spoken in

language clear enough to make the president and his brother aware of the
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CIA-Mafia effort to kill Castro. Besides, the Kennedys were patently familiar

with Giancana’s mob actions because of their work on the congressional

committee headed by Senator John McClellan that exposed organized crime

in the 1950s; certainly they realized that the Mafia’s involvement in Castro’s

removal meant assassination.

The administration nonetheless denied knowledge of an assassination

effort, either before or after the Bay of Pigs operation. Years later, Rusk

claimed to remember no talk of assassinating Castro, though admitting that

everyone knew the Cuban chieftain and others could die in the landing

attempt. ‘‘But we did not link to that a pinpointed, personal attack on

Castro.’’ In a questionable argument used by General Gordon Gray in the

Eisenhower presidency, Rusk insisted that promoting a coup was ‘‘by no

means the same thing as a political assassination.’’ They were ‘‘pretty dif-

ferent.’’ The Taylor Committee did not question the CIA about covert

actions in Cuba unrelated to the Bay of Pigs operation (confirming Bissell’s

claim). ‘‘We didn’t look at anything that was not directly pertinent,’’ Taylor

declared, ‘‘but we didn’t go looking for any extraneous matters.’’ He knew

nothing about an alleged CIA contact with the Mafia to kill Castro. He also

had no discussions with the president or any other administration official

about assassination plans after the Bay of Pigs, and he had not heard of any

CIA authorization for such an operation.18

But stronger evidence supports the contrary argument. Given the

president’s and attorney general’s obsession with Castro, it is inconceivable

that assassination did not cross their minds. The CIA was directly answer-

able to the president and would not have undertaken such a venture without

his approval. The executive action program was still in its early stages of

development, and even though it had no relation to the Mafia plan, its

primary target was Castro. Both Kennedys knew about the CIA’s collabo-

ration with the Mafia and did nothing to discourage the idea. The CIA’s

internal inquiry of 1967 concluded that the CIA-Mafia plan to assassinate

Castro did not come to a halt with the Bay of Pigs invasion, and Richard

Helms, the CIA director who ordered the investigation, alluded to extreme

measures when attesting that after the Bay of Pigs failure, the administration

heightened its efforts to remove Castro. ‘‘The principal driving force was the

Attorney General, Robert Kennedy. There isn’t any question about this.’’

The humiliation ‘‘whetted the appetite of the Administration to get rid of

this regime by some other device.’’ In a thinly veiled reference to assassi-

nation, Helms did not recall ‘‘any plans that were approved or that were
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viable specifically directed at eliminating Castro, but that there were con-

versations about it, I haven’t the slightest doubt.’’19

Furthermore, Rusk’s and Taylor’s responses echo each other, again

suggesting the tactics of plausible deniability. It is indisputable that the CIA

and the White House regarded Castro’s assassination as a vital ingredient in

the attempt to incite a popular insurrection and topple the regime. As noted

earlier, Bissell as main strategist expressed his reliance on assassination as a

critical part of the plan, and Schlesinger admitted to this years afterward. Yet

Rusk maintained the fiction that no one mentioned assassination and that,

by extrapolation, such a measure could not have been part of an overthrow

effort. Taylor was just as evasive, emphatically (and truthfully) denying any

committee pursuance of covert matters that he categorized as having no

relation to the invasion. Like Rusk, Taylor claimed to have heard no

mention of assassination, while emphasizing that the matter lay outside the

committee’s purview because it ‘‘was not exactly pertinent’’ or was ‘‘extra-

neous.’’ It is curious, though, that Taylor now defined the investigation’s

parameters so narrowly after earlier declaring his committee’s mandate so

broad that it could ‘‘roam the whole field of intelligence and everything

else.’’20 Rusk’s and Taylor’s carefully structured wording and bland refusal

to see any connection between assassination and invasion both strongly

suggested calculated attempts to cloud the facts.

Thus at the time of the Taylor inquiry, the White House had not strayed

from its objective of managing a regime change in Cuba. Rather, the options

had narrowed to a military invasion, perhaps preceded (again) by Castro’s

assassination as impetus to a rebellion.

III

A cardinal principle in decision making is to construct the worst-case sce-

nario in preparing for unforeseen problems. What becomes clear from the

Taylor investigation is that two presidential administrations operated under

the best-case scenario and, in so doing, virtually invited surprises and ulti-

mate failure. How could policymakers handle unexpected problems without

exploring all possible outcomes and conducting war games beforehand?

General Gray confirmed this flawed premise by asserting that the covert

plan rested ‘‘on the assumption of the most optimistic thing that could

happen.’’21
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The initial lapse by both the Eisenhower and Kennedy administrations lay

in failing to put together a cohesive plan in writing that rested on an intricate

relationship between political andmilitarymeans and objectives.WhenTaylor

asked for the ‘‘concept’’ behind the plan, Gray admitted that the planners had

no overarching design holding the plan together. Burke agreed. ‘‘Wemade our

mistake in not drawing up what we thought the concept was and presenting it

to the State Department and CIA.’’ Gray never got the information needed

because ‘‘we were holding it so tight.’’ ‘‘How is it possible,’’ Taylor asked, ‘‘to

keep from tying the hands of our military men by these political consider-

ations?’’ By involving all departments at the beginning of the planning process,

Gray responded. He had helped to draw up a paper to this effect, which the

Joint Chiefs approved and forwarded to the defense secretary. But nothing

came of this effort, probably because of the pause between presidential ad-

ministrations. Instead of a coordinated effort, the CIA formulated the con-

cepts, the Joint Chiefs evaluated them, and the State Department became

involved only later on an informal basis. After President Kennedy approved

the operation on a contingency basis, the Joint Chiefs finished the planning—

on the eve of the invasion and hence too late to make changes.22

The Taylor inquiry revealed that the Joint Chiefs thought the Trinidad

Plan had greater potential for success than the Zapata Plan, even if the odds

were not encouraging. Had Trinidad been the target, Gray insisted, the

invasion brigade would have had more time to establish a beachhead be-

cause Castro needed at least two days to mount an effective defense, the first

to bring his forces together and the second for travel to the landing site.

Furthermore, Trinidad was more populated than Zapata and offered a

greater opportunity for attracting indigenous help. ‘‘The key to the plan was

popular uprisings all over the island—which would pin down the militia in

other areas.’’ Still, the chances at Trinidad were never higher than 40 per-

cent. General Decker remarked on another occasion that under certain

critical conditions, the Trinidad Plan had a ‘‘reasonable chance of initial

success.’’ But rebel planes must destroy Castro’s air force before the inva-

sion. The landing must be a surprise. And it must take place at a site far

enough east to pose problems for Castro’s moving troops out of Havana and

yet close enough to the mountains to provide a guerrilla haven.23

Rusk blamed the Joint Chiefs for making it appear that either Trinidad

or Zapata was acceptable. They first approved the Trinidad Plan, which was

a larger and ‘‘more spectacular operation.’’ But the president objected, ar-

guing that his administration could not plausibly deny responsibility for a
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Trinidad invasion. Not only did Zapata meet the political needs of a quiet

landing, but its airstrip at Playa Girón could accommodate B-26s and

thereby promote the myth of an internal uprising. If the Joint Chiefs pre-

ferred Trinidad, Rusk declared, ‘‘[t]hey didn’t put their view in writing and

that didn’t come through.’’24

Zapata was nonetheless a sound choice, insisted the Joint Chiefs. It

would have worked ‘‘if the plan had been brought to fruition,’’ remarked

Shoup. Dulles took offense at the general’s implicit criticism of the CIA. ‘‘Do

you realize how many military men we had on this Task Force? Some of

your best officers. We took a great deal of responsibility, but we called on the

Defense Department and I looked to them for military judgments. I didn’t

look to our people for military judgments.’’ Shoup did not shrink from the

rebuke, blaming the practitioners more than the planners. ‘‘I spent a lot of

sleepless hours over this because . . . there was no plan for helping these men

if there was something unforeseen, an act of God or something, that pre-

vented a successful landing. In my opinion there would be no way to save

them. There was no way to guarantee its success, but if the plan was exe-

cuted, as planned, I believe it would have been successful.’’ General Decker

concurred. ‘‘If we had thought the plan would fail, we certainly would have

advised the President.’’25

Lemnitzer vehemently denied McNamara’s earlier assertion that the

Joint Chiefs had preferred Zapata over Trinidad. ‘‘I just don’t understand

how he got that impression.’’ The general offered to produce his notes

showing that they had twice found none of the three alternative plans ‘‘as

feasible and likely to accomplish the objectives as the present paramilitary

plan. I don’t see how you can say it any clearer than that.’’26

Shoup reiterated a central truth from the beginning: that the mission

hinged on a popular insurrection. ‘‘I don’t think any military man would

ever think that this force could overthrow Castro without support. They

could never expect anything but annihilation.’’ Without popular backing,

Castro’s thousands easily crushed the rebels’ hundreds who hit the beach.

Rusk thought a popular uprising highly likely and ‘‘utterly essential’’ to

causing domestic chaos and ‘‘ousting Castro.’’ With no organized opposi-

tion on the beach, the ‘‘highly-trained’’ invasion force would have con-

fronted the militia units ‘‘and beat the hell out of them.’’ This ‘‘bloody nose’’

would have stirred up massive popular support and brought victory.27

It slowly became obvious that a popular uprising had never been pos-

sible. Dulles suddenly backpedaled in defending the CIA, surprisingly
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asserting that he and others had never expected a spontaneous popular

revolt. In doing so, the CIA director ignored what he had said earlier along

with the distribution of thousands of propaganda leaflets calling for an

uprising and the huge piles of military equipment on board the landing

vessels that would arm thirty thousand expected recruits. The first step, he

now insisted, was the ‘‘shock plan’’ of the landing, followed by ‘‘longer

range’’ uprisings. Trinidad promised ‘‘more of a shock treatment which

might have brought the Cuban people around to our side.’’ The Zapata Plan

diminished that chance, for the area was remote and sparsely populated, and

the purpose of the night-time landing was to reduce popular attention while

quietly securing a beachhead. Gray agreed. They ‘‘did not anticipate im-

mediate uprisings—but uprisings on a slower basis.’’ Cabell concurred even

more hazily, asserting that ‘‘we meant joining-up of forces and not neces-

sarily civilian uprisings.’’ Lemnitzer attested that the Joint Chiefs had no

information affirming the likelihood of an insurrection, and yet the CIA

thought the chances good. ‘‘I remember Dick Bissell, evaluating this for the

President, indicated there was sabotage, bombings and there were also

various groups that were asking or begging for arms.’’ Intelligence analysts,

Lemnitzer charged, had underestimated Castro’s hold on his people. In a

further attempt to deflect blame, Cabell later explained that the CIA ex-

pected ‘‘only an opportunity to foment uprisings [emphasis in original]

from the beachhead. No success at the beach; no opportunity to foment

uprisings.’’28

The Joint Chiefs still did not realize that the possibility of a popular

uprising never existed. The CIA failed to establish a communications

network with Cuban dissidents, most of whom Castro jailed before the

invasion in a strong-arm move that effectively eliminated the pool of sup-

porters. The president’s decision to move the landing site to Zapata doused

the potential spark needed to ignite a rebellion. And, of course, the assas-

sination plot had failed. The sixty Cuban Volunteer Air Force returnees

agreed that the chances for popular support of the invasion were virtually

nonexistent, remarking that 80 percent of Cubans would never join

an uprising until they knew it was winning.29 And yet, they might have

noted, they could not win without an uprising. Castro’s defensive tactics

closed the door on insurrection. By rounding up thousands of suspected

traitors beforehand, he cut the heart out of a potential rebellion and,

combined with the air attacks and spirited popular and military support,

saved his regime.
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IV

Several advisers still defended the Zapata Plan, insisting that the swamps had

not ruled out guerrilla tactics. When Robert Kennedy asked Burke how a few

hundred men expected to hold a large beach against thousands of enemy

forces, the admiral declared that ‘‘they would slip through and become

guerrillas.’’ Shoup later concurred, noting that the swamps were not sup-

posed to be a problem. Dulles chimed in on this point, arguing that Castro

‘‘would not have been able to concentrate all his troops on one spot.’’ Gray

also defended the Zapata Plan, declaring that mid-April marked the be-

ginning of the rainy season and the terrain ‘‘should not have been too bad.’’

Bissell too emphasized that the Zapata landings were at night and in se-

cluded areas, reducing the chances of confronting police or militia. ‘‘We

thought that if this force were to land without a big show, the operation

could then take on the guise of a rebel infiltration.’’30

Other advisers, however, now spoke out in recognizing that the swamps

were not the brigade’s ally. General Wheeler admitted that the Joint Chiefs

had accepted the CIA’s claim to Zapata’s suitability for guerrilla opera-

tions without launching their own study. Bundy did not recall any lengthy

discussions of the relative merits of Zapata and Trinidad regarding poten-

tial guerrilla operations. In an area blanketed by swamps, he found it im-

practical to believe that the landing force could transform into guerrillas

capable of surviving until the local populace rallied behind Castro’s over-

throw.31

Some administration members nevertheless remained under the illu-

sion that the guerrilla option provided a safety valve. If no popular uprising

took place, Rusk asserted, the Cuban brigade could melt into the swamps,

which were ‘‘stated to be the home of guerrillas.’’ When a panel member

asked whether anyone pointed out that Cuban guerrillas had not used the

Zapata area in this century, Rusk blandly responded, ‘‘I don’t recall.’’

Lemnitzer later asserted that his staff and the CIA considered Zapata good

guerrilla territory, despite the swamps. In fact, he added, Zapata was

comparable to Vietnam in that American soldiers were ‘‘having the devil’s

own time chasing the guerrillas through the swamps.’’ Castro would have

similar problems in going after the Cuban soldiers turned guerrillas. But, the

committee member insisted, the avenues of escape from the beachhead were

much smaller than in Vietnam, meaning that the invasion forces would have

had great difficulty reaching the towns and villages in Cuba. Furthermore,
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the landing parties had had no guerrilla training. Lemnitzer shook his head

in rejecting that assertion. ‘‘I don’t agree with that because they were trained

as guerrillas for nine months.’’ But only until early November 1960, the

committee member correctly noted. And even then, a mere three hundred of

the five hundred in the brigade at the time underwent such training.32

The Joint Chiefs’ chair was not aware of this reality, insisting that he and

his colleagues thought the landing force had no intention of remaining on

the beach and could easily switch to guerrilla tactics. ‘‘Every bit of infor-

mation that we were able to gather from the CIA was that the guerrilla

aspects were always considered as a main element of the plan.’’ ‘‘General,’’

the questioner asserted, ‘‘if you look at that area and talk with anybody who

has been there, you couldn’t possibly become guerrillas in that damn place.’’

But Lemnitzer was still not dissuaded. ‘‘I don’t see why not.’’ The committee

member pushed the issue. ‘‘Where are you going to get the water and the

food? It’s not like Vietnam.’’ It was possible, Lemnitzer stubbornly insisted,

‘‘that these fellows would establish themselves as guerrillas in the Escambray

Mountains or in the swamps and they would receive air drops.’’33

Lemnitzer’s argument made no sense. Like McNamara and others in the

administration, he failed to recognize both the treacherous conditions of the

swamps and how far the Escambray Mountains were from the beachhead.

He did not take into account Castro’s use of helicopters in finding and

killing his enemy. Lemnitzer also continued to believe the guerrillas could

live off the land and the populace. But this reasoning rested on wishful

thinking rather than hard facts. Neither the swamps nor the mountains

provided a feasible headquarters for conducting guerrilla operations once

Zapata became the landing site.

Burke came to his colleague’s faltering defense, emphasizing again the

importance of popular assistance. ‘‘Guerrillas couldn’t sustain themselves

in any of these areas until they got support from the populace. Supplies

would have to be carried in to them until they received support from the

populace.’’

The questioner lamented, ‘‘The President had the same impression that

you did—that if worst came to worst, this group could become guerrillas,

but as we’ve gotten into it, it’s become obvious that this possibility never

really existed.’’

Lemnitzer finally saw the truth. ‘‘Then we were badly misinformed.’’34

When asked if the Joint Chiefs bore responsibility for the outcome,

Shoup replied, ‘‘That’s not my understanding.’’ Lest there be doubt, he
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added, ‘‘I don’t feel that I or the other Joint Chiefs had any responsibility for

the success of this plan.’’35

Burke blamed the CIA. The Joint Chiefs’ task was to ‘‘comment on the

plan’’; the CIA was responsible for ‘‘the actual conduct of the operation.’’

Dulles retorted, ‘‘But that was done by military personnel.’’

‘‘But not under our command structure,’’ Burke shot back.

One of the committee members appeared bewildered. ‘‘The President

had the right to look to the Joint Chiefs for advice during the planning or

execution phase if they thought they had something important to offer.’’

‘‘That’s true,’’ Shoup admitted, but ‘‘limited by [our] knowledge of all

aspects of the plan.’’

Committee member: ‘‘And in the absence of hearing from the Chiefs

[the president] had a right to assume that everything was going satisfacto-

rily.’’

‘‘Yes,’’ Shoup allowed, again emphasizing ‘‘to the limit of our knowl-

edge. I want to tell you this right now. Had I as an individual heard that they

were going to call off the air strikes I’d have asked that the commander in

chief be informed. I’d have called him myself because it was absolutely

essential to success. The D-2 affair was only a half effort.’’

The committee member clarified the point by asking, ‘‘Do you feel that

you had absolute and complete knowledge about this operation?’’

‘‘Absolutely not,’’ the general stated for the third time.

But the committee member declared it the Joint Chiefs’ duty to know all

details of a military operation. ‘‘Did you understand that the President and

his advisors were looking to you for your military evaluation of this plan?’’

When Shoup stated that the only request made to the Joint Chiefs was to

determine which of the three alternatives they thought best, the committee

member further pressed the issue. ‘‘[D]id you understand that during that

period of time that the President was looking to you, the JCS, for the

military evaluation of the operation?’’

Again, an evasive response: ‘‘I would have to presume that in accor-

dance with his title as commander in chief he would be thinking about the

military part.’’

A further probe: ‘‘But you understand that he wanted to get your advice

and ideas also?’’

And still another feint: ‘‘That was never stated.’’

The committee member had driven home his argument. ‘‘There was

a general impression that the Joint Chiefs of Staff had approved this
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operation. I don’t think there is any doubt but what they went ahead

thinking that you and the other Joint Chiefs had approved the plan, but you

now say that you didn’t have full knowledge and information in order to

evaluate the plan. That in itself is of some significance for the future.’’36

In one of the final meetings of the Taylor hearings, a committee

member asked Burke whether the Joint Chiefs had fulfilled their responsi-

bility to President Kennedy. ‘‘This is a most difficult question,’’ the admiral

replied. According to the restrictive guidelines set by the CIA, ‘‘yes, they did

discharge their responsibility; but morally, they did not.’’ Clearly uncom-

fortable with the question, Burke continued. ‘‘In looking back on it now, I

regret . . . that I did not insist on things that I felt uneasy about. I felt uneasy

about being briefed instead of having something in writing so that I could

wrestle with it.’’ In a remorseful remark that rang hollow in the stilled room,

he asserted, ‘‘I should have insisted.’’37

The Joint Chiefs warrant severe criticism for not strongly stating their

reservations about the Zapata Plan; in failing to do so, they erroneously

suggested to the president a preference for it over Trinidad. Burke should

have learned the problems in this type of approach early in the adminis-

tration. At one point, the president expressed appreciation for his support of

a proposition discussed in a meeting. When Burke appeared puzzled and

said he did not support it, Kennedy said, ‘‘You certainly do; you were in this

meeting, weren’t you?’’ ‘‘Yes, sir, I was.’’ ‘‘But you let that go by and you

didn’t say anything?’’ ‘‘Mr. President, I was not asked to express an opinion

on that.’’ ‘‘Well, when you sit there and let it go by without saying anything,

I think that you approve it.’’ Indeed, Taylor told the president that by the

Joint Chiefs’ going along with the Zapata Plan, they left the impression of

having approved it. But they had expressed a preference for Trinidad from

the beginning, a point never made clear to senior civilian advisers. The Joint

Chiefs examined the Zapata Plan on a ‘‘piecemeal’’ basis and within a

‘‘limited context’’ and therefore made no proper analysis of the operation.

Thus they ‘‘participated and acquiesced in the Zapata Plan but never gave it

formal approval.’’38

Taylor’s committee concluded that the Joint Chiefs should have made

their views known. Because they remained quiet, they never became part of

the Zapata Plan’s developmental process and neither participated in decision

making nor had a military commander on the scene to supervise the oper-

ation. Early in the planning stage, Lemnitzer did not speak out when the CIA

broadened its domain to take control over the invasion’s crucial military
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components. Shoup was more blunt—if only after six years had passed. For

the CIA to develop an invasion force ‘‘without the know-how and all the

experience and backing of a military force just astounded me.’’ At first it

wanted to send ‘‘a canoe full of people in there and then it just kept growing

like Topsy.’’ The Joint Chiefs knew ‘‘damn well’’ that the plan could not

succeed without air cover, but they were asked only to support a plan already

in place.39 The Joint Chiefs quietly accepted a secondary role of evaluation

and review rather than demanding leadership in their field of expertise—

military operations. Although detecting several military weaknesses in the

plan, they failed the president by not expressing their misgivings.

No one accepted blame for the failure at the Bay of Pigs. The Joint

Chiefs insisted that the CIA misled them. The CIA countered that the

military failed to execute a sound plan. The White House held both parties

responsible, asserting that they did not provide the proper advice. So much

easier to use military force.

V

The long train of testimonies revealed the prevailing sentiment: that the fatal

flaw in the operation was the administration’s excessive concern about

plausible deniability. In an argument later echoed by military leaders in

Vietnam, one adviser after another lamented that political concerns pre-

vented them from winning. For a plan of this magnitude to succeed,

Lemnitzer declared, it must be all-out military in nature and never restricted

by political demands for secrecy. He did not believe it possible for armed

forces to conduct covert actions. ‘‘I think it’s a contradiction in terms.’’

Shoup likewise saw no way to keep this type of operation covert. Indeed,

Bundy declared, ‘‘I doubt very much whether large-scale operations of this

sort can or should be ‘covert.’ ’’ This ‘‘obsession with secrecy’’ undermined

the chances for success by limiting the involvement of those advisory groups

who should have helped in the planning. Rusk agreed with this assessment,

declaring that plausible deniability never had a chance to work. The CIA

inspector general’s October study also cited the inherent conflict between

political and military needs. ‘‘The Agency was driving forward without

knowing precisely where it was going.’’ The plan and CIA involvement had

become public knowledge by November 1960, making plausible denial ‘‘a

pathetic illusion.’’40
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Surprisingly, Bissell years afterward joined his colleagues in expressing

doubt about the feasibility of plausible deniability. The truth about Amer-

ica’s involvement was so widely talked about in the weeks before the op-

eration that it became impossible to deny the U.S. role. If the administration

had realized that the public would hold it responsible despite all denials, it

could have authorized volunteer American pilots and more sophisticated

weaponry without deploying more than a few American volunteers on the

ground. But everyone believed ‘‘the fig leaf was still in place’’ and opposed

stronger measures. The ‘‘deep reluctance of Rusk to drop the fig leaf if the

operation was going to be done at all, the President’s own reluctance to drop

the fig leaf, these, I think, in the final weeks did contribute to the ultimate

failure of the operation.’’41

The Taylor Committee appeared to grasp the danger of a political-

military conflict in planning such operations when it made a number of

recommendations, two applying specifically to Cuba. First, overt paramil-

itary activities must come under Defense Department purview, leaving the

CIA responsible for covert operations and the State Department to handle

political matters. Future paramilitary operations must therefore focus not

only on military and covert actions but also on the interplay of political,

economic, ideological, and intelligence considerations. Second, and more

striking, the United States must not abandon the effort at regime change in

Cuba. It must pursue a strong program of ‘‘political, military, economic and

propaganda action against Castro.’’42

One question emerges from these admissions to overemphasizing the

importance of plausible deniability: If so many advisers recognized the

pitfalls in allowing political considerations to interfere with a military

mission, why did no one speak out? Perhaps they were like Cabell, who did

not want to appear disloyal to the president. Or perchance they hesitated to

take the risk, remaining silent and thus being part of the hoped-for victory

by not objecting, while leaving themselves a way out of culpability in the

event of failure by not having spoken for the plan. And yet those advisers

who chose to comply with a flawed policy rather than express honest dif-

ferences did the president and the nation a great disservice.

Most revealing, neither the Taylor inquiry nor the CIA internal study

uncovered major opposition to continuing the effort to unseat Castro; in-

deed, most advisers felt confident that the Zapata Plan would have worked

had the administration resorted to force. ‘‘I think we were closer to success

than you realize,’’ declared Dulles. One of the staunchest critics of the
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operation, CIA Inspector General Lyman Kirkpatrick, later pointed to U-2

photos showing that Castro had moved his tanks at Camp Libertad bumper

to bumper and relocated all planes not destroyed by the D-2 strikes into two

airfields. Further air strikes could have destroyed the tanks and the planes,

including the jets ‘‘that made the difference.’’ Berle later expressed dis-

pleasure with the president’s decision against U.S. military force. Bissell

insisted that CIA intelligence proved ‘‘essentially accurate,’’ virtually as-

suring an ‘‘initial success.’’ Ironically, given his failure two times to make

this case to the president, he insisted that the operation would have worked

had the D-Day strikes taken place. The president’s ‘‘political compromises’’

aimed at achieving plausible deniability, which came at the expense of

‘‘maximum effectiveness.’’ The United States ‘‘should not support an op-

eration such as this involving the use of force without having also made the

decision to use whatever force is needed to achieve success.’’43

Not surprisingly, less than a week after McNamara’s request, the Joint

Chiefs submitted a detailed plan for overthrowing Castro by military force.

The timetable was clear: eighteen days from initial preparations to first

assault. After reinforcing Guantanamo and evacuating dependents, D-Day

would begin with a coordinated air and marine assault on the Havana area

in western Cuba, accompanied by a blockade if required. Within a week

American forces would control the capital city, and in less than a month and

a half organized resistance would collapse, permitting a withdrawal no more

than ninety days after the invasion. The army expected 16 percent ground

casualties based on a thirty-day military operation that included four days of

intense fighting, followed by cleanup operations.44

According to Wheeler, the plan guaranteed a ‘‘quick overthrow of the

Castro government.’’ The assault must be ‘‘swift, sharp, and overwhelming,’’

aimed at achieving ‘‘world-wide surprise’’ and presenting a ‘‘fait accompli.’’ In

a recommendation mindful of Robert Kennedy’s earlier suggestion, the Joint

Chiefs called for the ‘‘creation of an incident’’ to justify U.S. military action.45

The CIA added immediacy to the plan by informing the National Se-

curity Council that since the previous September $100 million of military

goods had arrived in Cuba, including tanks, helicopters, assault weapons,

anti-aircraft artillery, military vehicles, and infantry weapons and ammu-

nition. Soviet and Czech technicians were on the scene, helping to assemble

the weapons and teaching the Cubans how to use them. Cuban pilots were

continuing to train inside Czechoslovakia, in preparation for flying Soviet

MIGs already in Cuba when operational.46
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On April 29, less than two weeks after the Bay of Pigs invasion and while

the Taylor inquiry continued, President Kennedy gave contingent approval

to a new invasion plan, this one based on direct U.S. military involvement.

About sixty thousand troops, not counting air and naval personnel, would

spearhead an assault aimed at seizing the island in an upgraded timetable of

eight days. Guerrillas would operate for some time afterward in the Es-

cambray Mountains and Oriente Province. McNamara emphasized again,

however, that this contingency plan did not make military action ‘‘proba-

ble.’’ But if truthful, his was a naı̈ve assertion. This rigid mindset in place,

the Taylor team bolstered the plan by inferring that military measures were

appropriate in promoting regime change and that, in its own broad words

that bear repeating, the administration must pursue ‘‘political, military,

economic and propaganda action against Castro.’’47 If assassination was not

specifically part of the plan, it fitted the liberal guidelines of the new in-

terventionist approach, with its wider scope.

The sheer momentum of such a juggernaut, particularly with the Joint

Chiefs’ smarting over charges of inaction during the Bay of Pigs buildup,

provided added impetus to the military solution. The president, severely

chastened and humiliated by his first Cold War defeat, feverishly worked

with his brother in pushing the program. And the CIA, also under fire,

chafed at the opportunity to set matters right. The call for a military in-

vasion under these strained circumstances threatened to take on a life of its

own, leaving little room for opposition and no restrictions on methods.

Two Democratic senators sensed a coming military action and warned

President Kennedy against taking that route. What the United States had to

do, his friend Mike Mansfield insisted, was ‘‘to face up to the fact that we

have made a mistake.’’ An angry reaction would only ‘‘intensify the mistake’’

by solidifying Castro’s hold on Cuba. If the United States pursued economic

reforms through the Alliance for Progress, massive unrest would drop, di-

minishing the chances of Castroism spreading in Latin America. Claiborne

Pell, like Mansfield, warned Rusk against the use of force, also emphasizing

the Alliance for Progress and arguing that the Cuban people would ulti-

mately overthrow Castro.48 But their remarks did not push theWhite House

off its military course.

In the president’s defense, he did not want to move prematurely and

resisted enormous pressure for quick and decisive action. A special task

force on Cuba insisted that U.S. military intervention offered the only way

to overthrow Castro. The National Security Council did not push for im-
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mediate military action but wanted it left as an option. The president re-

jected an air force recommendation for ‘‘rather heavy and perhaps indis-

criminate bombardment.’’ He also opposed a naval blockade though

approving air surveillance every two or three days. Rusk argued that the

United States must bring down Castro before all South America became

Communist, and Schlesinger too climbed aboard this crest of emotion,

warning of Cuba’s becoming a ‘‘Soviet outpost in the hemisphere.’’ The

president did not follow Stahr’s recommendation to form a Cuban Freedom

Brigade, but he approved the induction of Cuban volunteers into the

American army for Special Forces training. Pleased with the warm reaction

to their proposal, the Joint Chiefs directed Admiral Dennison to submit a

detailed plan for a surprise army, navy, and air force attack on Cuba.49

Regime change in Cuba thus became the central focus of the Kennedy

administration, demonstrating that the Bay of Pigs experience had not

deterred interventionism but made it the heart of future policies targeting

Castro as well as other undesirable foreign leaders. Just as the Joint Chiefs

considered their specialty—military action—the sole solution to the Cuban

problem, so did the CIA argue that its area of expertise—paramilitary

operations—offered the best remedy. The military response threatened to

become the key to resolving growing problems in Vietnam, while the CIA’s

covert approach to the Bay of Pigs operation became a virtual reference

point for similar actions in Africa, Latin America, the Middle East, and

Southeast Asia. Shoup agreed that the failure had increased the emphasis on

counterinsurgency preparation and noted the president’s letter of com-

mendation on the education of marines in guerrilla warfare. Not everyone

approved. Colonel Hawkins lamented more than thirty years afterward that

Washington’s leaders ‘‘continue to harbor unrealistically overblown ideas

about what can be accomplished by covert, deniable means.’’50

The outcome at the Bay of Pigs had not undermined the drive for

regime change; rather, its proponents now insisted that a renewed effort

would succeed if Americans played the central role in an operation that had

graduated from a quiet night-time landing to an all-out military invasion.
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Epilogue

[Richard Bissell] leaves an enduring legacy. —President

John F. Kennedy, March 1, 1962

To the Kennedy White House, the Bay of Pigs operation appeared more a

setback than a defeat in that it only temporarily shelved the attempt to

overthrow Castro. Military intervention remained the priority to policy-

makers demanding a rapid solution; covert action appealed to those seeking

to undermine his stature as critical to encouraging domestic unrest. Still

others considered assassination essential to igniting a popular insurrection

as prelude to invasion. And, finally, some wanted to combine all the above.

In the meantime the Cold War churned upward in intensity as

Khrushchev seemed determined to test whether Kennedy’s unwillingness to

take strong action in Cuba had revealed a personal weakness worth ex-

ploiting. The two leaders met at a summit conference in Vienna in June

1961, where Khrushchev attempted to cow the young president with hard

demands that the United States pull out of Berlin by the end of the year or

face decisive Soviet action. The result was a dramatic American military

buildup, threats and counterthreats of war, and in August the Soviet erec-

tion of a concrete and barbed-wire wall separating East and West Berlin that

symbolized the great chasm between the two chief antagonists in the Cold



War. The Americans refused to withdraw fromWest Berlin, reminding old-

timers of the late 1940s showdown when the city became a virtual hostage of

the Soviets because it sat a hundred miles inside their sector of East Ger-

many, connected to the outside world only by access roads and air corridors.

As was the case less than two decades earlier, the crisis passed without

incident but left a legacy of heightened international tension.

In the fall of 1961 the Kennedy administration, still stinging from the

Bay of Pigs, resumed its attempt to eliminate Castro by creating a top-secret

program code-named Operation Mongoose, run by Robert Kennedy, and

by completing the preparation of Project ZR/RIFLE, or executive action,

before linking it to a revived CIA-Mafia assassination effort. As a forerunner

to Mongoose, White House adviser Richard Goodwin had convinced the

president to appoint his brother to head a ‘‘command operation’’ for Cuba.

At an early November White House meeting, President Kennedy approved

the continued preparation of a plan for removing Castro—Mongoose—that

ran parallel to the executive action program. Among those at the meeting

were Robert Kennedy, Cabell, Bissell, and King, who were all familiar with

the CIA-Mafia collaboration, and Bundy, who had initially encouraged

Bissell to establish an executive action capability. The attorney general

readily assumed the task of toppling Castro, promising ‘‘to stir things up’’ in

Cuba. He could not guarantee Castro’s fall, ‘‘but we have nothing to lose.’’1

President Kennedy appointed Air Force General Edward Lansdale as

Mongoose’s chief of operations to coordinate the overthrow. Lansdale was

gruff and outspoken, not averse to playing outside the rules, and highly

unpopular with the State Department, among other government agencies,

for his brash behavior, but he had won the president’s confidence in the

early days of the administration with his James Bond image and his first-

hand report on Vietnam that helped shape policy. He was well qualified for

this new covert task, having specialized in psychological warfare in the

Office of Strategic Services in World War II and as a CIA operative in the

Philippines and Vietnam during the 1950s. Indeed, Lansdale had been the

prototype for a character in two best-selling novels of the 1950s, The Quiet

American, by British writer Graham Greene, and Eugene Burdick and

William Lederer’s The Ugly American (both made into movies). Lansdale

and his colleagues would answer to the newly organized supervisory com-

mittee, an expansion of the NSC 5412 Special Group into the Special Group

(Augmented), or SGA, that included Bundy and U. Alexis Johnson from the

State Department, Roswell Gilpatrick from Defense, the new CIA director as
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of that month of November, Republican John McCone (Dulles had recently

retired), and General Lemnitzer from the Special Group, now augmented by

Taylor and the attorney general.2

Mongoose quickly ballooned into a large enterprise. In addition to the

core group of advisers, William Harvey from the CIA, already well known as

a problem solver, would continue his groundwork on the executive action

program while taking on this new central role in the Mongoose operation.

He would work under Lansdale’s direction as head of more than two

hundred members of Task Force W (the letter standing for William Walker,

the American filibusterer executed in Honduras in 1860) at the same time he

was putting the finishing touches on ZR/RIFLE. Another four hundred

people from the CIA’s home office and Miami station (code-named

JMWAVE) were primarily responsible for implementing the overthrow.3

Controversy lingers over the methods considered in the Mongoose

operation, but Lansdale asserted that the options were wide open and for

that reason did not exclude assassination. Mongoose members carefully

avoided the term but never ruled out the method. At the first meeting with

the SGA in the Old Executive Office Building adjacent to the White House,

Lansdale immediately sensed the urgency to succeed by any means thought

necessary. He knew he was acting for the president and was to report at least

once a week to his brother. Lansdale was no stranger to decisive covert

action and later suggested the naı̈veté of his superiors by almost glibly

remarking that the Bay of Pigs failure had had a ‘‘traumatic’’ effect on the

White House, making assassination ‘‘a taboo subject’’ that its policymakers

dreamed about at night but refused to think about during the day.

McNamara later admitted that the White House was ‘‘hysterical’’ about

Castro after the Bay of Pigs, but said, ‘‘I don’t believe we contemplated

assassination.’’4

Yet McNamara’s words do not ring true, since the president still

smarted from the Bay of Pigs humiliation and clearly pondered Castro’s

assassination. Kennedy had earlier discussed the subject with his friend

Senator George Smathers, who sharply disapproved of such action; he now

raised it again with journalist Tad Szulc of theNew York Times, who had just

returned from Cuba after talking with Castro about the invasion. In the Oval

Office on November 9, with Goodwin there, the president casually inquired

about the conversation in Havana but then suddenly leaned forward in

his rocking chair and asked, ‘‘What would you think if I ordered Castro

to be assassinated?’’ A horrible idea, Szulc replied without hesitation. An
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assassination would not guarantee a change in the Cuban government, and

the United States must not take part in murder. ‘‘I agree with you com-

pletely,’’ the president responded, much as he had to Smathers. ‘‘My brother

and I believe,’’ he said, that ‘‘for moral reasons’’ the United States could not

approve assassination.5

But the president’s disclaimer fails to stand up, given his implicit ap-

proval of both executive action and (with his brother) the CIA-Mafia plan.

To hide his interest in assassination, Kennedy smiled and admitted to

‘‘testing’’ Szulc, saying, ‘‘I’m glad you feel the same way.’’ Szulc thought the

president under ‘‘terrific pressure from advisers (think he said intelligence

people, but not positive) to okay a Castro murder’’ and believed him when

he asserted that it was ‘‘the kind of thing I’m never going to do.’’ Days

afterward, according to Goodwin, the president remarked, ‘‘We can’t get

into that kind of thing, or we would all be targets.’’ Goodwin was not aware

of either assassination plan and likewise thought the president sincere.6

Despite President Kennedy’s professed opposition to assassination, he

did nothing to discourage its proponents. He surely knew what his brother

had learned: that the CIA-Mafia effort remained intact but in a dormant

state, awaiting some signal to begin anew. That in mind, it is likely he tried

to cover himself by renouncing the subject to Szulc. In a further attempt to

publicly distance himself from an assassination policy, President Kennedy

proclaimed at the University of Washington, ‘‘We cannot, as a free nation,

compete with our adversaries in tactics of terror, assassination, false

promises, counterfeit mobs and crises.’’7

The Mongoose committee soon exasperated the president by its in-

ability to ensure a fast and favorable result. In a late November meeting in

the Oval Office, he told Lansdale and McCone that he wanted a specific plan

within two weeks. Robert Kennedy agreed, emphasizing the need for ‘‘im-

mediate dynamic action.’’ McCone cautioned against anything ‘‘reckless,’’

expressing concern that the administration seemed in ‘‘shock’’ after the Bay

of Pigs. But President Kennedy refused to wait. He again brought up the

subject, once more blasting Bissell and the CIA for failing to see that the

landing area was not suitable for guerrilla operations and the Joint Chiefs for

spending less than a half hour examining the operation before re-

commending White House approval. The next day, Kennedy approved the

Mongoose operation, clearly expecting a quick remedy.8

Thus under intense pressure from the White House, the Mongoose

team searched for a solution to the Castro problem. In late January 1962 the
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president insisted that ‘‘the final chapter on Cuba has not been written’’ and

that ‘‘it’s got to be done and will be done.’’ The next day several committee

members met in the office of the attorney general, who emphasized that

Cuba was the administration’s ‘‘top priority’’ and that ‘‘all else is secondary’’

with ‘‘no time, money, effort or manpower . . . to be spared.’’ Lest there be

doubt, he emphasized, ‘‘Nothing [was] to stand in [the] way of getting this

done . . . no excuses.’’9

Robert Kennedy thus led an operation that increasingly narrowed its

choices to assassination. According to Marshall Carter, the CIA’s new

deputy director, the attorney general acted as ‘‘a sort of rat terrier type who

was picking all the time on everybody, . . . a typical movie DA who never lets

up on the witness.’’ He was the president’s ‘‘alter ego,’’ his ‘‘hatchet man.’’

Confirmation of his central role came from the CIA’s station chief in Miami,

Ted Shackley, who declared that in the spring of 1962 he received directives

from Harvey to do whatever was necessary to bring about a regime change

in Cuba. The CIA had transferred Shackley from Berlin shortly after the Bay

of Pigs to wage what Bissell called a ‘‘secret war’’ against Castro. The at-

torney general, Shackley soon concluded, personified an ‘‘attack dog’’

leading the White House effort. The ‘‘driving force’’ was a ‘‘personal ven-

detta’’ by the president and his brother, who had been humiliated by the

invasion and wanted Castro out, ‘‘whether by palace revolt, military coup,

popular uprising, or assassination.’’10

Richard Helms, now director of the CIA’s Office of Special Operations

(covert action), argued that the administration’s urgency in getting rid of

Castro after the Bay of Pigs debacle led advisers to believe that assassination

had implicit approval. ‘‘I remember vividly [that the pressure to overthrow

Castro] was very intense’’ and that ‘‘there were no limitations put on the

means.’’ The attorney general set the tone, clarifying ‘‘what I understood was

desired.’’ The ‘‘atmosphere of the day,’’ the very ‘‘temper of the times,’’

signaled a desire to get rid of Castro, and ‘‘if he had been gotten rid of by this

means [assassination] that this would have been acceptable to certain in-

dividuals.’’ There was a ‘‘flat-out effort ordered by the White House, the

President, Bobby Kennedy who was after all his man, his right hand in these

matters, to unseat the Castro government, to do everything possible to get

rid of it by whatever device could be found.’’ Helms’s orders, he said, were to

dispose of Castro, and ‘‘nobody . . . ever said to me, any personal attack on

that man is ruled out.’’ And nothing could appear on paper. ‘‘I can’t imagine

anybody wanting something in writing saying I have just charged Mr. Jones
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to go out and shoot Mr. Smith.’’ Helms emphasized that ‘‘it was the policy at

the time to get rid of Castro, and if killing him was one of the things that was

to be done in this connection, that was within what was expected.’’11

Chances grew for assassination in early 1962, when Harvey received

instructions to take over the CIA-Mafia project and now, with executive

action and Task Force W, held three leadership positions that focused on

eliminating Castro. Ironically, just as the president publicly renounced as-

sassination the previous November, the executive action program secretly

neared completion and Bissell asked Harvey to resurrect the Mafia operation

and consider the ‘‘application of the ZR/RIFLE program to Cuba.’’ Harvey

regarded ZR/RIFLE and the Mafia project as one and the same. Bissell

concurred, asserting that ‘‘the contact with the syndicate which had Castro

as its target . . . folded into the ZR/RIFLE project . . . . And they became

one.’’12

Harvey asserted that his assignment came from the top. Assassination

fell ‘‘perfectly within the province of an intelligence service’’ and ‘‘on proper

orders from the proper highest authority.’’ Approval ‘‘must come from the

Chief Executive’’ or ‘‘the President,’’ Harvey insisted, although he never

knew the specifics of the authority granted. ‘‘I was completely convinced

during this entire period, that this operation had the full authority of every

pertinent echelon of CIA and had full authority of the White House, either

from the President or from someone authorized and known to be autho-

rized to speak for the President.’’ This meant ‘‘[a]pproval in principle’’ from

the CIA director and ‘‘presumably from the White House.’’ Did he believe

President Kennedy knew? ‘‘Yes, quite frankly I did.’’13

In April 1962, Harvey contacted Roselli, and they revived the poison

scheme by implementing Varona’s proposal made during the Venetian

Causeway talks of the fall of 1960. Varona had remained actively involved in

the overthrow, recently visiting the State Department on two occasions—

in late February and late March 1962, the second meeting with Bundy

present—to call for another invasion attempt supported by American

military force. Just three weeks later, in April, Roselli convinced O’Connell

to approve giving Varona CIA poison pills in exchange for $50,000 in cash

and $10,000 worth of communications apparatus for his speedboats. Varona

agreed to forward the pills to a chef in a restaurant often patronized by

Castro—a coffee shop in the Hotel Havana Libre—who could slip the

poison into his food. But this plan fizzled like the first one, this time when,

according to Castro years afterward, the would-be assassin was unable to put
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the poison into a chocolate milkshake after finding the small glass vial

containing the pills frozen to the ice in the freezer.14

The Kennedy administration had imposed an economic embargo on

Cuba in February 1962 in an effort to stir up resistance to the regime, but its

real hopes lay in the use of U.S. troops. Admiral Dennison sent the Joint

Chiefs a carefully constructed invasion plan that attempted to correct the

deficiencies of the Bay of Pigs operation by mandating air assaults intended

to eliminate the Cuban air force and severely damage Castro’s ground forces

as the prelude to a second invasion attempt. Roger Hilsman, a hard-nosed

White House adviser who had recently advocated an escalated military in-

volvement in Vietnam, warned ‘‘that unless a popular uprising in Cuba is

promptly supported by overt U.S. military action, it would probably lead to

another Hungary.’’ If the White House did not ‘‘bite the bullet, . . . I am

afraid we may be heading for a fiasco that could be worse for us than the ill-

fated operation of last year.’’ Lansdale had compiled a kaleidoscopic list of

thirty-two ‘‘tasks’’ for Mongoose, but he focused on the Joint Chiefs’ call for

military intervention, asking them and the State Department to devise

‘‘pretexts’’ for doing so. He wanted a proposal by March 13, and they

promptly sent McNamara a cascade of recommendations code-named

Northwoods and aimed at provoking war with Cuba.15

In a White House meeting three days later, President Kennedy gave

‘‘tacit authorization’’ to Mongoose’s objective of overthrowing the Castro

regime but again put no limitations on means and thereby left the way open

for any measure deemed viable. Robert Kennedy had repeatedly called for

war by pretext, perhaps leading Lansdale to seek ‘‘pretexts’’ for American

military intervention. And at an April 11 meeting SGA members urged

preparation for ‘‘necessary military action’’ and specifically referred to one

suggestion in the Northwoods scheme in asking McCone to look into the

prospect of ‘‘manufacturing MIG type planes’’ to fabricate a justification.

The Joint Chiefs’ proposal ‘‘on pretext or provocative actions,’’ noted the

SGA, was ‘‘a very thoughtful and useful document.’’ Lemnitzer complained

that the ‘‘civilian hierarchy was crippled not only by inexperience, but also

by arrogance arising from failure to recognize its own limitations. The

problem,’’ he asserted, ‘‘was simply that the civilians would not accept

military judgments.’’ Then came April 17, 1961. ‘‘The Bay of Pigs fiasco

broke the dike,’’ according to one contemporary report.16

In this pressurized atmosphere, Goodwin remembered that in a large

August 1962 meeting of the SGA and other advisers, McNamara raised the
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subject of assassination ‘‘out of the blue in the middle of a discussion of

other subjects’’ dealing with Cuba. ‘‘The only way to get rid of Castro,’’ the

defense secretary asserted, was ‘‘to kill him.’’ That was ‘‘the only real solu-

tion.’’ At long last, Harvey must have thought with satisfaction, the ultimate

solution had emerged from the shadows. ‘‘Oh, you mean Executive Action,’’

he declared in wedding McNamara’s proposal with the assassination pro-

gram that Bissell had asked Harvey to develop at White House bidding. Yes,

responded McNamara in implicitly acknowledging an awareness of that

capability. ‘‘I mean it, Dick,’’ he said, turning to Goodwin, who had never

heard the term executive action before but instantly realized it meant as-

sassination. ‘‘It’s the only way. I really mean it.’’17

Fire lay behind the smoke and excitement generated at the SGA

meeting, for even though McCone upbraided McNamara for his indiscre-

tion both before his colleagues and in a personal confrontation afterward, he

was throughout this sensitive period quietly supporting the recruitment of a

Cuban defector as a potential assassin—Rolando Cubela Secades (code-

named AMLASH by the CIA). A medical doctor and at one time a major

and hence among the highest-ranking officers in Castro’s army, Cubela had

a history of unstable behavior that did not quash the CIA’s interest in his

disenchantment with the Communist leanings of the new regime and his

open talk about eliminating his onetime idolized leader. Most important, he

had a record as an assassin and, as a trusted associate of Fidel, his brother

Raúl, and Che Guevara, was close enough to Castro to heighten the chances

of success. Jumping at the opportunity, McCone had approved instructions

to the CIA station inMiami (where Shackley considered assassination one of

his weapons) two months before the August SGA meeting to explore Cu-

bela’s possibilities.18

II

But every aspect of the movement toward Castro’s assassination came to an

abrupt halt in mid-October, when the Kennedy administration discovered

that the Soviets were constructing missile sites in Cuba with the intention of

attaching nuclear warheads capable of striking Washington, D.C. The result

was a threatened nuclear confrontation that shifted the White House con-

cern from Castro. Various theories arose then and afterward about why

Khrushchev had embarked on this reckless course. Pressure the United
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States out of Berlin? Bargain for the U.S. withdrawal of missiles from Turkey

and Italy? Achieve nuclear parity by intimidating the United States? Spread

socialist doctrine throughout the Caribbean? Or protect Cuba from a U.S.

invasion and gain stature in Latin America and the world?

All these factors played into the premier’s design, which rested on his

assumption of presidential weakness demonstrated at the Bay of Pigs. But

given the invasion attempt, Castro’s appeal to Moscow for help, and his fear

of imminent U.S. military action, it appears more convincing to believe

Khrushchev’s assertion that his central purpose was to establish a strategic

balance with the United States while protecting an ally. The president, or so

Khrushchev believed, would once again do nothing.19

Khrushchev’s suspicions of U.S. military action in Cuba were justified,

for, as shown, Admiral Dennison had recently submitted a lengthy invasion

plan to the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The Soviet premier was aware of its general

features, thanks to his intelligence corps. Just hours after the Joint Chiefs

received the proposal, the KGB notified the Kremlin that ‘‘military spe-

cialists of the USA had revised an operational plan against Cuba, which,

according to this information, is supported by President Kennedy.’’20

The story of how the two superpowers narrowly averted a nuclear con-

frontation is familiar to most readers, but not so well known is the visceral

White House anger with Castro. In exchange for the Soviets’ removing the

missiles, the United States promised not to invade Cuba. But why were the

missiles there in the first place? Castro had welcomed them. The Kennedy

administration, asserted Helms years afterward, ‘‘certainly would like to have

punished Castro for the Cuban missile crisis.’’ It was so livid over his actions

that in the heat of the crisis the attorney general spent valuable time informing

the SGA of the president’s demand to eliminate his arch-enemy. We need

‘‘massive activity,’’ Robert Kennedy declared while repeating his brother’s

displeasure with the Mongoose program. Indeed, theWhite House shut down

the Mongoose operation after the missile crisis had passed later that month,

but not as part of an often alleged general effort to defuse the international

atmosphere. ‘‘Nothing was moving forward,’’ the attorney general hotly

complained to Lansdale. An embittered discussion followed, resulting in the

SGA’s call for ‘‘new and more dynamic approaches’’ from Lansdale. ‘‘We’ll

have to do something drastic about Cuba,’’ the president told Bundy and

McCone in the immediate aftermath of the Soviet war scare.21

The following December (1962) the Kennedy administration adopted a

highly unusual approach to Cuba: a two-headed policy of assassination and
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accommodation, both aimed at eliminating Castro and intimately linked

with another objective—ridding the island of Soviet troops still there after

the missile crisis. The assassination option had resumed almost immediately

after the missile settlement, whereas the interest in a rapprochement grew

soon after a late December 1962 agreement to release the Bay of Pigs captives

for a huge ransom in food and drugs. Bundy recommended that the pres-

ident establish a quiet communication with Castro, and the result was a

‘‘compromise’’ between ‘‘hard’’ and ‘‘soft’’ lines. TheWhite House sought to

reduce Castro’s power, either by attracting Cuba from Sino-Soviet influence

or by replacing him with someone sympathetic with this purpose. It de-

manded that all Soviet troops leave Cuba, even permitting Castro to remain

in power if that was the only way to get them out. The threat was more

imagined than real, for no Soviet combat forces were in Cuba, although

nearly seven thousand military advisers and technicians were possibly still

on the island. But U.S. prestige rested heavily on a total withdrawal, leading

theWhite House to favor Castro’s removal as the major means of ending the

Soviet presence.22

The idea of assassination seemed impossible for the Kennedys to let go,

undermining the oft-argued claim that the president seriously sought an

accommodation with Castro. The administration consistently maintained

its staunch anti-Castro policy in the aftermath of the Bay of Pigs, working

toward a military invasion with American forces while intending to precede

it with assassination. Sam Halpern in the CIA insisted that the story that

‘‘the Kennedys wanted to be friends with Castro . . . is sheer, utter nonsense.’’

An unusual policy indeed: at one and the same time, the White House

attempting to befriend him while trying to kill him.23

For nearly a year, however, the administration’s determination to

eliminate Castro floundered until, in the fall of 1963, the CIA out of des-

peration reestablished contact with Cubela—shortly after the White House

had approved another military coup, this one in South Vietnam that initially

stalled and left Diem in power. President Kennedy had directed State and

Defense Department advisers to plan another invasion by Cuban exiles, but

this time followed by direct U.S. military involvement. The Cubela story that

had begunmore than a year and a half earlier melded into this new project.24

To replace Task Force W from the now defunct Mongoose program,

the administration had set up in the spring of 1962 the Special Affairs

Staff (SAS), headed by Harvard Law School graduate Desmond FitzGerald,

a close friend of the Kennedys in the CIA’s Plans Division who supported
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a military coup jump-started by Castro’s assassination. FitzGerald at first

considered several dubious schemes for killing Castro, including giving him

a botulism-infected scuba-diving suit and placing a colorful seashell rigged

with explosives in the waters where he regularly went skin diving. Indeed, in

an incredible example of poor timing, the CIA chose the most sensitive

moments of the December 1962 prisoner negotiations to send Castro a

diving suit infected with a deadly poison. Fortunately the American lawyer

entrusted with the mission, not knowing that he was carrying what he later

denounced as a ‘‘nice big germ bag,’’ switched it with another one he

purchased. This effort had failed, but FitzGerald was not overly concerned:

He thought a coup had more promise because the army contained ‘‘the

greatest concentration of possibly disillusioned personnel.’’ By early Sep-

tember 1963 Secretary of the Army Cyrus Vance forwarded FitzGerald a

study of the previous June setting out a ‘‘spectrum of actions’’ designed ‘‘to

encourage dissident elements in the military and other power centers of the

Regime to bring about the eventual liquidation of the Castro-communist

entourage and the elimination of the Soviet presence in Cuba.’’ FitzGerald

counted on Cubela to stage the coup.25

Thus the revived AMLASH project rested on killing Castro as the chief

means for fomenting a coup. Two CIA officials—newly assigned case officer

Nestor Sanchez and a colleague—immediately met on September 5 with

Cubela in Porto Allegro, Brazil. Sanchez had worked with Harvey on Task

Force W before accepting this new assignment and was well aware of his

reputation for taking any action deemed necessary. FitzGerald would surely

not change the approach. ‘‘I did not hear of any plans to assassinate Castro,’’

Sanchez asserted in carefully couched words that failed to conceal the ad-

ministration’s willingness to resort to assassination. It was a military coup

against a nation with which the United States was not at war, with Sanchez

insisting that the discussion was ‘‘not specifically in assassination terms.’’

Thus did still another U.S. official draw an arbitrary distinction between

killing Castro in the course of a coup and an outright assassination. As

FitzGerald’s new special assistant on SAS and his case officer on the AM-

LASH project, Sanchez declared that his responsibility was ‘‘to organize a

military coup inside Cuba against Fidel Castro.’’26

If Castro was not aware of Cubela’s private dealings with the CIA, he

knew of the agency’s attempts to kill him, whether directly or during a coup.

Just two days after Sanchez met with Cubela in Brazil, Castro bitterly de-

nounced recent U.S.-prompted raids on Cuban territory and publicly
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warned the Kennedy administration against trying to bring down his gov-

ernment. Was the timing coincidental? Or was Cubela a double agent who

had alerted Castro to the plot? Evidence remains inconclusive, but at a party

probably staged in the Brazilian embassy in Havana, Castro bitterly pro-

claimed in an impromptu, three-hour interview with AP journalist Daniel

Harker that ‘‘we are prepared to fight them and answer in kind.’’ American

leaders ‘‘should think that if they are aiding terrorist plans to eliminate

Cuban leaders, they themselves will not be safe.’’ In a warning that estab-

lishes Castro’s knowledge of the plots, he declared: ‘‘Let Kennedy and his

brother Robert take care of themselves since they too can be the victims of

an attempt which will cause their death.’’27

Not by coincidence did the CIA’s private talks with Cubela intensify by

late September, just as Washington’s policymakers moved toward a military

coup that rested on killing Castro either in the assault or by assassination.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff had expressed concern with the effectiveness of

recent CIA raids on Cuba, and when FitzGerald requested military assis-

tance, they first wanted to know the extent of the covert operations. On

September 25 FitzGerald secretly briefed them on further details of the

program. Most encouraging, he declared in an allusion to Cubela not shared

with the generals that CIA officers had been ‘‘getting closer to military

personnel who might break with Castro.’’ At least ten high-ranking military

figures were ‘‘talking with CIA but as yet are not talking to each other.’’

FitzGerald saw a ‘‘parallel in history’’—‘‘the plot to kill Hitler; and this plot

is being studied in detail to develop an approach.’’ Vance considered a coup

the ‘‘most promising’’ line of attack, and FitzGerald thought the time right,

arguing that Castro’s position had ‘‘seriously weakened.’’28

Against the advice of his CIA colleagues, FitzGerald took an extraordinary

step that starkly personified the administration’s obsession with Castro: He

decided to join Sanchez in a Paris meeting with Cubela on October 29 to

assure him that the ‘‘U.S. Government was serious about this operation.’’

Cubela was probably a ‘‘dangle’’ (double agent), hotly warned Harold

Swenson, the chief of counterintelligence in SAS. From his JMWAVE post in

Miami, Shackley cautioned that if Cubela launched a coup, ‘‘it’s quite likely

they’ll track you down. You have a high profile.’’ FitzGerald was not con-

cerned about either risk in light of the potential payoff. Cubela wanted

confirmation of White House support from someone in high authority—

preferably a meeting with the president. That was out of the question, of

course, but FitzGerald settled on the next best approach. He would introduce
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himself to Cubela as the ‘‘personal representative of Robert F. Kennedy who

traveled to Paris’’ to promise ‘‘full U.S. support with a change of the present

government in Cuba.’’ It remains debatable whether the attorney general

knew of this unusual arrangement, but it is inconceivable that FitzGerald

would have undertaken this approach without first clearing it with him.

Whatever the truth, the ploy worked. Posing as James Clark, FitzGerald de-

livered a personal assurance of help that satisfied Cubela, who asked for rifles,

scopes, and explosives ‘‘to assassinate Castro from a distance.’’ Three weeks

later, FitzGerald authorized Sanchez to provide the weapons along with a

poison pen that Cubela rejected with the remark that surely the CIA could

‘‘come up with something more sophisticated than that.’’29

In November two assassinations occurred—though neither in Cuba—

that stunned the world and suggested a future resting on violence. The

generals in the South Vietnamese army launched their long-expected coup

on November 1, assassinating President Ngo Dinh Diem and his brother in

Saigon while a CIA agent sat at coup headquarters after assuring U.S.

support in the event of Diem’s overthrow. Then, just three weeks later, on

the evening of November 22, as Sanchez and Cubela came out of their

second meeting in Paris, they learned of President Kennedy’s death that day

in Dallas.30

‘‘Why do such things happen to good people?’’ asked Cubela, visibly

shaken by the news. He returned to Cuba to organize the coup, although

Sanchez claimed that within hours a cable arrived from FitzGerald in Wa-

shington, putting the entire Cuban operation on hold until the new ad-

ministration clarified its policy. For whatever reason, the AMLASH files

contain no such cable; but in any case it was too late to stop Cubela. In what

Sanchez considered the most important result of the Paris meeting, Cubela

continued laying the groundwork for a coup. The CIA’s 1967 internal report

trenchantly noted the irony ‘‘that at the very moment President Kennedy

was shot a CIA officer was meeting with a Cuban agent in Paris and giving

him an assassination device for use against Castro.’’31

III

The new president was Lyndon B. Johnson, who, years after leaving the

White House, told Atlanticmagazine that in November 1963 he was shocked

to learn that ‘‘we had been operating a damned Murder, Inc., in the
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Caribbean.’’ But if his dismay at the outset was real, it soon changed when he

became privy to the attempts to assassinate Castro during the Kennedy

years. Johnson had invited Kennedy’s advisers to stay, confirming his public

promise to continue previous policies and thereby suggesting a private

knowledge of the Cuban project that Helms confirmed. When asked if

Johnson knew of the ‘‘continuing efforts to assassinate Castro,’’ Helms as-

serted that ‘‘the Special Group would have continued to consider these

matters, and . . . that whoever was chairing the Special Group would have in

turn reported to the President, which was the usual practice.’’32

Shortly after becoming president, Johnson received a plan prepared by

the State and Defense departments and the CIA that outlined the U.S.

response to a Cuban military coup. Once the coup had occurred, a ‘‘special

team’’ would go to Cuba to determine whether the takeover had neutralized

top leaders as the prelude to U.S. military intervention. Vance concurred in

the plan, and President Johnson expressed great interest in dispatching

American troops immediately after a popular uprising—presumably set off

by Castro’s death. The Joint Chiefs justified the U.S. military involvement as

pivotal to the administration’s continued effort to overthrow Castro by a

‘‘phased and controlled series of political, economic, psychological and

military actions.’’33

President Johnson supported the plan. In an early April 1964 meeting in

the Oval Office, FitzGerald explained that since an internal uprising was

unlikely without a military coup, the CIA had been ‘‘trying to penetrate the

Cuban regime’s power structure.’’ The agency had had little success but, in

an unspoken allusion to Cubela, had made ‘‘an important penetration in the

Cuban army.’’ Up to this moment, Johnson had remained undecided about

whether U.S. policy should focus on eliminating the Castro regime or

pursuing ‘‘some less drastic objective.’’ He had wanted an ongoing program

of sabotage raids to continue until there was an ‘‘unexpected opportunity’’

for ‘‘US intervention and elimination of the overall Communist threat in

Cuba.’’ The new plan seemed to offer that opportunity—so much so that he

informed his advisers that in two months he would suspend the raids.34

McCone, however, argued that the sabotage efforts had not had a

chance to work and warned that putting an end to that program would

effectively terminate the June 1963 directive to overthrow the regime. He

quoted from the directive in reminding his colleagues of their charge ‘‘to

encourage dissident elements in the military and other power centers of the

regime to bring about the eventual liquidation of the Castro Communist
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entourage and the elimination of the Soviet presence from Cuba.’’ All parts

of the program were interdependent and must be, in the words of the

directive, ‘‘executed in tandem.’’ The ‘‘real issue,’’ McCone repeated in a

memo the following day, was whether to continue the push for Castro’s

‘‘liquidation’’ or to ‘‘abandon’’ that policy ‘‘and thus rely on future events of

an undisclosed nature which might accomplish this objective.’’ Shackley

confirmed McCone’s assessment, insisting that suspending the sabotage

program ensured no popular insurrection, no pretext for invading Cuba, no

military coup, and no assassination.35

Clearly assassination weighed heavily on McCone’s mind as his officers

secretly continued working with Cubela. Twice the CIA director had referred

to ‘‘liquidation’’ in advocating Castro’s overthrow. Surely he had used the

term as a euphemism for either assassinating Castro or killing him in the

course of a military coup. But the AMLASH program continued to flounder.

Over the next few months, and at FitzGerald’s request, JMWAVE operatives

dropped weapons and supplies for Cubela, but with little success. Finally, in

November 1964 the CIA informed Cubela of its intention to call off the

operation. Although disappointed, Cubela indicated that he would continue

to work with fellow dissident Manuel Artime in staging a coup. In a series of

events closely monitored by McCone, Sanchez met again with Cubela in

Paris the following month, where Cubela reiterated his intention to initiate a

coup. ‘‘The only cure for rabies,’’ he remarked, ‘‘is get rid of the dog.’’ By the

time Sanchez and Cubela met for the last time (that same December in

Madrid), the Artime-Cubela connection had become what a CIA report

termed ‘‘the Agency back-up.’’36

With so much determination behind it, why didn’t the Cubela-Artime

plot materialize? Few caches reached their destination, and the CIA was never

able to provide a silencer for a high-powered telescopic rifle. But most of all,

the dissidents were unable to penetrate Castro’s defense perimeter. In the

meantime McCone short-circuited Cubela by cutting off support to Artime,

because he refused to cooperate and had become a ‘‘persistent menace.’’

Bundy agreed, calling Artime ‘‘a firecracker in our midst.’’ The State De-

partment recommended that the 303 Committee (the former SGA) notify

Artime of the termination. Ambassador-at-Large Llewellyn Thompson em-

phasized that ‘‘there was no U.S. commitment to Cubela via Artime,’’ and

FitzGerald agreed, remarking that ‘‘Cubela was living on borrowed time.’’37

The CIA terminated the Cubela operation in late June 1965, because

it considered ‘‘the entire AMLASH group insecure’’ and a threat to CIA
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activities in Cuba and agency operatives in Western Europe. The number of

Cubans knowledgeable of the plan and the CIA’s involvement in it had

grown dangerously large, and their circle ‘‘ever-widening,’’ forcing the

agency ‘‘to eliminate contacts ASAP.’’ The CIA had acted with good reason.

Less than a year later, Cuban authorities arrested Cubela for plotting to kill

Castro, and a public trial resulted during which Cubela confessed to treason

and tearfully demanded execution at the wall. But, in a development that

raises doubt about whether he was a double agent, he never revealed the help

he received from the United States. The court sentenced him to death;

surprisingly, Castro commuted the sentence to twenty-five years in jail.

Cubela served only ten years, working as a cardiologist in Havana until his

release.38

Cubela’s demise appropriately corresponded with the collapse of

America’s Cuban policy, for by the autumn of 1965 the growing conflict in

Vietnam and continued problems in Laos had combined with a crisis in the

Dominican Republic to force the Johnson administration to call off all

attempts to overthrow Castro. Helms argued that the mounting difficulties

in Vietnam and Laos necessitated the change, and the New York Times later

charged that the Dominican revolution had led to the June intervention by

U.S. marines and prevented Cuban exiles in Spain from training in the

Dominican Republic for the planned invasion. Journalist Tad Szulc agreed

with the latter assessment, declaring in a 1974 article in Esquire magazine

that the U.S. involvement in the Dominican Republic had forced the can-

cellation of a second invasion of Cuba by 750 armed exiles following Cas-

tro’s assassination. But these explanations provided at best a transparent

subterfuge for the hard reality that the White House policy toward Cuba

already lay in shambles. ‘‘The bearded devil had won the war,’’ declared

Shackley.39

The AMLASH project, however, did not go away; it spawned the charge

that Castro had learned of the plot to kill him and acted first by having

Kennedy assassinated. A dubious argument, perhaps—particularly in light

of a certain American military response if verified. Yet lingering questions

have kept this suspicion alive. No one informed the Warren Commission of

the CIA’s attempts to kill Castro, including Dulles, who sat on the panel—

perhaps because he thought their exposure would cause a war with Cuba or

lead to discoveries of other agency operations. Helms likewise revealed

nothing to the commission because, he told the Church Committee in 1975,

accusing Castro of killing the president could have started a war. Helms
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insisted that his instructions had been to answer questions and provide

requested material and not to ‘‘initiate any particular thing.’’ ‘‘In other

words,’’ clarified a Church Committee member, ‘‘if you weren’t asked for it,

you didn’t give it.’’ ‘‘That’s right, sir.’’ Besides, Helms asserted, the Warren

Commission should have been aware of Washington’s attempts to topple

the Havana regime. ‘‘My recollection at the time was that it was public

knowledge that the United States was trying to get rid of Castro.’’ As for

Castro, Helms added, Soviet intelligence had infiltrated the Cuban exile

community in Florida, and he had to have known that Cuban exiles wanted

to kill him and had U.S. government support. Despite these arguable de-

fenses, some observers have insisted that withholding information was

morally wrong and an obstruction of justice.40

Several critics have linked the AMLASH operation to the president’s

death by citing Castro’s September 1963 warning to American leaders that

their lives were in danger for trying to kill him. But both the CIA and the FBI

discerned no threat to President Kennedy, and neither agency launched an

investigation. One FBI official, however, later attested that had he known of

the CIA’s plots or of Castro’s warning, he would have immediately in-

structed his field offices to be ‘‘particularly aware of anything that might

indicate an assassination attempt’’ on the president. And the CIA officer

(not identified) who coordinated the agency’s investigation of the presi-

dent’s death attested that had he been aware of the assassination plots,

and most specifically of AMLASH, ‘‘I certainly think that that would

have become an absolutely vital factor in analyzing the events surrounding

the Kennedy assassination.’’ Moreover, Swenson from counterintelli-

gence thought it ‘‘logical’’ that those involved in the assassination efforts

should have considered the possibility of ‘‘a connection’’ and should have

‘‘explored it on their own.’’ The Senate committee of 1976 investigating

the Dallas events failed to understand why there was no inquiry, especially

since the president’s alleged assassin, Lee Harvey Oswald, had had contacts

with both pro-Castro and anti-Castro groups in Cuba.41

These discussions raised suspicions within the Church Committee

about Castro’s involvement in Kennedy’s death, but when staff member Jim

Johnston attempted to tie the two matters together, he could not refute

Sanchez’s counterargument. If Castro were behind Kennedy’s assassination,

Sanchez declared, he surely would not have publicly announced his inten-

tion. Then why the extraordinary secrecy about CIA documents relating

to AMLASH? Because of their ‘‘sensitivity,’’ Sanchez replied. Cubela had
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returned to Cuba to initiate a coup, and FitzGerald sought ‘‘to protect his

security.’’ Sanchez saw no connection between the AMLASH project and

Kennedy’s death and had never heard any discussion in the CIA of the

possibility.42

Although present findings do not tie the Cubela affair to the events in

Dallas, it is difficult to believe that the CIA so readily dismissed any possible

relationship. An investigation might have uncovered nothing, but at the

least the agency could have maintained credibility by following every lead.

Robert Kennedy was virtually incapacitated by his brother’s slaying, a de-

spondency doubtless magnified by profound guilt over his pursuing an anti-

Castro policy that might have brought about this tragedy.43 One has the

feeling that those in the CIA aware of the Cubela operation (or any of the

other assassination attempts) were likewise distraught that their actions

might have contributed to the president’s death and therefore tried to

dismiss the matter as quickly and quietly as possible.

Indeed, President Johnson had suspected from the beginning of his

administration that Castro had retaliated against Kennedy; finally, as the

charge picked up momentum, he ordered an internal CIA investigation. In

early 1967, on the same day he received FBI reports of this accusation and in

response to Washington columnist Drew Pearson’s article raising the same

questions, the president instructed Helms as CIA director to look into the

matter. Pearson had touched a national nerve by asserting that ‘‘President

Johnson is sitting on a political H-Bomb’’ and asking whether Robert

Kennedy had ‘‘approved an assassination plot which then possibly backfired

against his late brother.’’ The story had further intrinsic interest because it

had come from Edmund Morgan, a Washington attorney who had related

the account given him by his client, none other than CIA cut-out Robert

Maheu. Helms directed Inspector General J. S. Earman to conduct an in-

house investigation of the agency that, when submitted two months later,

proved so explosive that Helms ordered the destruction of all copies and

related papers. The original he put into safekeeping, where it remained

classified until 1994 and even then appeared annoyingly encumbered with

blacked-out passages. The inspector general’s report confirmed the CIA’s

plots with the Mafia to assassinate Castro and the agency’s creation of an

executive action program. But it said nothing about any connection between

the attempt to kill Castro and the death of Kennedy. Johnson nonetheless

tied them together. To domestic affairs adviser Joseph Califano, he declared

that ‘‘Kennedy tried to kill Castro, but Castro got Kennedy first.’’44
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April 17, 1961, marked the beginning of a new and more dangerous era in

American foreign relations. Traditional reliance on negotiations had be-

come secondary to a forceful interventionist foreign policy devised by the

CIA withWhite House approval that proved enormously costly, both before

and after the Bay of Pigs. Plausible deniability had failed to meet its greatest

challenge—revising history—and yet its basic tenet of hiding the truth by

euphemistic language has become standard parlance in Washington’s gov-

erning circles. Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson bequeathed a

long and embittered relationship between the United States and Cuba that

continues to block normalized relations.

Cold War fears made America’s Cuban policy into a major issue

between the United States and the Soviet Union. The Eisenhower admin-

istration developed the program to eliminate Castro, the Kennedy admin-

istration implemented the plan without putting restrictions on means, and

the Johnson administration continued the effort into the summer of 1965.

All three executives were hard-line Cold Warriors, the first breaking rela-

tions with Cuba, the second attempting to kill Castro as an integral part of

overthrowing the regime, and the third continuing his predecessor’s post–

Bay of Pigs program by supporting a second invasion of Cuba, preceded by

an assassination and climaxed by U.S. military intervention.45 But more

pressing matters in Vietnam, Laos, and the Dominican Republic shifted

Johnson’s attention from Cuba and finally laid an already moribund six-

year-long project to rest.

In retrospect, it seems inconceivable that three presidential adminis-

trations could have supported a program so clearly laden with warnings of

failure. Schlesinger and others cautioned against the political costs even if

successful, but President Kennedy and a host of other advisers single-

mindedly focused on the chances for a major victory in the Cold War at the

dawn of his administration. The CIA took charge of an operation that grew

beyond its area of expertise—a highly complex night-time amphibious

operation that World War II strategists had not risked and that the 1961

military specialists in the Pentagon would have found difficult to manage

even in daylight. General Lemnitzer and his Joint Chiefs colleagues mean-

while conceded leadership to the CIA and sat on the side as observers, failing

the president by not demanding control of an operation that fell into their

realm of responsibility as the nation’s military leaders. Once President

Kennedy canceled the D-1 and D-Day air strikes, the small landing brigade

had no chance against Castro’s planes and ground forces, and it could not
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count on either a popular uprising, an escape to the mountains, or a switch

to guerrilla warfare. Nor could the White House expect to dodge respon-

sibility by resorting to plausible denial.

Then why did the Kennedy administration go ahead? Perhaps because

the plan might work. Or because the ‘‘magic button’’ of assassination might

set the overthrow in motion. And, as Dulles, Bissell, and others (including

the Cuban exiles) thought, the president might approve American military

intervention if the alternative was defeat.

But the assassination plot failed, and Castro survived to outlive nine

presidents and all three Mafia figures, indeed to recently taunt the White

House with the story of how he turned down the gift of a Galápagos turtle

when learning that it lived only a hundred years. ‘‘That’s the problem with

pets,’’ he remarked with a smile. ‘‘You get attached to them and then they

die on you.’’46

More than the Joint Chiefs, President Kennedy criticized the CIA for

devising a plan containing multiple defects and not warning him despite

knowing about them from the beginning. Not by coincidence did Dulles retire

from the agency in September 1961, followed by Bissell’s departure six

months later. Dulles claimed that President Kennedy never said a harsh word

to him after the Bay of Pigs and that he gracefully took the blame for the

failure. He also insisted that he had retired near the time he had planned when

asked to stay on by the new Kennedy administration. But these assertions

cannot conceal the president’s determination to make changes in CIA lead-

ership. If Bissell thought that he as chief strategist was safe in the president’s

shadow by glossing over or concealing flaws in the plan, he found out that

when the operation fell apart, he automatically became expendable because of

that very closeness. ‘‘If this were a parliamentary government,’’ Kennedy told

him, ‘‘I would have to resign and you, a civil servant, would stay on. But being

the system of government it is, a presidential government, you will have to

resign.’’ Bissell never received the director’s job that the president once said

was his when it became available.47

The United States paid a heavy price for the Bay of Pigs, the effects of

which it still feels today. The invasion shattered relations with Cuba and

throughout the Cold War remained a hot issue that further embittered the

U.S. rivalry with the Soviet Union. Even today, with the ColdWar becoming

part of a distant past, the United States still refuses to recognize Cuba, and

its 1962 trade embargo remains in effect. The supreme irony of the Cuban

debacle is that its architects failed to see the numerous pitfalls in inter-
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vention and prepared to try the same remedy again—except that Presidents

Kennedy and Johnson felt confident they would do it right the next time by

using American troops rather than surrogates.

In a rational world, the outcome at the Bay of Pigs should have guar-

anteed against repeating such ventures, but the world of the 1960s was not

rational. America’s top strategists did not grapple with the actual numbers

of troops required to fight Castro’s thirty-two-thousand-man army and

nearly three hundred thousand militia in an unfamiliar tropical morass of

jungles and swamps. Nor did they devise an exit strategy in the event that

matters did not work out as planned. With an American public fearful of

Communism, the president and his brother had become obsessed with

eliminating Castro as a means for restoring U.S. dignity as well as that of

their own. The U.S. military meanwhile fervently sought an opportunity to

regain respect by supporting the broader use of its craft, while the CIA

frantically fought for survival against President Kennedy’s threat to emas-

culate its powers. More than a decade afterward, the assassination plots

became public and, followed by the Church Committee’s revelations and the

executive order against assassination, dealt another severe blow to the CIA’s

credibility. Directly responsible to the president, the CIA remains highly

sensitive to the danger in providing unpleasant reports, in general impeded

from fulfilling its main mission of independently keeping the White House

informed of world events.48

Further troubling is the failure of later presidential administrations to

learn from the Bay of Pigs fiasco and indeed to so readily adopt its most

controversial features of covert warfare. Even with the passing of the Cold

War, the almost paranoid fear persists in the highest governing circles that

almost any nation opposed to American policy is automatically a threat to

U.S. security and thus a legitimate subject for forceful elimination. The Bay

of Pigs invasion broadened the executive’s war-making powers by helping to

institutionalize and massively expand a nearly two-century-long practice of

clandestine operations that, if meshed with ample military power and

managed correctly, appeared capable of both plausible denial and ultimate

success. Critics have called covert methods unconstitutional, insisting that

such tactics permit secret little wars by a national security state having no

sense of public accountability; supporters have appealed to national security

and executive privilege in justifying the concealing of private actions from

popular scrutiny. More than a few have questioned whether democracy is

compatible with a state so tied to warfare.
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Thus did the U.S. disaster at the Bay of Pigs paradoxically point the way

to continued covert actions accompanied by outright military intervention

in other nettlesome countries. Just as America’s strategists in the 1960s failed

to adequately assess the number of troops needed to fight Castro, so did they

repeat that same mistake later in that same decade and again forty years

afterward when sending American troops into Vietnam and Iraq. And, as in

Cuba, so have later strategists believed they could decide what is best for the

targeted country—in short, manipulate and guide history into paths fa-

vorable to the American interest. But as history has repeatedly shown, in-

tervention is far more complicated than it appears at the outset. The United

States in April 1961 had embarked on the slippery slope toward a high-risk

policy of forceful regime change that did not work in Cuba, nor in Vietnam,

nor in Iraq, and remains shaky in Afghanistan.49

OnMarch 1, 1962, in a small White House ceremony almost a year after

the Bay of Pigs, President Kennedy pinned a National Security Medal on

Bissell while asserting that his ‘‘high purpose, unbounded energy, and un-

swerving devotion to duty are benchmarks in the intelligence service.’’ Then,

perhaps with a subtle double meaning, the president concluded that Bissell

‘‘leaves an enduring legacy.’’50
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John F. Kennedy and Fidel Castro were bitter rivals throughout the 
president’s shortened term in office. Kennedy, Abbie Rowe, National Park
Service/ John Fitzgerald Kennedy Library, Boston; Castro, Courtesy Library
of Congress.



Richard Bissell, CIA deputy director of
plans and chief architect of the Bay of
Pigs project, including both assassination
and invasion. Courtesy CIA

Robert Maheu, a former FBI agent and now a private investigator, did contracted
work for the CIA and served as “cut-out” in contacting the Mafia without leaving
a trail of CIA involvement. Courtesy Wide World Photos.



Johnny Roselli acted as
roving ambassador for the
Mafia while maintaining
thriving business enterprises
in both Las Vegas and Los
Angeles. He helped the CIA
make contact with the
underworld. Courtesy Wide
World Photos.

Sam Giancana was the god-
father of the Mafia’s
operation in Chicago
known as “the Outfit.” The
CIA’s hopes for Mafia assis-
tance in assassinating Castro
hinged on his cooperation
in the project. Courtesy
Wide World Photos.



Santo Trafficante was the
godfather of the Mafia’s

southern operation in
Florida who knew dissidents
in Cuba interested in killing

Castro and could serve as
translator. Courtesy Wide

World Photos.

Antonio Varona was integral to both
CIA-Mafia plots to assassinate Castro,

even though he distrusted agency figures
because “they were Americans.” Courtesy

Miami Herald.



2506 Assault Brigade airstrip built by the United
States at Retalhuleh, Guatemala. Camp Trax sat
high in the mountains seen in the background.
Courtesy Antonio de la Cova.

Senator John F. Kennedy and CIA director
Allen Dulles prepare to meet the press at
Hyannisport, Massachusetts, following
Dulles’s briefing of the president-elect.
Courtesy CIA.

President John F. Kennedy and
historian Arthur Schlesinger
confer in the White House Oval
Office. Schlesinger warned the
president that involvement in
the Bay of Pigs operation could
undermine American credibility
throughout the world. Courtesy
John F. Kennedy Library.



President John F. Kennedy meets with members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. From left to
right: Air Force General Curtis LeMay, Admiral Arleigh Burke, Army General George
Decker, Joint Chiefs Chair and Army General Lyman Lemnitzer, and Marine Corps Com-
mandant General David Shoup. The Joint Chiefs virtually conceded military leadership in
the Bay of Pigs operation to the CIA. Courtesy John F. Kennedy Library.

President John F. Kennedy
meets with National Security

Affairs Adviser McGeorge
Bundy in the White House Oval

Office. Bundy served as liaison
with the CIA, at one point early

in the administration pushing
for the establishment of an

executive action capability in
the agency. Courtesy John F.

Kennedy Library.



Parachute Battalion 1
before leaving camp at
Camp Trax in Guatemala.
Courtesy Antonio de la
Cova.

Manuel Artime
speaks to 2506
Assault Brigade
at Camp Trax in
Guatemala.
Courtesy Antonio
de la Cova.

Czech anti-aircraft gun used by Castro’s
forces. Courtesy Antonio de la Cova.



Sea Fury 
from Castro’s 

Revolutionary
Air Force.

Courtesy
Antonio 

de la Cova.

B-26 from Castro’s 
Revolutionary Air Force.

Courtesy Antonio de la Cova.

Lt. Rafael del Pino flew this T-33 jet as part of
Castro’s Revolutionary Air Force in defending
against the Bay of Pigs invasion. At the last moment,
Castro’s engineers attached machine guns to his
trainer jets’ wings, making the craft highly effective
against the Cuban brigade on the ground and its
ships in the bay. Courtesy Antonio de la Cova.



Castro’s air force sank the Houston on April 17, 1961, forcing
the men to abandon the ship in shark-infested waters. Cour-
tesy Antonio de la Cova.

Russian T-34 tank operated by
Castro’s forces. Courtesy Antonio 
de la Cova.

2506 Assault Brigade prisoners. Courtesy Antonio de la Cova.



2506 Assault Brigade weapons captured by
Castro’s forces. Courtesy Antonio de la Cova.



2506 Assault Brigade leader Pepe San Román in Havana prison. Courtesy United
Press International.



2506 Assault Brigade prisoners berated by Fidel Castro at the
Havana sports palace. Courtesy Antonio de la Cova.

President John F. Kennedy and Attorney General Robert F.
Kennedy in discussion outside the White House Oval Office.

Courtesy John F. Kennedy Library.



As a legendary veteran 
of both the OSS and
the CIA, General
Edward Lansdale
headed the top-secret
Mongoose program to
eliminate Fidel Castro
by any method deemed
necessary. Courtesy
U.S. Air Force.

President Kennedy meets in
April 1962 with (left to right)
Allen Dulles, former CIA
director; Richard Bissell, former
CIA deputy director of plans;
and CIA director John McCone.
Courtesy CIA.



Rolando Cubela (AMLASH), recruited by the CIA to lead a military coup against
the Castro regime that hinged on the Maximum Leader’s death, either in the
course of the takeover or by outright assassination. Courtesy Wide World Photos.



President John F. Kennedy awards Allen Dulles the National Security Medal on
November 28, 1961. Courtesy John F. Kennedy Library.



President John F. Kennedy awards Richard Bissell the National Security Medal on
March 1, 1962. Courtesy Wide World Photos.




